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P R E F A C E .
T ins book has been written for the use of young children 
who are making their first attempts to understand the 
world of Insect Life. It is not an addition to the Science 
Text-Books: these are in place only in me higher classes 
of the schools.
I believe that any attempt to convert Nature Study 
into an elementary course in science will fail. Science, 
indeed, must be drawn upon, and the teacher cannot know 
too much; but the main thing with young children is to 
get them into sympathetic relation with Nature. How 
many naturalists owe their love of Nature to parents and 
teachers who knew little of the sciences of botany or 
zoology, but who could communicate the pleasure in 
flowers, and birds, and insects, that they fe lt! And how 
many men have missed the chance of becoming lovers of 
Nature because their teachers were mere collectors or 
book students ! The facts are important, classification is 
important, and correct naming is of great value; but far 
more important than all these is the eye that observes, 
the mind that admires, and the heart that rejoices in the 
wonder and beauty of Life.
The exercise of the faculty of admiration does more 
for a child than perhaps anything else. For many cen­
turies the great minds of the race have been telling man 
that he who has not learned to love has not learned to 
live. Now, love is based on admiration. It is vain merely 
to tell a child to love God, or to reverence God, as if by
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some effort of will this could be done. But let the child 
learn the joy of sudden wonder and delight at the Crea­
to r’s work, and then reverence will rise without effort.
A t the same time, there are dangers to be avoided. 
W onder and admiration readily degenerate into an unreal 
sentimentality unless they rise naturally out of genuine 
observation; and in trying to be very simple the teacher 
may become inaccurate and misleading. Nature, in her 
outward aspects, is so interesting to a child that a clear, 
lively statem ent of fact, w ithout any embroidery of fancy, 
is sufficient to command his attention. A little thought 
will show that the fairy stories that are often woven round 
the facts do not really help the child to get into touch 
with the realities of Nature. On the contrary, these flights 
of fancy often lead the child away from the facts. After 
the facts have been mastered, the fancy can be allowed 
to play upon them. This is the true order.
An excellent rule in the teaching of N atural History to 
children is, that the lesson should be given, not on the 
frog, but on a particular frog; not on the spider, but 
on a particular sp ider; not on the robin, but on the 
particular robin that has perched each autumn morning 
on the school fence.
W hile dry scientific classification is quite out of place in 
Nature Study, the teacher will find many opportunities of 
using the method of comparison in a simple and natural 
way. Thus, when each child has been invited to bring a 
butterfly to school, some are sure to bring m oths; and 
this gives an opportunity of finding out the difference 
between a moth and a butterfly. If, again, each child be 
asked to bring the larva of an insect to school, a bewilder­
ing variety will probably be b ro u g h t; but this gives to 
the teacher a chance of helping the children to pick out
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those larvae that will grow into moths or burterflies, those 
that will grow into beetles, and those that will grow into 
two-winged flies. A lesson of this kind may be made 
as interesting as a child’s game. Such lessons, if pre­
pared for by the child’s own field work, and by 
the child’s own observation work in the classroom, will 
secure results that will be an agreeable surprise to those 
who feel discouraged by the infinite variety of Nature. 
Lessons given on the comparative method should be 
preceded and followed by lessons that present the full 
story of some insect whose life history is well known. In 
most cases the full life history cannot be presented without 
making use of preserved specimens of one or more stages 
of the insect’s life; and here the teacher must fall back on 
the school collection of insects. Some hints on presf rving 
insects are given at the end of the book.
No lesson should be given until the object has been 
seen, and curiosity has been aroused. The child must 
collect caterpillars, and note where they were found, and 
what they were doing, before a 1-esson in caterpillars is 
given. Not a word should be said or read about the 
grasshopper until the child has watched and collected 
grasshoppers. Where this rule is followed, defects in 
knowledge and method will not prevent success. Where 
this rule is not followed, the fullest knowledge and the 
finest methods will fail.
It may be urged, as an objection to this method, that
children should not be allowed to take life. This is the
objection of those without experience. Teachers of 
experience in Nature Study kr ow that one of the 
first results is increased kindness and consideration 
for everything that has life. Such a result is cheaply
bought at the cost of a few lives. You cannot know
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a butterfly until you have caught one or two, but 
after that )^ou do not go out to hunt the butterfly, but 
to watch and admire it. It is the boy who knows 
nothing of birds who stones them and robs their nests 
ruthlessha In short, it is the ignorant boy who is the 
cruel boy; and we may reasonably look forward to the day 
when birds and beasts will no longer keep us at a distance, 
but allow us to watch their ways at close quarters. They 
will then, m a new sense, become our fellow creatures, and 
the study of their ways will take the place of the old half­
savage habit of “sport.”
The well-equipped school of the future will have some 
kind of Natural History Record, in which the important 
events of the year will be entered. By the help of this, 
and a good index, even a teacher new to the district will 
be able to tell the children when the great silver wattle at 
the creek came into flower last year, when the first robin 
was seen last winter, and so on. Objects of importance 
will have two or three pages set apart for them. Thus, a 
page or two will be provided for records about the plane 
tree in the school ground, the dates on which the leaves 
come and go, and so on. In a few years there will be a 
record of great interest and usefulness. Is the teacher in 
doubt as to the date on which a lesson should be given on 
the Spring wild flowers ? He looks up in the index for 
“ Harbinger of Spring” or “ Victorian Crocus,” and a 
glance shows when these flowers were brought to school 
in previous years. And so with all the leading plants and 
animals that challenge attention from month to month.
The charm of expectation is one of the delights of 
childhood—the first flowcr-cluster on the almond tree, the 
first gathering of the returning swallows, the first song of 
the cicada; and this pleasure can be given to the children
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by the teacher who has a Nature Record in his desk, or on 
the wall of the schoolroom.
Too much should not be attempted at first, but 
only the more striking' events in the plant and animal 
worlds. We have many climates in Australia. Thus, 
the Mildura scholar may be able to bring a spray of 
almond blossom to school a month before the scholar in 
a South Gippsland school. Again, Australia is remarkable 
for the number of plants and animals that are local, and 
confined to rather narrow areas. It follows from all this 
that no books can take the place of a School Nature- 
Calendar.
It may be hoped that the study of animal life, along 
with the study of plants, will do much to deepen the 
interest of our chilaren in country life, and so help to 
check the flow of population from country to town. Nay, 
it may fairly be hoped that these studies will cause a 
counter movement from town to country. They who in 
youth have learned to read in the book of Nature, find that 
it is one of those books that cannot be laid down. The 
new farmer will be a man of education, with the standing 
of a professional man. Without going beyond the 
practical problems arising out of the ordinary work of the 
farm, he will have enough to occupy and interest a well- 
developed mind. And should he be inclined to go beyond 
the practical problems of the hour, the field of research in 
a new country like ours is boundless.
Above all, it is hoped that the habit of open-air study 
will make life more satisfying to many. We have to forget 
ourselves in order to find ourselves; and an interest in 
Nature, aroused in youth, will not only save a man from 
much useless fretting, but will do much to awaken powers 
that add to the worth and dignity of llf»
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I.—T H E  L IF E  H IST O R Y  OF AN E M P E R O R  G UM  M O TH  (p. i).
I .  The finding of the caterpillars. 2-4. H ow  they looked. 5. H ow
they behaved in the observation box. 6. T he ichneum on fly. 7-8. 
Changing skin. g. Larva changes to pupa. lo - i i .  H ow the cocoon  
is made. 12-14. T he larvae found also on pepper tree. 15. How the 
moth breaks out of the cocoon. 19. The escape. 20-21. T he perfect 
insect. 22 Moth and caterpillar compared. 23. H ow to know the 
male from the female. 24. The moth is a night flier. 25 The  
silkworm moths.
II.— W H A T  IS  AN IN S E C T ?  (p 10).
1-4. Different kinds of insects compared. 5-8. The three parts of 
an insect, g-io . W hy is an insect called an insect? 11. H ow an 
insect breathes. 12. H ow does an insect get its firmness of body ?
III.— T H E  PA R T S O F AN IN S E C T : T h e  H e a d  (p. 14).
I .  H as a bee nose and ears? 2 5. T he feelers: do they serve for 
nose and ears? The beauty of the feelers. 6-8. T he m outh: the  
sucking mouth, tne piercing and sucking mouth, and the chewing 
mouth. 9-12 T he eyes; sim ple and com pound; the eyes of a 
dragon fly. 13. The different worlds seen by man and by insect.
jV .— T H E  P A R T S O F AN IN S E C T : C h e s t  a n d  A b d o m e n  (p. ig).
I .  T he chest is the part to w hich wings and legs are fixed. 
2-7. The wings: num ber; “ balan cers;” the veins; scale-wing insects;  
wing-covers; the use of wings. 8-12. T he legs : of the grasshopper, 
the bee, the mole-cricket, the water-beetle, th e  house-fly ; singing- 
legs, hearing-legs. 13-13. T he abdom en: for breathing, for
digesting, and for egg-laying; the breathing-holes; the hum of an 
insect; how and where the eggs are laid. 16. W hat, then, is an 
insect ? four marks. 17. H as an insect five senses only ?
V.— FROM  EG G  TO P E R F E C T  IN S E C T ; T h e  E g g  (p. 26).
1-2. The chapters in an insect’s life. 3-5. A bird’s eggs and a 
m oth’s eggs; difference of treatment by mother. 6-10. W here the 
eggs are laid : the food-p lant; mistakes o f in se c ts; the carrion-plant. 
11-14. Eggs that grow into-plant-eating larvae ; where they are laid; 
galls ; how flowers protect them selves from caterpillars. 13-17. E ggs 
that grow into flesh-eating larvae: the blow-fly; eggs laid on living  
creatures; a wasp that feeds its young on spiders.
V I.— FROM EG G  TO P E R F E C T  IN S E C T : T h e  L a r v a  (p. 34).
I .  The young of birds and insects compared. 3. Larvae that are 
like the mother in se c t: grasshopper, praying insect, aphis, cockroach, 
cricket, earwig. 6. Larvae that are unlike the mother insect : the
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caterpillar, the m aggot, the grub. 7-8. T he caterpillar: of the 
c lo th es’-m oth; of the vine-m oth. 9-10. T he parts o f a caterpillar: 
the mouth 11. T he c h est: the three pairs ot feet. T he abdom en: 
the fleshy le g s ; how  a caterpillar clim bs. 12 D oes the caterpillar 
explore by sight or by touch ? 13. Can a caterpillar hear ? 15. How
a caterpillar clim bs its thread. 17-19. T he looper caterpillar's 
clever ways.
V H .— FRO M  E G G  TO P E R F E C T  IN S E C T : L a r v a ,  P u p a ,  a n d  
P e r f e c t  I n s e c t  (p .  4 2 ) .
1-8. H ow caterpillars protect them selves from their enem ies: the 
m ottled cup-m oth; stiff and stinging hairs; hairs on the cocoon; 
how the loopers protect them selves; how  the gum saw-fly protects 
itse lf; how the sw allow -tail butterfly larva protects itself; im itative  
colour; leaf shelters. 9-11. T he dam age done by caterpillars: on 
gum trees, on cabbage, on wheat and oats, on w a ttle s ; the wattle goat- 
m oth. 12-13. T h e  grub: the cockchafer grub described. 15. The 
m aggot. 16 H ow  to  guess the kind of insect from the kind ot larva. 
17-20. W hy are larvae so  different in form? slim  and active larvae; 
round and heavy larvae ; soft, fat, legless larvae ; maggots. 22. W hat 
goes on during the pupa sleep? change in mouth, legs, wings. 
23-26. K inds of pupa-cases. 27. H ow  the perfect insect gets out of 
the pupa-case. 29-30. T he perfect insect never grows.
V III — IN S E C T S  W IT H  P IE R C IN G  A N D  SU C K IN G  M O U T H S  
(P- 53)
1-2. The rose-aphis. 3. Is the aphis ugly? 4-=. A slow  creature. 
6. H ow  the winged m other aphis lays her eggs. 7-8. H ow one 
becom es a m illion. 9-10. T he enem ies of the aphis; the silver eye, 
the ladybird beetle, the golden eye and its larva, small wasps.
11-12. H ow  the aphis turns the sap into h on ey-d ew ; the honey  
tubes ; ants and aphides. 13-14. T he apple-aphis. 15. The vine- 
aphis. 16-19. T he scale in sect; its life h istory; the m ussel scale; 
honey-dew  and sooty  fu n g u s; scale on native shrubs. 20. Thrips. 
21-25. T he cicada : its life underground ; its escape into the air and 
sunshine ; its song : how it lays its eggs ; gum tree “ m anna”
IX .— IN SE C T S W IT H  S T R A IG H T -F O L D IN G  W IN G S (p. 63).
I .  T he praying in sect; the egg-cases and the young. 2-5. An 
insect brigand: the attitude o f prayer; the terrible fore-legs. 6. The  
walking-leaf insect. 7-11. T he Australian yellow-w inged locust; 
egg-laying; the young locu sts ; the jum ping-legs ; a flight o f locusts; 
locusts as food. 13-16. Locust and grasshopper com pared: the 
body; the feelers; the song; w here found; colour; num ber; the 
w ings; enem ies. 17-18. T he earw ig; its  pincers; food; care of 
young; cleanliness; flying w ings; nam e. 19-20. Crickets and 
m ole-crickets : song; food; how caught; the m ole-cricket's n e s t ; its 
strong "diggers." 21-24. T he cockroach: found everyw here; its 
food and haunts; its e g g -ca se ; its young; its colour; its wings, 
25. M ost insects are rarely seen by daylight.
S U M M A R I E S .  X V .
X .— IN S E C T S  W IT H  H A R D  W IN G -C A SE S; B e e t l e s  (p. 74).
1-2. Number and importance of beetles. 3. T he hard wing-cover; 
the mouth. 4. T he feelers. 5. T he larvae described. 6-7. Curious 
wood-boring beetle grub. 8-g. T he cockchafer grub; its story. 
10-12. T he cockchafer’s heavy flight; food. 13-19. W ood-boring 
beetles; the tunnel; the pupa-nest; broken branches, w ith grub or 
pupa; long-horned beetles; depth o f tunnel; long life  o f grub.
20-22. T he apple-root borer: marks o f a w eevil; how this weevil 
lays its egg and bores into the root. 23. " W eev ily  b iscu it” ; wheat 
and m aize weevils. 25. T he strawberry weevil. 27-29. T he click 
beetle; how it sham s d eath ; how it jum ps; its larva (the wire-worm). 
30-36. The burying beetle: a tiller of the soil; its horns; its digging  
fore-arms; its feelers and eyes; a night-flier. 37. T he good that 
beetles do.
X I.— IN SE C T S W IT H  S C A L E -W IN G S ; M o t h s  a n d  B u t t e r f l i e s  
(p. 87).
1-4. A butterfly’s first flight. 5. W hy a butterfly has wings. 
6-7. The colours of m oth and butterfly: the scales of m any kinds. 
9-10. Differences between m oth and butterfly: the body, the feelers, the 
wings at rest. 11. W hy butterflies are so free from attack. 12. R ais­
ing moth from the pupa. 15. Difference between m oth pupa and 
butterfly pupa; different kinds o f butterfly pupa. 16-27. Som e  
common butterflies described; B lue-spotted Painted Lady, Austra­
lian Admiral, Imperial W hite, Common B lue, Common Brown, 
Common Skipper, K lugg’s Xenica, Silvery Xenica, M acleay’s Sw allow­
tail. 29. H ow m oths and butterflies fly: the W anderer; a butter­
fly’s adventures in the air.
X II.— TW O  FA M O U S M O T H S; T h e  C o d l i n - M o t h  a n d  t h e  C a s e -  
M o t i i  (p . 1 0 0 ) .
1-2. The hom e of the codlincaterp iilai and its awakening. 3. W hy  
the moth is rarely seen. 5. H ow the codlin caterpillar grows in the 
fruit, and leaves the fruit for the ground. 6. T he enem ies of the 
codlin-moth. 8. The case-m oth; w hy so few people know its life- 
story. 9. H ow the young leave the m other’s case 10. T h e young 
caterpillar's first case. 11-12. T he young m oth’s ” wander-year.” 
13-14. H ow the sticks are cut and fixed on the case. 15. H ow the 
case-m oth settles down in life. 17. H ow the larva becom es a pupa. 
18. The enem ies of the case-m oth,
X I I I — E L IE S (p. I eg).
2. The fly as a disease-carricr. 4-5. H ow to keep down f lie s : dirt 
heaps, stable. 6-7. Fleas, and how to banish them  from room and 
kennel; flea-bane. 9. W hy the E nglish house-fly is at hom e any­
where. 10-14. The beauty of the house-fly; its  sucking tube; its 
legs; its wings. 15. H ow a fly eats. 16. Egg, m aggot, pupa, fly. 
17. Bee-like flies: the drone-fly and the spider; harm less insects that 
look like fierce insects. 20-21. A fly that writes on leaves. 23. F lies
X V I .  S U M M A R I E S .
that make galls on leaves and stem s. 24-25. F lies that are not two­
winged: the dragon-fly and the Rlay-fly. 26. T he Rlay-fly ; its three 
tail hairs; its short life. 27. T he Spring awakening among the 
insects.
.— A F A M O U S T W O -W IN G E D  IN S E C T : T h e  M o s q u i t o  (p. 119),
1-2. T he strange life story o f the m osquito: from water to air
3. T he m other m osquito’s search for water. 5-6. H ow the larva 
breathes; origin o f the breathing-tail. 8-10. H ow  the larva feeds; 
how  it is som etim es drowned. 11. Pupa. 12. T he last day in the  
pond. 13. From  pond to garden. 14-15. T he food of the m osquito : 
plant-juices (for male), blood (for fem ale); feelers of m ale and female 
com pared. 16. M osquito m usic. 17-18. H ow  the mosquito spreads 
disease; yellow  fever and m alarial fever. 19. H ow to get rid of 
m osquitoes. 20-21. Y ellow  fever in Cuba and Panam a; the braver) 
of the doctors who found out how to fight the disease.
X V .— IN S E C T S  T H A T  C L U B  T O G E T H E R : T h e  H i v e - B e e  (p. 127)
1-2. T h e  cnarm  o f  bees in Spring. 3. T he hive-docr: drones, 
sentinels, workers. 4-5. in sid e  the h ive: the honey-bearers. The 
pollen-bearers. 7. T h e  wax-m akers. 8. T h e cells: for workers, for 
drones, for queens. 9. H ow  the cells are sealed. 10. Fanners and 
sw eepers. 11. T he nurses. 12-13. T he queen. 14-16. W ho con­
trols the h ive? 17. An over-crow ded hive. 18. G etting ready for 
swarm ing. 19. R ival queens. 20. T he swarming.
XVI  —IN S E C T S  T H A T  C L U B  T O G E T H E R : T h e  H i v e - B e e  (con  
tin n e d )  (p. 137).
2-3. T he new queen. 4-5. T he queen’s life-work : to lay eggs; the 
race between the egg-layer and the cell-builders , the ladies-in-w ait­
ing. 6. W hy the bee is so busy. 7. A word for the drones, 
9. E nd of the honey-season. 10. T h e  h ive in w inter: How  
the bees are fed and kept warm. 11. F irst flights in Spring.
12-14. A  swarm : H ow  it 'eeks a new  hom e. 15. T h e new 
hom e. 16. H ow  the bee-keeper helps the bee. 17-18. H ow  do bees 
find their w ay hom e? 19 Can bees speak to one another ? 20-21. 
T he m any kinds o f bees and wasps. 22-23. Solitary bees and w a sp s; 
how they build their nests, and feed their young. 24. Can a wasp 
count? 25. T he pear saw-fly. 26. T he ichneum on wasp.
X V IL — IN S E C T S  T H A T  C L U B  T O G E T H E R : A n t s  (p. 149).
1-3. T he m ale and fem ale winged ants. 4-8. H ow  one queen 
ant may found an a n t-c ity ; how she digs a nest, lays eggs, seeks 
food, and nurses the young. 9. A nest o f the garden-ant. 10-12. 
T he ant-m iners, and how  they work. 13-15. T he food-getting ants: 
how they gather seeds and store them . 16-18. W hat does an ani 
eat? 19-21. T he warrior ant at work. 22. An ant’s funeral.
S U M M A R I E S .  X VI I .
X V I I I . — IN SE C T S T H A T  C L U B  T O G E T H E R : A n t s  {co n tin u ed )  
(p. 156).
1-2. Baby ants and their nurses. 4. T he egg-laying by the queens. 
5-6. T he nurseries for the larvae. 7. T he pupae. 8. Birth and 
training of the young ant. 9-10. H ow  the ant finds its way by 
smell. 11-12. H ow do ants know one another ? 13. T he ant-nest in
winter. 14. Ant cows. 15. T he ant’s nest beetle. 16. Ants that 
milk caterpillars. 18-20. T he care of the young: the ant compared  
with lower insects, and w ith higher anim als. 21-22. T he secret of 
the ant’s life.
XIX.— T H E  S P ID E R  (p. 164).
1-2. W hy spiders, m ites, and ticks are not called insects. 3. The  
jaws and poison fangs. 4. A spider poisonous to man. 5. T he eyes. 
6. T he legs. 7. Spinnerets. 8. L ife history. 9. Cocoon of earth 
spider. 10. Baby spiders. 11-13. U ses of the thread: the web, 
the nest, the trap-door. 14-15. W eb building. 16-17. H ow files 
are caught. 18-19. Escape-thread. 20. Gossamer threads.
21-24. Running and leaping spiders. 25, En'^mies. 26. Spider in  
winter.

F i r s t  S t u d i e s  in I n s e c t  L if e
IN AUSTRALASIA.
A\
I.—T H E  L IF E  H ISTO R Y  OF AN IN SECT: 
T h e  S t o r y  o f  a n  E m p e r o r  G u m  M o t h A
1. It was late in the afternoon of a day in autumn 
hen we stopped to look at a fine young gum tree. Some
of the leaves were ragged. It did not look like the work 
of a cockchafer beetle. Could it be the work of the 
caterpillar of the Emperor Gum Moth? I saw on one of 
the leaves a row of creamy white eggs, and became sure 
that we were on the right track. “Ah! here it is, and 
here!” as we found two caterpillars. “ Oh! the beauties; 
green and red, and blue and yellow.”
2. No wonder we could not find them easily. The 
green was the green of fresh gum leaves, and a stripe of 
light greenish yellow running along each side looked like 
a streak of sunlight falling along a leaf. Even the red, 
and blue, and yellow spines seemed, at a little distance, to 
help to make the creature invisible. A careless passer by 
AA'ould never notice it, and a bird flying overhead could not 
see it unless when moving. (But see note on p. 99.)
* It is of great advantage in approaching a new subject to take a 
general view before studying details. This life history of an insect has, 
therefore, been given as an introduction to the more detailed studies. It 
is hoped, also, that it w ill serve to awaken interest in insect life at the 
start. The moth described is som etim es called the Australian Silkworm  
Moth.
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3. And then we found other caterpillars of the same 
kind, of all ages. When new from the egg they are nearly 
black, but as they become larger they lose the dark green 
and get the beautiful pale green of the full-grown cater­
pillar. We sat down on a log to examine our prize carefully.
a C 
F i g - I
C a te rp i l la r  o f  E m p e ro r  G u m  M o th —{a) th e  S ix  F o re  F e e t ;
(6) th e  E ig h t F le s h y  L e g s ;  (c) th e  C la sp e r.
4. Our caterpillar was about three inches long. It was 
of a light green above, and of a wattle-green below. Near 
the head were little yellow and red spines. Farther down 
were red spines tipped with blue, and near the tail a large 
yellow spine tipped with blue. Each spine, with its pretty 
tuft of hair, looked like a tiny sea anemone. Along each 
side ran a row of eye-like spots of brownish red colour.
5. We took three ol the caterpillars home, and placed 
them in a box, with plenty of gum leaves. We gave them 
names according to size— Numbers One, Two, Three. As 
the box had a glass front, we could see how the caterpillars 
behaved.* N ext morning they seemed to be quite at home 
among the twigs. One was asleep, with its fat legs and 
its two strong tail-claspers clinging to a twig; another was 
eating a gum leaf, and the third was exploring its new home.
* A box for rearing moths or butterflies should be twelve inches 
square, w ith glass front and perforated zinc sides. There should be a 
door at the back for cleaning the box and for supplying food In this 
box place a mug, or a short bottle, filled w ith wet sand or earth. In the 
bottle p lace a fresh leafy tw ig of the plant on w hich the caterpillar feeds. 
See that the sand is kept m oist and the leaves fresh.
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6. Next (lay, Number One was curled up in a corner, 
and looking very sick. In a week it died It was much 
shrivelled up. Some time after we saw a little fly wriggling 
out of the dried skin of the dead caterpillar: then I 
understood the sickness and death of Number One. This 
fly, which is called the ichneumon fly, pierces the body of 
the caterpillar and lays an egg. When the egg becomes a 
grub it lives on the caterpillar. The caterpillar has some­
times strength left to become a pupa, but it dies before 
becoming a winged insect. Thousands of caterpillars are 
killed in this way by the ichneumon fly and other flies of 
like kind.
7. Numbers Two and Three ate so much that in a few 
days we had to put in some fresh gum twigs. Then 
Number Two became so full that his skin could stretch no 
more. He kept quiet for some hours, and then his skin 
split, and he crawled out with a beautiful new skin that 
had grown below the old one. This new loose skin could 
stretch, and in a day or two we noticed that he was grow­
ing bigger.
8. When the time came for another change of skin, 
Number Two looked ill, and next day he was dead. 
Caterpillars kept in a box often die when changing the 
skin.
9. Only Number Three remained. He was now a great 
handsome fellow, about four inches long, and almost ready 
to change from a caterpillar into a pupa.* One morning
* The stages in the life history of an insect which goes through a full 
course of change are;— (i) the egg. (2) the larva, (3) the pupa, (4) the 
perfect insect— often winged. The Larva (Lat, a mask) is so called  
because it generally differs in appearance from the parent. T he cater­
pillar of a moth is a good example. T he Pupa is generally m otionless 
It is often wrapped in a covering of silky hairs, called the cocoon : hence 
the r\s.me pupa (Lat. a doll).
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we saw that the change was coming. He moved about 
restlessly, as if looking for something, and his colour was 
dull.
lO. When we passed again he was hard at work at a 
corner of the box. He was busy making the wall and the 
floor of the box rough with sticky silk. When this was 
done he span thick threads with his mouth, and fastened 
them to the wall and the floor. Then he curled himself 
up, and continued to fasten the thick threads to wall and 
floor till this had been done along his whole length. His 
head moved from wall to floor and from floor to wall 
slowly, but regularly, and all the time the thick, sticky 
thread passed out of the mouth. By this time we could see 
the brown pupa skin shining through the caterpillar skin.
11. Then he stopped weaving 
from wall to floor, and began to 
fill in cross threads. The head 
moved backward and forward 
steadily, like a weaver's shuttle,* 
and the three pairs of legs served 
as hands to help in stretching
C o co o n  o f  ,h e  E m p e r o r  C o m  M o th , (hg threads. Four
hours after the start we could just see the creature at 
work through the meshes of the net. In another hour 
nothing could be seen but the large oval cocoon of brown 
silk. The cocoon was still soft to the touch, but in a week 
or two it became so tough and hard that I often wondered 
whether the moth could really break its way out of it.
* It has been calculated that the ordinary silkworm m oves its head 
to and fro 250,000 tim es in w eaving its cocoon It takes the silkworm four 
or five days to hnich and line the cocoon, so that we may assum e that 
the Em peror Gum M oth continues work for som e tim e after it is shut out 
from view
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12. Some days after this I was standing below a 
pepper tree, when some bits of torn leaf fell to the ground. 
1 looked up and found, to my great wonder, that an 
Emperor Gum Caterpillar was feeding on a leaf just over­
head. Had the mother laid her eggs on this tree by 
mistake? For centuries, and perhaps for ages, the young 
of this moth had fed on the leaves of the gum tree onh’. 
The caterpillar seemed to be quite comfortable, and I soon 
found out that these creatures thrive well on the leaves of 
the pepper tree.
13. Now, the pepper tree was brought into Australia 
from South America. A hundred years ago there was not 
one in Australia. How could a gum tree moth know that 
the leaves of the pepper tree would suit its young? It 
could not taste the leaves for itself, because a moth cannot 
eat leaves. How, then, did it know that its young would 
thrive on this new, strange food? We cannot tell. It is 
one of the wonders that are so common that we cease to 
wonder. Nor is the Emperor Gum Moth the only one of 
our forest moths that has learned to like our garden trees 
and plants. We shall hear of others by-and-by.
14. I do not like to speak of the Emperor Gum Moth 
as a pest, but where it is found destroying the pepper tree 
we must deal with it as an enemy. It is a beautiful moth, 
but the graceful pepper tree is of more value than the 
moth. Now that it has left its native food it may learn to 
feed on some of our fruit trees. Already these caterpillai i 
have been found eating the leaves of apple trees.
15. Six months passed and the world of flowers and 
insects was all astir with spring life. All this time the 
dark, hard cocoon of the moth had remained as dead 
looking as the wood to which it was fixed. Could a
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beautiful winged insect come out of a thing like th a t/  It 
was hard to believe it. How could a soft, delicate creature 
like a moth break through such a prison?*
16. One morning in early October, as I passed the 
moth box, I heard a strange noise. I bent down and 
found that the noise came from the cocoon of the Emperor 
Gum Moth. I could hear the moth at work inside. It 
was not till afterwards that I found out what it was doing. 
The moth had escaped from the pupa skin, and was 
cutting its way through the hard cocoon.
17. “ Cutting its way!” you cry. “ How could a soft 
moth, just born, cut its way through a hard case?” Well, 
if you look at the shoulders of an Emperor Gum Moth 
you will find two little hard hooks, one on each side of the 
chest. These are near the place where the forewings are 
fixed to the chest, and are hidden by thick downy hairs. 
Now, when the moth gets free from the pupa skin it fixes 
itself to the top of the cocoon, and moves round and 
round, with the sharp end of each hook pressing against 
the wall of silk. Thread after thread is snapped. This 
goes on for two hours or longer, and causes the strange 
sound that I heard.
18. I took up the cocoon gently, and the moth did not 
stop working. Then I placed the cocoon to my ear, and 
listened to the loud rasp, rasp, rasp, as the moth cut round 
and round. The whole cocoon thrilled between finger and 
thumb. As the work got near to an end the moth cut 
harder and harder, as if impatient to get out
19. And now we watched closely for ciie wall of the 
prison was giving way. Suddenly a red-brown hairy head
* A m oth has two walls to break through before it can escape— the 
pupa skin, and the cocoon or outer covering.
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with mottled eyes, was thrust out of a round hole. Then 
a great red-brown hairy leg was pushed forward, and when 
the claw had got a firm hold on the wood there was a hard 
pull. Then another hairy leg came out, and another, and 
another, and now we could see the pretty red-brown 
feathery feelers.
20. The whole moth was now out of the home in 
which it had lived for six months, and it at once set itself 
to blow out its wings, and to fill them with the juices of its 
body. At first the moth’s body was almost as big as the 
bunched-up wings; and, as the moth clung to the side of 
the box, it looked more like a huge spider than a winged 
creature.
21. Then the moth drew in air through its breathing 
holes, and gradually the wings were filled out. As the 
wings became spread, we saw the beautiful peacock eyes 
on each red-brown wing, and how the forewings were 
prettily crinkled where they had been folded in the pupa 
skin.
22. I cannot ask you which is the handsomer—the 
caterpillar or the moth—for the two are entirely different 
creatures. But what a wonderful thing that a caterpillar 
should change into a moth!—a crawling, leaf-eating, green 
creature into a red-brown, honey-eating, winged insect!*
23. The moth that came out of our cocoon was a male. 
We knew this by the feathery feelers. In the female moth 
the feelers are plain.
* The moth in thi; case emerged on 17th October, so that the larvae 
may be looked for on pepper trees and gum saplings at any time after 
this. There seem to be two broods in the year, the caterpillars of the 
second brood pupating in April. The colour of the moths is not 
constant, some of the moths being fawn-coloured.
X I K S T  S T U D I E S  IN
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24. You wonder why a moth so 
large and beautiful is not oftencr seen.
The reason is that it flies at night.
Street lamps attract it, and it is some­
times caught below a lamp. But to F e e le rs  o f th e  F em a le
E m p e ro r  G n m  M oth.get the wings perfect you must rear
the moth from the caterpillar or the pupa. The pupa case 
may be found on gum saplings and on pepper trees. It is 
often fixed to rough parts of the bark, where it is not easily 
seen, but sometimes you may see it on a twig.
25. This fine moth is sometimes called the Australian 
Silkworm Moth, and it belongs to the same family as the 
Japanese Silkworm Moth, from which a coarse, strong silk 
is got. The cocoons are collected and woven into cloth. 
A silkworm moth of this family is found in New South 
Wales, on the Ailanthus tree. The moth may have been 
brought from China to Sydney with the tree. Has anyone 
seen the Ailanthus Silkworm in Victoria?
E x e r c is e .— Find a caterpillar or cocoon of this moth. Take it home 
and watch its growth.
C o m p o s it io n  E x e r c is e .— Give an account of your search for an 
Emperor Gum Moth Caterpillar.
D ra w in g  E x e r c is e .— Draw the Emperor Gum IMoth in its different 
stages— caterpillar, pupa, moth. Draw (enlarged) the feelers of the male 
moth and those of the female moth.
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I I ._ W H A T  IS AN IN SEC T?*
1. What is an Insect? When I tell you that about 
three out of every four of all the living things on the earth 
are insects, you will perhaps be curious to know what an 
insect really is. It would take you many hours to count 
the number of different kinds of insects; and you could 
not count all the insects of all the kinds though you 
counted during the whole of a long life.
2. Here are eight insects of different kinds—a hive 
bee, an ant, a large moth, a house-fly, a grasshopper, a 
cicada, a cockchafer, and a wingless weevil.f Why are 
the}  ^ all called insects? Is it because they are all like one 
another in every way? Let us see.
H iv e  B ee. Wepvi
3. The bee has wings, but some of the others have 
none. Find out those that have no wings. It is clear, 
then, that a creature may be an insect and yet have no
* After the first seven chapters have bean mastered, the insects can 
be taken up in the order that best suits the season, and the teacher’s 
convenience.
f i n  chapters 2, 3, and 4 it is assum ed that these insects are before the 
class.
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wings. Then, the weevil is hard to the touch, but the 
moth is soft. The house-fly has two wings, while the bee 
has four wings.
4. We see already that these eight creatures are not 
called by the same name because they are alike in every 
way. It must, then, be because they are alike in some 
w ays; and one of these ways is that all insects have the 
body divided into three parts.
5. The Three Parts of  an Insect. Look at the bee 
again. It has a head, a chest, and an abdomen—three 
parts. The head is fixed to the chest by a narrow neck, so 
that you can see clearly where the head ends and the chest 
begins. It is still easier to see where the chest ends and 
the abdomen begins, because these two parts are joined by 
a very narrow joining.
6. Look now at the house-fly and the ant. In these, 
too, we can clearly see the head, chest, and abdomen. In 
the grasshopper (see fig. 50) it is not so easy to see where 
the head ends and the chest begins, but with the help of a 
lens you can see this clearly. Nor can you see the three 
parts easily in the beetle (see fig. 56), because the wing-
Jltad.
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cases cover the joining between the chest and the abdomen. 
In most of the others the three parts can be quickly seen.
7. Here, then, is one point in which all these insects 
are alike. Each of them has its body divided into three 
parts. If you look at a thousand insects you will find 
that they all agree in this point. Look now at a spider, 
and see if you can find these three parts. You find only 
two oarts: head-chest and abdomen. You see, then, 
why the spider is not called an insect.
S. Notice, now, that the abdomen of every insect is 
made up of rings. You can see these rings clearly in the 
bee. The chest, also, is made up of rings, but you cannot 
always see them clearly. And now we must ask the 
question:—
9. Why is an Insect called an InsectP The word 
“ insect” means “cut into.” Look again at the bee, and 
notice how it is cut deeply between the head and chest, 
and also between the chest and abdomen. This prevents 
stiffness, and gives the insect power to  move its head about, 
and its body about, very freely. You know how hard it is 
to avoid a bee’s sting, though you hold the bee as far from 
the tail as you can. How light and strong is the link 
between the head and chest of a house-fly! Watch a fly 
closely when it is cleaning its head with its forelegs, and 
you may see the head twisted almost completely round!
10. Notice, too, that the rings of hard skin do not go 
all round the body. Each ring is in two parts—an upper 
half and a lower half—joined at the sides by loose skin. 
This also helps the insect to twist its body freely, and it 
gives the insect power to swell out its body as it breathes.
11. How an Insect Breathes. Along each side of 
the insect runs a row of little holes, often too small for
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you to see. These are the holes through which the insect 
breathes An insect never breathes through the mouth, 
as you do. You can see the breathing holes (see fig. 58) 
clearly on the sides of some grubs and caterpillars.
12. How does an Insect get itc Firmness of BodyP 
If you touch an insect, say a weevil, and then touch your 
own body, you will notice that the skin of the insect is 
hard, and the human skin soft. But if you press your 
finger hard on your own body, you will find that there is 
something hard below the soft skin, which is missing in an 
insect’s body. Your body is firm, because of the bones 
that lie deep below the sk in ; but all the firmness of an 
insect’s body is given by the hard, tough skin. It is true 
that some insects, like the moth, have not a hard skin, or 
even a tough skin, but in these cases the insect docs not 
live long. Moths and butterflies cannot stand rough 
usage, as you know if you have tried to catch them. The 
weevil has a longer life, and so has a firm body.
13. Already you begin to see how finely the insect is 
fitted for doing its work and enjoying its life. On next 
day we shall look more closely at the three parts that 
every insect has.
Q uestions .—
(r) A bird can fly strongly, because it has a skeleton of bone below  
feathers and flesh. How is it that a bee can fly strongly when it has no 
bones ?
(2) T he earwig throws its tail into the air when you disturb it. G ive  
any other exam ples of how insects twist their bodies, and explain how it 
is done.
(3) In man’s body all the blood is aired in one particular part of the 
bcf-'.y—the lungs. How is it with the insects?
C om position  E xercise .—The parts of an insect. Explain why 
spiders, centipedes, lizards, etc., are not called insects.
D ra w in g  E x e r c is e .—Draw an ant, or any other ’nsect that shows 
clearly the three parts of an insect.
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III.—T H E  PA R TS O F AN INSECT.
I.— T h e  H e a d .
1. We saw that the chest and the abdomen of an 
insect are made up of several rings. Look now at the 
head of a bee, and you will see that the head of an insect 
is all in one piece. If you compare your own head with 
the bee’s head you will be puzzled to find the nose and 
the ears of the bee. You can find the eyes and the mouth. 
Is it possible that the bee can live without a nose to smell, 
and ears to hear? But the bee has feelers on the head, and 
you have none.
2. The Feelers. Can it be that the insect hears and 
smells with its feelers? Do the feelers take the place of
ears and nose ? We are at least sure 
that the insect cannot live without 
feelers. When these are removed the 
insect seems to be helpless, and soon 
dies. Some flies were brought near 
to a dead mouse. Immediately they 
went eagerly to it and laid eggs; but 
some other flies that had lost their 
feelers took no notice of the mouse.
3. Some food that cockroaches are 
fond of was placed on a table, and 
hidden by a circle of cardboard, Then 
some cockroaches were placed on the table. They smelt 
the food at once, and ran straight to it; but when a 
cockroach that had lost its feelers was placed on the table 
it knew nothing of the food, though it wandered quite close
C o c k ro a c h , 
sh o w in g  th e  F ee le rs .
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to the cardboard. You sec, then, that an insect cannot get 
on without its feelers. If you look at a thousand kinds of 
insects you will find that all have a single pair of feelers.
4. In many insects, like the mosquito, the feelers are 
hairy. Now, the hairs on the feelers of a mosquito are 
much excited when a note of music is struck that is exactly 
like the hum of a mosquito. We guess from this that these 
hairs are hearing hairs. We have much still to learn about 
the hairs on the feelers and the hairs on the mouth of 
insects. Some of these hairs seem to be for touching, 
others for smelling, others for tasting, and others again are 
ordinary hairs, like those on the back of your hand.
5. The feelers are jointed, and many are beautiful 
objects under the lens. Look at the feelers of a number 
of insects and you will see how delicate they are. And 
now we have to look more closely at the mouth.
6. The Mouth of an insect is finely fitted 
for its work, but it is difficult to understand how 
it works unless you look with a lens at the 
creature when feeding. Even then it is not 
always easy. The moth unwinds its long suck­
ing tube and thrusts it into the flower so quickly 
that you may not be able to see what it is doing.*
The bee bustles about so busily that you can Sucking Mouth 
hardly see the tongue at work. You can watch
the house-fly better, as it sips quietly at a broken grape 
or a grain of sugar
7. Some insects have to pierce before they suck. The 
aphis on the rose pierces the stem before it can suck
* N ote how the sucking-tubes o f different m oths and butterflies vary 
in length. Som e are so short that they can be wound up in two turns; 
others require as m any as eight turns. T he sucking-tube spiral is placed  
between the eyes.
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the juices of the plant, and the mosquito pierces your skin 
before it can draw up the blood. Other insects, like beetles 
and cockroaches, have biting jaws, and chew their food ; the 
jaws always moving sideways. If you have ever watched
a Praying Insect (fig. 47) eating a
fly, you may remember this sideways 
movement of the jaws. Notice, too, 
that both jaws move. Do you move 
both jaws when eating ? But the moth 
can only suck, and would starve if it 
had to bite and chew its food like the 
caterpillar from which it sprang.
8. We see, then, that insects have 
three kinds of mouths: ( i)  the sucking
mouth, as in the butterfly; (2) the
mouth that pierces and sucks, as in aphis and all bugs;
(3) the chewing mouth, as in a beetle or a Praying Insect. 
And now we come to the e) es of an insect.
9. The Eyes of an insect are 
\ ery wonderful organs. When they 
are looked at through a very strong 
lens they are seen to be made up of 
many eyes, placed together in the 
most beautiful way. 8,000 of these 
tiny eyes have been counted in one 
eye of the common cockchafer beetle.
10. And, besides this wonderful 
eye that is made up of many eyes,
there are in some insects simple single eyes. If you 
have a good lens you may be able to see three simple 
eyes on the front of the head of the bee. The eye of 
a man can see thinrrs that are near and thincTS that are
WM
F l C .  II  
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far off, but the insects may need to use one kind of eye 
for things that are near and the other Icind of eye for 
things that are far off. When a bee plunges into a flower it 
needs to see small objects close to its head. On the other 
hand, when it is ready to make a “ bee-line” for home it
must be able to see some distant tree or house that is near
the Ihve. The three simple eyes of the 
cicada can be seen very easily. They 
are like three little jewels on the fore­
head.
II. In spite of all these eyes, insects 
do not see so well, or so far, as a man 
docs. They can feel shadow at once, 
and therefore the butterfly collector 
takes care not to let his shadow fall on 
the insect. They can also see at once 
the movement of any object, and this is 
why you can often catch a butterfly if 
}"ou move your hand forward so slowly 
that no movement is shown. This, too, 
is no doubt the reason why insects keep 
perfectly still when they are in danger 
from insects ot prey. You must have
1 j_ . .1 , • , 1 , T h e  C ic ad a—showing;riOtlCCCl, tOOj rri3.n  ^ insects do not T w o  c o m p o u n d  E y e s  a n d
care to fly except when the light is T h r e e  s.mpie E y es, 
strong. I.et a cloud come over the sun, and the flutter 
of wings ceases. This seems to show that they cannot 
trust their eyes except when the light is good. Of course 
some insects, like the dragon fly and the bee, see much 
better than others.
! 2. The eyes of an insect are generally placed on the 
sides of the head, and often stand well out, so that the 
insect can see all around. Watch a dragon fly when hunting
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for flies over a pond. How quickly it darts from one 
side of the pond to the other! Nothing seems to escape 
the great eyes that stand out from the head. It sees up as 
well as down, in front and behind, on this side and on that 
side. In some kinds of dragon fly the head is almost all 
eye and mouth. If a man had eyes as large for his size he 
would have two great orbs like the head-lights of a train.
13. If we could look at the world through the eyes of 
an insect it would probably look very different from the 
world that we see. We know that there are colours, like 
green and red, that some men cannot see, and that there 
are colours that no man can see. The \rorld that insects 
see may be different in many ways from the world that we 
look out upon.
Q u es t io n s  and E x e r c is e s .—
(1) A m osquito cannot bite you at the same moment in which it 
touches your hand. H ow is th is?
(2) You can steal up quietly behind som e anim als w ithout being seen. 
W hy is it more difficult w ith som e insects ?
(3) Compare the jaw  m ovement of a dog eating a bone with that of a 
Fraying Insect eating a fly.
C o m p o s it io n  E x e r c is e .— Tell all you know of the quick sight of 
flics, dragon flies, or any other insects. Tell anything you have seen for 
yourcclf.
D r a w in g  E x e r c is o .—Draw several insects, and show carefully the 
differences in the feelers. Draw a dragon fly, showing carefully the great 
eyes.
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iV.—T H E  PARTS OF AN INSECT.
2.— C h e s t  a n d  A b d o m e n .
1. The Chest. Having looked at the head of an 
insect, we have now to look at the chest. If you look at 
the bee you will see that this is the part of the insect to 
ivhich the wings and legs are fixed. We shall look first at:
2. T h e  Wings .
Count how m any  
wings the bee has.
See if you can find 
the same number in 
the other insects.
Notice that the wings 
are set in pairs, and 
that in each pair the 
wings are e x a c tly  
opposite. What would 
happen if the wings 
were not exactly op­
posite ?
3. Look below the 
wings of the house­
fly, and you will find T w o -w in g ed  F ly , sh o w in g  " B a la n c e rs  "  (6).
two tiny wings. Tiiese look like wings that began to 
grow but did not go on growing. Perhaps they are of 
use to the fly in helping to balance it as it flies. The 
daddy-long-legs, also, has only one pair of wings, but it 
has “ balancers” that take the place of the second pair.
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Now, we know that the daddy-long-legs cannot fly well 
without these “ balancers.” Try to find some large two­
winged flies, and look for the “ balancers.”
4. Notice how light, and yet how strong, the bee’s
D rag o n  F ly , s h o w in g  L ace-w ings.
wings are, and how they are marked by little curving 
veins. These veins not only carry fluids to the wings but 
they make the wings firm.* In some flies, like dragon 
flies and lace-wing flies, the veins make a beautiful net­
work like fine lace. The wings need to be firm, for they
* Compare the veins of a leaf, which not only carry the sap but 
strengthen the leaf.
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have hard work to do. One of the bees flaps its wings 
650 times in every second, and when it is angry it must 
flap them even faster than this. Watch a dragon fly, and 
)-ou will see how strong its beautiful wings are. It hovers 
for a moment over a pool, and then darts off so quickly 
that your eye can hardly follow it.
5. Notice, now, how different the wings of the moth 
are from those of the bee. The moth’s wings are prettil}' 
coloured, and you cannot see through them if you hold 
them up to the light. If you touch the wing at a black 
part, some black dust is left on your fingers; if at a white 
part, some white dust is left. When looked at through the 
microscope this dust is seen to be made up of very small 
scales, of great beauty. It is these tiny scales, fastened to 
the wing in thousands, that gives to the butterflies and 
moths their gay colours. Indeed, we might call all the 
butterflies and moths the scale-wing insects.
6. At the first look, a beetle may seem to have no 
wings at all. Then we find that the hard, shiny cover 
splits into two wings, and that below these wings there are 
thin wings folded away. The hard wings protect the soft 
wings, and so we shall call the hard wings wing-covers.  
(See fig. 56.) You have seen beetles flying in the dusk of 
evening. Now you see how they can do it. They fly by 
using the thin wings that are hidden under the wing-covers. 
There are, however, wingless beetles and other insects.
7' Think what a help it is to an insect to have wings, 
and you will understand better how it is that insects are 
more numerous than any other kind of creature. When 
food is scarce in one place, the insect can fly to another 
place. \/h e n  the enemies that creep, and run, and leap, 
become too pressing, the insect can escape into the air.
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8. The Legs of  an Insect. It is to the chest, also, 
that the legs are joined. You must notice the number of 
the legs careful 1)% for this will often help )'ou to tell 
whether a creature that is like an insect reall)' is an insect. 
le\er): insect has three jjairs of legs. If )ou look at the 
spider you will find that it has four pairs, w hile the centi­
pede has many pairs.
9. And now look at the jiarts of the leg: the thigh, 
the leg, and the foot. Notice how these differ in the 
different insects; not by chance, but because each kind of 
insect needs legs to suit its of li\ang. When we look 
at the stout thighs of the hind legs of the grasshopper we 
understand its great leaps. When we look at the broad, 
hail')' hind leg of the bee we understand how it can carry 
a great load of pollen. When the bee lea\es home to 
fetch the pollen, which is the bee bread, it needs no other 
basket than its broad, hair)' legs.
Fit, II 
W a te r  B ee tle  (en la ifjed ), 
sh o w in g  th e  O ar-lik e  L egs.
H iv e  B e e ’s H in d  L egs, show ing  
“ BoHen b a s k e ts ."
lo. Do you know the mole cricket (fig. 53), that digs 
so cle\erl)'? In the mole cricket it is the front legs
that are broad and strong. It uses these broad legs as
s])ades for digging its tunnels in the earth. \  on ma\' ha\ e 
seen the sand wasp casting the sand behind it. as it made 
a hole in a sandbank. The hind legs of the sand wasp
have spines to help it to do this quickl\\ In the w ater
beetle the, legs are broad and fiat, to ser\ e as oars.
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11. If you have good eyes, you may be able to count 
the five parts in the foot, all loosely joined together.* The 
last part is a claw, which helps the insect to cling to an 
object. The cockroach, and many other insects, can climb 
up a glass surface. How this is done we are not yet 
sure.
12. I wonder what you will say when I tell you that 
some insects sing with their legs! When a male locust 
wants to sing to his mate he rubs his hind legs against the 
rough veins on the wing covers, and this makes a kind of 
chirping noise. But I must tell you that insects have many 
ways of making sounds of this kind, and that they do not 
always use their legs. If singing legs be wonderful, what 
will you think of hearing legs? We are now almost 
certain that the ears of a grasshopper are little hearing 
drums in the fore legs.
13. The Abdomen. We have now to look at the third 
part of the insect: the abdomen. The body rings can 
generally be seen very clearly in this part. The use of 
the abdomen is for breathing, for digesting food, and for 
Hying eggs. We have seen that an insect does not breathe 
through the mouth, but through little breathing holes that 
run along chest and abdomen. When a boy is going to 
lilt a heavy weight he takes a long breath; this helps him 
to lift the weight. Now, when a heavy insect, like a locust 
or a big beetle, wishes to rise into ;he air, it has to act in the 
same way. It opens its wing covers, and lets the air rush 
into the breathing holes and oy the time it makes the first 
stroke with its fiying wings the body is full of air. But, 
indeed, all the insects, light or heavy, breathe in this way.
14. You cannot drown an insect by holding its head 
under water; you must hold the part that breathes—the
* Some insects have less than ..'ive oarts in the foot.
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whole body—under water. If the breathing holes get 
choked in any way the insect soon dies. Now, the air is 
often full of dust, and to keep this dust out each breathing 
hole has a filter of fine hairs. As the air escapes from 
the breathing holes it sometimes makes a noise that we 
can hear. In the house-fly, the mosquito, and the bee, part 
of the sound made when flying is the hum of the wings, 
and part is made by the air coming out of the breathing 
holes of the chest. The two sounds are quite different.
15. The abdomen is used also for laying eggs. If you 
watch a vine-moth at work among the grape-vine leaves, 
you will see it busy with the tip of the abdomen. It is 
laying the egg that grows into the vine caterpillar. In the 
saw-flies the egg-placer at the tip of the abdomen has a 
little saw. This is usea for making the leaf rough where 
the eggs are placed. (Fig. 20.) Do you know the little black 
slug that comes upon the leaves of cherry, and pear, and 
quince trees, and also on hawthorn ? Well, that slug grows 
out of an egg placed on the leaf by a saw-fly. In some 
insects the egg-placer is a kind of auger or bradawl, which 
can bore a hole for the eggs in the ground, or even in 
wood. In some of the wasps, bees, and ants, the egg- 
placer can be used for stinging as well as for laying
egg&
16. What is an Insect? We are ready now, I think, 
to give the marks of an insect;—(i) It is divided into three 
parts: head, chest, and abdomen. (2) It has three pairs of 
tegs. (3) It has a single pair of feelers. (4) The adult 
breathes air througl. holes that run along the sides of the 
body.
These four marks apply to all adult insects, and we 
may add that most, though not all, adult insects have 
wings.
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Did it ever strike you that the world that insects know 
may be different in many ways from the world that we 
know?
I / .  Has an Insect Five Senses only P Suppose, 
instead of five senses, you had ten senses, how different 
the world would be to you ! Well, we do not know how 
many senses the insects have, and therefore we cannot tell 
how the world looks to them. Even if we think of the 
five senses onl)-, the world must be very different to a 
creature that can see, or hear, or smell more keenly or less 
keenly than we do. There may be sounds that we do not 
hear, colours and scents that we know nothing about. A 
place that is quite still to our ears may be full of music to 
an insect’s ears. A place where nothing seems to be going 
on to our senses may be full of life to an insect. You 
must never forget that there is a great world that your five 
senses can tell you nothing about.
«Su 3stions and  E x e r c is e s .—
(1) Nam e any insects you know that have beautifully veined wings.
(2) Nam e any two-winged insects that you know.
(3) Nam e any insects you know that have hard wing-covers.
(4) The hind wings of a b eetle—the flying w ings—are generally larger 
than the wing-covers. Open out the flying wings, and find how the beetle  
manages to cover them w ith the wing-covers.
(5) Think of the habits o f beetles, and explain why they need hard 
wing-covers over the thin flying wings.
(5) In the bee the hind wings are sm aller than the front wings. 
Compare the w ings of the dragon fly
(7) Name any insects that can make a noise.
C o m p o sit io n  E x e r c is e .— Tell all you know about the wings oi 
insects.
D raw irjg E x e r c is e .—Draw a dragon fly, or any other four-winged  
insect. Draw the daddy-long-legs, or any two-winged insect that shows 
the "balancers" clearly.
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V.—FROM  EGG TO  P E R F E C l' INSECT.
T h e  S t a g e s  i n  t h e  L i f e - S t o r y  o f  a n  I n s e c t
I .— T h e  E g g .
1. Now that we have seen what an insect is, we must 
trace the story of an insect from beginning to end—from 
the egg to the perfect insect. In looking at the perfect 
insect we have looked at the last chapter only of its long 
history. There is a “ musical locust” in rCnieri-a that is 
called the Seventeen Year Cicada, because it lives in the 
ground for seventeen years. A t the end of that time it crawls 
from the earth on to a tree, and becomes a perfect insect. 
I t lives during a few hot weeks of the year, and then dies. 
You see, then, that the life of the perfect insect makes a 
very short chapter in the whole story. Our Australian 
cicada may live for as many years underground as the 
American one. We do not yet know.
2. Again, there is a fly called the Mayfly (fig. 85), which 
lives as a winged creature for one day only; but it lives for 
a long time in a pond before it becomes a perfect insect. 
To know an insect you must know it in all the chapters of 
its story. To-day, then, we shall look at the first stage— 
the egg.
3. A B ird’s Eggs and  a  Moth’s Eggs. When a 
bird has laid its eggs its work is not finished. The eggs 
have to be hatched, and the young have to be nursed for 
manv days. How different with the moth I When the 
moth has laid its eggs its duty is over. W hy  does not the 
moth sit on its eggs like the bird ? If you have e\ er held
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a live bird in your hand you will know how warm the little 
throbbing body feels. This is because the blood of a bird 
is warm. Now, an insect’s blood is cold, and therefore the 
moth could not help the eggs to hatch out if it tried.
4. But why, you ask, does not the moth nurse its young 
as the bird does ? Well, will you try tc think of a vine- 
moth nursing a score of young caterpillars? The very 
thought of it makes you laugh. The moth flits from 
flower to flower: the caterpillar must stay on a vine leaf all 
the time. The moth feeds on honey and the juice of 
flowers: the caterpillar can eat nothing but green vine leaf. 
The moth cannot bite into a vine leaf, and the caterpillar 
would starve if it could get nothing but honey. A young 
sparrow is born helpless; all it can do is to open its bill 
and cry for food. But as soon as the young caterpillar is 
born it can get its own food. It has no nurse, and it needs 
none.
5. The truth is that the moth never sees the caterpillars 
that grow from its eggs. In some cases, indeed, the moth 
dies as soon as the eggs are laid. But you must not 
suppose that the moth is careless about its young. Far 
from i t ! The moth takes the greatest care to lay its eggs 
in the right place.
6. Where are the Eggs Laid P It would take many 
pages to tell you of all the kinds of places in which the 
eggs of an insect are laid ; but in every case the eggs are 
placed where they will get the very food that the young 
need. In most gardens there are only three kinds of leaves 
on which a vine-moth caterpillar can live—the leaves of 
the grape vine, the Virginia creeper, and the fuchsia. 
Well, it is on one of these three plants that the vine-moth 
lays its eggs. When, therefore, the caterpillar comes out 
of the egg it finds the food that it needs on the very leaf
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on which It is born ! The wind swings the green Icaf- 
cradle ivhich the baby caterpillar is busily eating u p !
/. W hat would happen to the caterpillar of an emperor 
gum moth if it awoke to life on a leaf of the grape vine?
It would probably die. But the 
mother moth makes no mistake. 
She may, indeed, choose the leaf of 
some new tree, like the pepper tre^  ^
that has been brought into Aus­
tralia from other lands ; but it is 
always a leaf that suits her young. 
The vine-moth laid its eggs on a 
native shrub before our fathers 
brought the grape vine and the 
Virginia creeper into Australia.
8. I would not say that a moth 
never makes a mistake in placing 
E g g s o f  E m p e ro r  G u m  M oth . jts cggs. There is a curious plant 
that is called the carrion plant, because it smells like bad 
meat. Idics have been seen to lay their eggs on this p lan t! 
You sec, then, that it is quite likely that moths sometimes 
lay their eggs on the wrong leaves. But, if you have 
watched a moth laying its eggs you will know that it docs 
not lay them all on one leaf, or on one plant. It lays a few 
on one plant and a few on another, so that a mistake now 
and tlicn does not much matter. Some moths lay as many 
as 1 0 3 3  eggs.
9. How wonderful it is that a moth should be able to 
choose the right food for its young! W ithout being 
taught, it goes straight to the right place and lays the eggs 
on food that it could not eat itself! How it is done we do 
not know. Many of the commonest things are things that 
we cannot explain.
0,9
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lo. You see, then, that there is no chance about the 
place where an insect’s eggs are laid. They are laid in 
thousands of kinds of places: but that need not puzzle 
you ; for when }^ ou see a nest of the eggs of an insect you 
can say : “ The mother put the eggs there because it is the 
best place for the young creatures that will come out of 
the eggs.” If the young need leaves for food, the eggs are
E g g -c ase  o f  sm a ll g re e n  
P ra y in g  In se c t.
Fib 75
C o c k ro a c h ’s
Egg-case .
E gg -case  o f  la rg e  P ra y in g  In s e c t  (M an tis), 
w ith  Y oung  escap ing .
placed on leaves ; if the young eat flesh, the eggs are 
placed on flesh. Let us now look more closely at the eggs 
that grow into leaf-eaters.
I I .  The Eggs that grow into Plant-eating Larvae. 
Sometimes the eggs are gummy, and stick to the leaf; 
sometimes, as in the saw-flies, the insect can saw the 
leaf, and make it rough in the part where the eggs are to 
go. Sometimes the eggs are fixed on the leaf by a 
silky covering, or the edges of a leaf may be drawn 
together to form a nest. In some trees the leaves or
o O F I R S T  S T U D I E S  I N
stems that have certain eggs laid on them swell up into 
galls. In these galls the young creatures find shelter, 
and at the same time find food. You must often have 
noticed these galls on the leaves and stems of young gum
trees. If the gall is 
old, you will see the 
little hole by which 
the perfect insect has 
escaped. Sometimes 
the galls are so small 
that you have to use 
your lens to see the 
holes. *
12. When the grub 
is a ro o t-ca tc r the 
eggs are placed in a 
hole in the ground. 
Some insects look for 
a ready - made hole, 
like the hole of a worm that has been pulled out by a 
thrush. Other insects, like the cockchafer, can make a
G u m  S aw -fly , a n d  its  S aw  (m u ch  e n la rg e d )-  
a f te r  F rench ,
FlCrZl
A  L e af-gall c u t th ro u g h , sh o w in g  
th e  la rv a  th a t  c a u se s  th e  sw e lling .
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E g g s  of a R o o t-e a tin g  In s e c t 
( th e  M ole C ric k e t) .
hole for themselves. Sometimes the hole is bare, some­
times it is lined with silk. In all cases the egg is so placed 
that the grub can easily find the roots on which it lives.
* Som e galls, like the large " acorn-gall,” and the sm all narrow " tube- 
gall" (common on gum trees), are due to scale insects.
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13. W hen a caterpillar lives on the stem of a plant or 
tree, the egg is placed in some crack in the stem. W^hen 
it lives on young leaves, the egg is placed on leaf-buds 
If the caterpillar be a floiver-eater, the egg is placed in 
the bud of a flower ; if it be a fruit-eater, on the )'Oung 
fruit.
14. Plants protect themselves from these caterpillars in 
many ways. Notice how carefully a flower-bud is covered 
up before it opens. In spite of this, the insect sometimes 
manages to get its egg into the budding flower. I low 
often a rose bloom is spoiled in this way ! Plow often an 
apple or pear is spoiled b)' a grub ! In shelling peas, you 
may have started back on finding a caterpillar in the pod. 
To guard against this danger, the white Dutch clover 
covers its growing pods with the withered flowers, and you 
can find similar plans in many plants. And now we can 
think of the eggs that grow into flesh-eaters.
15. The Eggs th a t  grow into  F lesh -ea tin g  
C rea tu res . The eggs of this kind that ) OU know best 
are those of the blow-fly. You must often have noticed 
that blow-flies have a keen sense of the smell of bad meat. 
You ma)" not have seen a blow-fl)' for days, but when a 
piece of bad meat is placed out the blow-flies come buzzing 
up from all sides. The blow-fly troubles us a good deal, 
and we are apt to think of it as a plague, and as a creature 
of no use in the world. But when you see how quickly the 
blow-fly maggots (see fig. 81) eat up the bad meat that 
poisons the air, you change your mind. Nature has a 
great army of scavengers at work to prevent dead bodies 
from spoiling the air we breathe, and the blow-fly maggot, 
and the maggots of all the house-flies, arc members of 
this army. Plave you ever thought of the thousands o( 
creatures, small and great, that must die every day? Why
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do we rarely see these dead bodies ? Why do they not 
spoil the air?
16. Many flies and wasps lay their eggs, not on dead 
bodies but on living bodies. You have alread}’ heard of 
how the ichneumon wasp lays its eggs in a live caterpillar, 
or even in a pupa. Other wasps sting the creature that is 
to be food for their young, and when it is helpless they 
carry it to the egg-cell.
17. I have just been watching a wasp carrying off a 
spider. The spider struggled hard, but the wasp threw
N e s t  o f  M ason  B ee .
round its tail, and the sting soon made the spider helpless. 
Then the wasp flew out of sight with its prey. Though I 
could not see where it went, I think that I can tell )mu 
what it did with the spider. These wasps catch spiders 
and fat insects, not for their own food but for the food 
of their young. After the spider has been made help­
less, the wasp places it in a cell along with an egg, and 
then seals up the cell so that no thieves can enter. Wdien 
the egg becomes a grub the food is read)' for it. ]W the 
time it has eaten all the spider, the wasp-grub is read)' 1 >r 
the next chapter in its life.
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Q uestions  and E xerc ise s .—
(1) T he life of the perfx"  'rs( :t cT en -  very short chapter in  the  
w hole life-history of the insect. G ive examples.
(2) D o you know where the following insects lay their eggs?— Cock 
roach (fig. 25), earwig, cricket, pear saw-fly, codlin moth, praying insect, 
clothes moth, mosquito.
N o t e  —The eggs of the praying insect (Mantis) are laid in a little  
papery case with many cells (fig. 24). This may often be found 
stuck on a branch, or on a fence, or on the wall of a house or 
shed. T he egg-case of the common m antis is brown The  
larger egg-case of another m antis is dirty white. (See fig 23.)
(3) The eggs of moths and butterflies are often things of beauty. 
Exam ine with strong lens.
N o t e . —W here a m icroscope is available, the egg of the vine-m oth  
should be looked at The finish and beauty of this minute 
egg are startling.
(4) Find young gum leaves with galls on them. Open the fresh galls 
and look at the larvae or pupae inside. Look with lens at the old galls for 
the holes by which the insects escaped.
N o t e . — Insects of various kinds make these galls. Som e of them  
are two-winged flies; m any are little wasps; others are scale insects.
C om position  E xerc ise .— An insect treats its eggs differently from a 
bird. Tell all about it.
Drawing E xercise .—Draw the egg-case of (a) the praying insect, 
(b) the cockroach.
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VI.— FROM  EGG TO PE R FE C T  INSECT.
2.—  i  H E  L a r v a .
1. Soon after a bird’s egg has hatched out, ) ou can see 
that the chick is like the parent birds. How different in 
the case of most insects’ eggs! In most cases the young 
creature that comes out of the egg is entirely different 
from the mother—different in food, and look, and way.s. 
Many a boy who knows a vine-moth does not know a \ ine- 
moth caterpillar, and very few boys could name the vine- 
moth pupa if they dug one out of the ground.
2. No one can know every insect from first stage to 
last, but you can easily understand how most insects grow. 
And, first of all, we shall look at those insects whose 
young are like the mother.
3. Larvae that  are Like the Mother Insect. In 
some insects, like the grasshopper or the pra}dng insect, 
the egg grows into a little creature that is like the mother 
from the first. If you are on the look-out, in the spring 
months, you may often see the young praying insect just 
after it leaves the case of eggs. You will know it at once 
to be a pra\dng insect. The only difference you can see is 
that it is small, and that it cannot yet fly.
4. In the same way, when a young grasshopper creeps 
out of the hole in the earth where the egg was laid, you 
know it at once to be a grasshopper. It crawls about, 
eating the young grass; it casts its skin a few times as it 
grows bigger, and at last it gets its wings and becomes a 
full-grown grasshopper. The aphides also, that hurt
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your rose shoots so much, produce young that differ little 
from the full-grown aphis, except in size. So, also, do the 
cockroach, and the cricket (fig. 54), and the earwig (p. 69).
5. And now we can turn to those insects that produce 
young that are quite unlike the mother.
C. Larvae that are Unlike the Mother Insect.^ 
These are of many kinds, but 
the kinds that you will most 
often meet with are:—
A) The Caterpillar, which 
has three pairs of feet 
in front, and some 
fleshy legs behind.
(2) The Maggot, which is
worm-like, with rings, 
but no feet. Sometimes 
you can hardly tell the 
head from the tail, but 
when )'ou look closeh" 
you can see a Aery 
sm all m outh. The 
maggot of the blow-fly is a good example.
(3) The Grub, which is generally dark, or brown, or
dirty white, with three pairs of feet in front, like 
the caterpillar, but having no fleshy legs. The 
grub of the cockchafer beetle, which you dig up 
so often, is a good example.
I must warn you that the word “ grub ” is often used 
in speaking of any larvae. A maggot, for example, is often 
spoken of as a legless grub, and a caterpillar is often called 
a grub.-j-
* Larva is a Latin word, meaning a mask.
fF o r  the sake of clearness I shall, as far as possible, use the words 
caterpillar, maggot, grub according to the definitions given above.
A&27
T h ro e  co m n jo n  fo rm s  o f L a rv a — 
(c) C a te rp i l la r ;  ( j )  G ru b ;  Un) M aggot
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First of all, then, we are to look at the Caterpillar.
7. The Caterpillar. Let us walk into the garden 
and we shall easily find one. But before we leave the 
house we shall look in this old bundle of woollen clothes 
for the larvae of the clothes moth. I think we shall find 
some here, for the bundle has not been open to air and sun 
for a long time, and that is just the kind of place these 
creatures like. Yes, here is the caterpillar we are looking 
for!—very small, and half in and half out of the little case 
that it has woven for itself out of the cloth. When the
case becomes too small it adds 
to it, in very much the same way 
as the Australian case-moths do. 
(See Chap. X II.) The mother 
moth took care to lay the egg 
on wool, and not on cotton or on 
linen. W hat a musty sm ell! 
Let us get out into the fresh air!
8. On the grape vine we find 
a large handsome caterpillar. 
This is the vine-moth cater­
pillar, that does so much damage 
every year to the \ ineyards of 
Australia. Greenish yellow rings 
show against a black ground. Greenish yellow lines run 
down the back, and there is a dark red ring at the tail.
Here is a good chance to look at
9. The Parts of  a Caterpillar. And, first of all, wc 
notice that the caterpillar, like the perfect insect, is divided 
into three parts—the head, the chest, and the abdomen. 
The head is small, hard, and shiny. We look carefully at 
the mouth, with its strong jaws. Your mouth is used for
FiC r 2 S
V in e -M o th  C a te rp il la r  e a tin g  
V ine  L eaf.
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talking, and breathing, and eating; but the mouth of the 
caterpillar is used for eating only. W atch closely this big 
caterpillar that is eating a tender leaf of the vine. The 
strong jaws work sideways, like little pincers, without 
ceasing. See how it eats from the edge in curves, each 
curve a little larger than the last. When a hungry boy eats 
a piece of bread he stops for a little between mouthfuls, 
but the caterpillar never stops between bites. Mouthful 
follows mouthful without ceasing. In this tender leaf even 
the midrib is eaten.
10. In twenty-four hours a caterpillar can eat twice its 
own weight! A boy of six stone weight would need to 
eat eighty-four 2-lb. loaves in the twenty-four hours in 
order to eat as much! Just below the mouth there is a 
little tube; out of this comes the silk that is used for 
spinning threads. In a spider the silk comes out of tubes 
placed below the body.
11. We look next at the chest: and here again, as in 
the insect, we have three pairs of feet. (See fig. 27.) Each 
foot ends in a hard, sharp point, suited for laying hold 
of a soft or rough surface. Then we come to the 
abdomen. The perfect insect never has legs growing 
from the abdomen, but in this caterpillar we have four 
pairs of fleshy legs, besides the tail clasper. We nodcc 
how different these soft, fleshy legs are from the horn\^ 
fore feet. These soft legs end in a fringe of very small 
hooks, which you can see with a good lens. If you allow 
a caterpillar to creep on your hand, and then pull it off 
gently, you will feel these tiny hooks clinging to the skin. 
These little hooks are meant for climbing up leaves or 
other soft or rough things. Try the caterpillar with glass, 
and you will find that it cannot keep its hold.
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12. Does the  Caterpillar Explore by Sight or by 
Touch P We put the caterpillar into our observation 
box, with plenty of vine leaves, and when we next pass we 
hnd it eating as if nothing had happened. It is just 
finishing the last leaf on a twig. It crawls to the very 
end of the twig, and gropes all round with its swaying 
head. At first it holds on by three pairs of the body-legs; 
then, as it reaches out farther, it holds on by two pairs. 
A t last, when trying to hold on by the hind pair only, it 
loses its hold and falls. You can see, then, that the cater­
pillar finds its way by touch rather than by sight.
13. Gan a Caterpillar HearP When we next pass 
the box, the caterpillar is asleep. I t is a sound sleeper. 
We make a sharp noise close to its head, but it does not 
stir. We slightly shake the branch on which it sleeps; still 
it does not stir. Perhaps this is because the wind often 
shakes the branch as it sleeps. Then we try to find out 
whether it is quick to feel a touch. W ith a pencil I touch 
the hairs. The head moves a little, but the caterpillar 
does not crawl away. Perhaps this is because the wind 
often blows the leaves of the vine against the hairs. But 
now I touch the body itself, and at once the creature i.s" 
frightened and moves off.
14. Now that we know what caterpillars are like, let us 
try to find out more about their ways. Here, on the fence, 
is a honeysuckle bush. This is a good place to look for 
them. We notice a leaf that has been rolled up. We pick 
it off, and out falls a little green caterpillar, hanging to the 
leaf by a thread.
15. How a Caterpillar Climbs its Thread. The 
thread runs out for some inches, making a drop as great 
for the caterpillar as a fall of sixty feet would be for a
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man. The creature sways in the wind, but keeps quite 
still for a time. Then it begins to climb. In climbing, all 
the work is done b)' the jaws and the three pairs of fore 
feet. Indeed, the thread does not reach down to the fleshy 
legs. The clever little creature wriggles itself up so as to 
catch the thread with the lowest of the three pairs of feet, 
and then the slack is taken in. After a little we can 
sec the loose ball of slack thread packed among the feet. 
It is hard work, and the caterpillar stops now and then to 
rest. ; \ t  last the leaf is reached, and the hind legs are 
thrown up to lay hold of it. Well done! No sailor could 
have climbed better 1 Then it crawls into the curled leaf, 
and we leave it to enjc)" the rest it has earned so well.
16. Here, on this geranium, is a caterpillar of another 
kind. He is a small, dirty grey creature, and so like to a 
withered twig that he seems to say: “ Don’t mind me; Trn 
only a withered Icaf-stalk.” He belongs to the Loopers, 
a family of some fame in the caterpillar world.
I/. The Loopep Cateppillap’s Clever Ways. We 
use a lens, and find that he has the usual three pairs of 
fore feet, but on the hind part of the body has only one 
pair of legs and a tail-clasper. When we frighten him he 
moves off in a great hurry. He lays hold of the leaf with 
his fore feet, and then draws up his hind legs till the}" 
nearly touch the fore feet. This throws the body into a 
loop. Then he reaches forward again with the fore feet 
and makes another loop; and so he goes on, loop after 
loop, as if he were measuring the leaf while walking over 
it. And now he comes to the end of the shoot. There is 
nothing beyond, but the looper has to find this out for 
himself. He holds on tightly by the one pair of hind legs 
and the tail-clasper, and lifts all the rest of the body into 
the air as he gropes round for something else to lay hold
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of. Just then I shake the leaf near him, and he becomes 
quite stiff and still. Very strange he looks, with all his 
body in the air except the tail, and as still as if he had 
been suddenly turned into wood. This is the loopers 
favourite way of escaping danger. He pretends to be 
dead, and looks like a small piece of dry stick. He can 
stay for hours in this way.
r
L o o p e r  C a te rp il la r .
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18. When he comes to life again, I loosen his hold on 
the stick, and he falls on a newspaper that I have placed 
below him. Again he lies as if dead. We move away for 
a minute or two, and when we come back Master Looper 
is up on the bush again, and is looping away at full speed! 
He had carried a thread with him when he fell off the leaf, 
and he lias hauled himself back!
19. Next time I loosen his hold quickly, and he cannot 
get back to the leaf. We guess that he had not had time 
to fasten his thread on the leaf before falling; for, when we
again, we find that when he gets the least warning of
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danger the thread is always hxed before he falls. Cautious 
looper! You are not a friend to our geranium, but after 
all these clever feats we haven’t the heart to kill you.
Q u est io n s  and E xerc ises .—
(1) Nam e any insects that are like the mother insect as soon as they  
com e out of the egg.
(2) Nam e any insects whose young are quite unlike the mother.
(3) W atch a caterpillar feeding, and describe what you see.
N o t e . — Som e caterpillars feed at night. The vine-m oth caterpillar  
often feeds by day, and is therefore a good caterpillar for the 
observation box.
(4) W atch a caterpillar crawling. D oes the whole body move at 
the sam e time? If not, what part moves first, and what next?
(5) Describe anything else you notice about the m ovem ents of the  
caterpillar.
(6) Compare the legs of a caterpillar w ith those of the perfect insect. 
W hich legs remain, and w hich are lost?
(7) Some larvae live singly, others in clusters. Try to find (on young  
gum trees) a cluster of the gum saw-fly larvae, and describe their 
appearance.
N o t e . —This larva is black, w ith stiff, white hairs. It has fore feet, 
reddish, but no fleshy legs. (See fig. 31.)
(8) The perfect insect resem bles, roughly, the caterpillar in one or 
two points. W hat are these ?
Composition Exercise .— Give an account of a walk during which  
you find various kinds of caterpillars.
Drawing Exercise .—Draw a caterpillar, a grub, and a maggot.
N o t e . —To kill a  caterpillar, im m erse it in spirits o f v;b:c (methylated 
spirit).
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V II.— FROM  EGG TO PE R F E C T  INSECT.
3.— L a r v a , P u p a , A N D  P e r f e c t  I n s e c t .
1. How Caterpillars protect them selves  from 
their Enemies. On another bush we find a small cater­
pillar that looks dangerous. It has white and black hairs 
that stand up so long, and stiff, and fearsome, that it would 
be a bold bird that would touch it.
2. On the apricot tree we find a caterpillar with stiff 
hairs that can sting. This is the larva of the mottled cup 
moth. It feeds on the leaves of gum trees, but is now 
often found on the apricot. It is a handsome caterpillar, 
with four tufts of stiff hairs near the head, and four tufts 
near the tail. I hese hairs can be thrust out to sting, ancl 
can be drawn in like a cat’s claws. (The curious cup­
shaped pupa-case of this caterpillar is shown on page 50.)
3. The stiff hairs are of use, also, in keeping off the 
ichneumon wasps or lace-wing files that lay their eggs on 
the bodies of caterpillars. These files are far more danger 
ous to the caterpillars than the birds. Let us suppose that 
an ichneumon fly finds a moth caterpillar asleep. Thu 
fly goes up softly and thrusts her egg-placer into the body 
between two tufts. It is all done so quickly and quietly 
that the victim does not awake. No moth will ever come 
from that caterpillar ! In many cases, where the caterpillar 
has spines, these are used to protect the cocoon also. 
Should you rear a caterpillar of this kind, try to be on the 
watch when the cocoon is being made. It seems to be im­
possible for 3 caterpillar to wea\'e itself into a prison
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without a door, and then to cover the outside of the walls 
of the prison with spikes, but the clever creature does it. 
Try to find out how.
4. We have seen how difficult it is to see the looper 
caterpillar when it imitates a dry stick. The head and 
fore feet may be taken 
for the buds at the end 
of the twig. Note, too, 
that the looper has no 
fleshy legs, except two 
pairs at the tail. This 
also helps it to look like 
a stick."
5. We see another 
plan for keeping off 
enemies in the larvae of 
the gum saw-fly. They 
are so like to caterpillars 
that th ey  are often c lu s t e r  o f Larvae o f  G u m  S aw -H y —(A FterF^m cA .'
called ‘‘ false caterpillars.” You must often have seen 
these larvae on the leaves of young gum trees. They 
do not feed singly, but in clusters, and v hen one of 
them is touched it arches the body and gives out a green 
fluid from the mouth. At once all the others do the 
same. The sudden arching of the bodies, the green fluid, 
and a strong smell which they give out, must all help to 
keep off their enemies.
6. Other caterpillars try to look fierce when attacked.
* Air Ernest Anderson points out, in the Victorian Naturalist, that some 
of our Australian looper caterpillars have fleshy legs on the 8th and gth 
rings, as well as on the lo th  and 12th rings. T his may be one of the 
many cases where a higher type has been reached m Europe than 1.1 
Australia.
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C a te rp il la r  o f M ac le a y 's  
S w a llow -ta il B u tte rfly  
show ing  its  h o rn s  
w h en  a la rm ed .
The caterpillar of one of our swallow-tail butterflies thrusts 
out two horns from its head. These horns are not seen 
except when the creature gets a fright.
7. As we moved about the garden, 
we saw other caterpillars that were so 
like in colour to the leaves they ate that 
no bird would be likely to see them unless 
when they moved. To avoid this danger, 
some caterpillars keep still all day, and 
only eat at night. Some keep on the 
under side of the leaf, while others weave 
together two or three leaves to make a day-shelter.
8 . If you have ever the good fortune to see a caterpillar 
making a leaf-shelter, do not lose the chance of watching a 
clever piece of work. A good caterpillar to watch at this 
work is the little green cater­
pillar that pulls together the 
halves of a single leaf. The 
caterpillar begins at the end 
of the leaf next to the leaf­
stalk, and joins the two halves 
with threads. Then it thickens 
and shortens the threads so 
as to pull the two halves to­
gether. It is a pretty sight 
to see the little head moving 
regularly from side to side as 
it fixes the threads. After a little, the halves of the leaf 
meet, but if you hold the leaf to the light you can still see 
the work going on.
9. Tho Damage done by Caterpillars. It is well 
for us that the caterpillars have many enemies, for they do 
much damage to trees and crops. In Imirope, huge oak
Ic h n e u m o n  F ly . th a t la y s  i ts  E g g s  on 
C a te rp illa rs .
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forests have been stripped of their leaves in a few days. 
In Australia, we often find gum trees with nearly every 
leaf ragged. It is a common sight, too, to see a field of 
cabbage in which every cabbage has been riddled with holes
T h e  H arv es t C a te rp illa r  a n d  its  
M o th  (C u t W o rm  M oth)).— 
(.M ter F r e n c h ) .
W a ttle  G oat M oth— (1) P e r fe c t I n s e c t ;
(2) th e  L a r v a : (3) th e  P u p a .—•
(A fter F r e n c h ) .
by the cabbage caterpillar. Many a fine crop of wheat, 
barley, or oats has been eaten up by an army of cater- 
oillars, just when the farmer thought that his crop was safe.
10. Nor is it the leaf-eaters alone tnat do harm; the 
wood-boring caterpillars do much damage. How r a r e ly
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do you see a healthy, full-grown black wattle near Mel­
bourne ! Much of this damage is caused by the wattle 
goat moth. This caterpillar is often five inches long, and '
as thick as the thum b! It eats downward from the
branches towards the roots, for two, or even throe years, 
before it turns into a moth. The blackfellow was fond of 
this caterpillar, and ate great numbers. Now that this 
enemy of the moth is gone, it does more damage than 
ever,
1*1. If you will note carefully that it is the larvae of 
moths and butterflies that take the caterpillar form, we 
can now turn to the second form of larva—the Grub.
12. T he G rub. We get a spade and turn up the earth 
in search of a grub. We fail to find one in a vegetable
bed, but find one at once on turning up 
the roots of a patch of old grass. You 
will see in the figure what we found. 
This fat, dirty-white grub is the larva
of the cockchafer beetle. It has a
brown, horny head, strong jaws, and 
FiciSa three pairs of fore feet, but it has no
d rub ofC ock ch afer. g ^ s h y l e g S .
As a caterpillar always has fleshy Lgs, you can easily 
tell a grub from a caterpillar.
The dots that run along the sides are the holes b}' 
which the grub breathes.
13. Like the caterpillar, the grub uses its mouth for 
eating only. It eats much, and is usually heavy with 
food. This grub fives on the roots of grasses and other 
plants, and does great damage. Sometimes, when you dig 
up a plant to see why it has withered, you find that the 
roots have been eaten by this grub. The grub lives for
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three or four years in the ground before it becomes a 
perfect insect.
14. Most of the beetles have larvae like this grub, with 
mouth and fore feet, but no fleshy legs. And now we have 
to find the third kind of larva—the Maggot.
15. The Maggot. In a corner of the garden we find 
a fresh bone on which are some blow-fly maggots. (Sec 
fig. 81.) The head of the maggot comes to a narrow point, 
and there are only a pair of hooks for a mouth. (See 
fig. 27.) Many two-winged insects have larvae like this, 
and also many of the bees and wasps.
16. And now, when you find caterpillars, grubs or 
maggots, you will often be able to guess what kind of 
insects they will grow into. When you see a caterpillar, 
you will say: I wonder what butterfly or moth you will 
grow into? When you see a grub, you will think of a 
beetle ; and when you see a maggot, you will guess that it 
comes from the egg of some two-winged fly, or perhaps 
from one of the many kinds of bees and wasps.
17. Why are Larvae so  different in form P And 
now you wish to know why larvae are so different. Grub, 
maggot, caterpillar—you find it confusing. Why are they 
not all alike? Well, if you will think for a moment of 
how the different larvae get their living, you will see that 
all these differences are quite natural.
18. Some larvae, like the larvae of the cockroach or 
the grasshopper, have to get their living by running about 
and looking for food. Such larvae have good legs, and 
they are slim and active. Other larvae, like the caterpillars, 
need to move, but not much, and so their legs are not so 
long, and their bodies are rounder and heavier. Other 
larvae, like the root-eating beetle grubs, have still less
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walking to do, and in these we have no fleshy legs on the 
body.
19. Other larvae, like the wood-boring beetle grubs, 
have so little need to move that the legs are almost lost. 
(See fig. 59.) Then we have the larvae of ants, wasps, and 
bees, that are fed by nurses, and do not need to seek food 
for themselves. These are soft, fat, and legless. (See fig. 
104.) Then there are the worm-like larvae that are buried 
in their food, like the maggots of flies.
20. You see, then, that the differences in larvae are not 
really puzzling. Nay, these differences are a great help to 
us in understanding their lives. When you find a larva, 
you will now be able to guess how it gets its living, though 
you have never seen it before.
21. The larva is always a feeder, and general]}^ moves 
about. W hen the larva becomes a pupa it generally stops 
eating, and keeps quite still. But you must not suppose 
that the creature is at rest during the time that we call the 
pupa-sleep.
22. What goes  on during the  Pupa-sleep.^ If you 
could see inside of the pupa-skin, you would see a wonder­
ful work going on. If it be a butterfly pupa, the mouth of 
the caterpillar has to be completely changed. W hat was a 
biting mouth has to be changed into a mouth that can 
suck up honey out of deep honey-tubes. The fleshy legs 
have all to be got rid of, and the six fore legs altered. 
Most wonderful of all, wings have to be grown! No 
wonder the creature has to retire for a long time into the 
dressing room which we call the pupa-case.*
23. In the story of the emperor gum moth we saw one 
kind of nest or cocoon that the larva makes for itself when
* In the later stages of the larva, some of these changes m ay be seen  
in progress.
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it becomes a pupa. There are many other kinds of cocoon, 
and some insects have little or no cocoon for the pupa. 
Most butterflies have only a hard skin to protect the pupa.
In fig. 36 you will see some of the forms that the pupa 
takes.
F o rm s  o f P upas—(1) B u tte rfly  P u p a  h an g in g  by  t a i l ; (4) B u tte rf ly  P u p a  tied  to  tw ig  by 
silk  th re a d ; (2) P u p a  in  a L e a f -n e s t; (3) M oth  P u p a  in  W id e-m esh ed  C ocoon  
(G) P rick ly  C ocoon  o f a  “ W o o lly -b ear ”  M oth  - (7) P u p a  o f W o o d -B o re r .
24. Pupa Cases. Some pupa cases are woven upon 
leaves; others are hung by threads to twigs; others are 
hidden under bark or in tunnels in the wood; others under 
fallen leaves; and others, again, arc covered by cases of 
clay and placed an inch or two underground.
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Pupa-case of Mottled 
C u p  Motli.
25- Some wood-boring larvae glue together sawdust to 
form a cocoon. Other larvae make a pupa case out of the 
skin that is cast off. One of the neatest 
of pupa cases is the little oval cocoon 
made by the mottled cup moth. The 
cocoon is made of a tough, brown, 
papery substance, and is so smooth and 
thin that it looks like some kind of fruit. 
When the insect is ready to come out, it 
pushes off a lid. You must often have seen these little 
cups sticking to the twigs of gum trees. (See par. 2.)
26. If you keep a vine-moth caterpillar in your observa­
tion box, you will find that it bores its way into the earth 
when it feels that the time has arrived 
to become a pupa. When you are 
rearing a larva whose story you do not 
know, you should always put earth in 
the box, in case it should be a larva 
that pupates in the earth.
27. How the Perfect Insect gets  
out o f  the Pupa Case. The cocoon 
is sometimes so thin that, when the 
insect swells itself out, the case bursts.
Perhaps you know that a bird’s chick 
has a little hard knob on its bill for 
breaking through the shell. The in­
sect, too, has sometimes a cocoon- 
breaker of some kind. The cocoon -
breaker in the emperor gum moth is s k in  fro m  w h ich  D rag o n  F iy
a hard spine at the base of the fore
wing. In other moths it is a hard-toothed crest on the
forehead. Sometimes, again, the insect softens the pupa 
case with a fluid from the mouth. Some larva: build a
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pupa case open at one end, so that the perfect insect can 
easily wriggle out. When a hole is left in this way, it is 
sometimes arranged like a lobster-trap, but reversed: easy 
to leave, but hard to enter.
28. When the pupa lives an active life, as in the case of 
the mosquito, there is no cocoon, and the perfect insect 
escapes when the skin splits. When the dragon fly larva 
is ready for the change it crawls out of the pond up the 
stem of a reed; then the back splits and the dragon fly 
pulls itself out. You may often see the empty skin of the 
larva still fixed to the reed. (See note, p. 52.)
We have now come round again to the perfect insect.
29. The Perfect Insect never grows. The perfect 
insect never grows larger than it is when it leaves the pupa 
case. It is true that some are larger than others. You 
may see a blow-fly that is almost twice the size of another, 
but the smaller one will never grow larger. The size 
depends on whether the maggot got all the food it wanted 
or not. When a clever insect, like a wasp, lays an egg in 
a cell, it always puts enough food for the larva in the cell 
before it is closed; but when flies gather about a bone, 
or a dead dog, they often lay too many eggs; hence some 
of the maggots never reach full size.
30. Sometimes, too, you see an under-sized moth or 
butterfly that has been half starved when a larva. There 
is a caterpillar that feeds only on mistletoe leaves. Now, 
in a hot summer many of our mistletoe bushes lose their 
leaves, and the caterpillar has to go into the pupa stage 
before it has reached full size. The butterfly that grows 
from this caterpillar is therefore small and feeble. If you 
have ever reared caterpillars, you will know that when you 
forget to give fresh leaves the larvae sometimes change
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into pupae before they are full grown. You will know, 
too, how small the butterflies are that come from such 
pupae.
I
Q u e s t io n s  a n d  E x e r c is e s .—
(1) Com pare a caterpillar’s w ay of clim bing up a thread w ith a man’s 
way of clim bing up a rope.
(2) Describe any caterpillars you have seen w hose colour or markings 
protect them from their enem ies.
(3) D escribe any kinds o f pupa-case that are com m on in your district.
(4) W hat is the use of the thick hairs on som e caterpillars (woolly 
bears, and others of like kind} ?
(5) Rear a w oolly bear caterpillar, and notice how cleverly the hairs 
that protect the larva are used also to protect the cocoon of the pupa.
C o m p o s it io n  E x e r c is e .— Make experim ents to test the clim bing  
powers of a sm all caterpillar (a looper if  possible), and write a description 
of what you see.
D r a w in g  E x e r c is e .— Draw a looper caterpillar (i) at rest, (2) w ith a 
loop up, (3) w hile exploring in the air.
N o t e  on insects that have no true pupal stage.— In the dragon fly, 
m ay fly, cicada, and m any other insects, there is no true pupal 
or resting stage. T he insect, from larva to  adult, is active. But 
there is a  difference in the final stage o f the larva. In these  
cases the word nymph is used for the stage interm ediate between 
the larva and adult.
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V III.— IN SECTS W ITH  PIER C IN G  AND 
; SUCKING MOUTHS.
T h e  A p h i s  a n d  t h e  C i c a d a .
1. Now that you have learned how insects grow, you 
will find it much easier to understand the common insects 
that we meet daily. And, first of all, we shall look at the 
green fly that often spoils your rose shoots. This creature 
is not a fly, and so we shall call it by its right name, the 
aphis (plural aphides).* Nor is it always green: some are 
brown, others red, and others yellow. Nearly every plant 
has some kind of aphis, but it is the rose-aphis that you 
know best.
2. Just before the rosebuds open in the spring, you 
notice that the soft shoots and leaves near the buds are 
alive with this little creature. You shrink back from the 
ugly, crawling creatures, and won’t look at them. That is 
a mistake! The aphis is worth looking at. It is not so ugly 
as you think, and its story is interesting. Besides, if you 
do not try to understand it, how are you to get rid of it?
3. Is the Aphis Ugly? Look with your lens at this 
big green one that is marching slowly and clumsily over 
the leaf. Notice the bright, black eyes that stick out from 
the sides of the head. But it seems to see better with its 
feelers than with its eyes. W atch how the long feelers 
move all the time to see whether there is danger ahead, 
and to find out a good juicy bit of leaf or shoot. And 
here is another green one, with wings that show all the 
colours of the rainbow when we hold the aphis up to the
* Or Aphids.
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sunlight. So you give up calling the aphis ugly ; but you
still think it very slow and stupid.
4. A Slow Creature. Yes, it is slow. There must 
be a score on this leaf, and all except this one are quite 
still. The sharp beaks are buried in the leaf, and they 
sjoend all their time in sucking up the juice. Almost as 
soon as it is born, the young aphis pierces the leaf and
begins to suck. If we could see a little deeper into this
green aphis, we could see the juice running up its sucker 
and through the body, as it pumps up the juice of the 
plant. We shake the le a f; we make a loud noise close to 
it ; but the aphis never heeds. Only one thing concerns 
it—to suck.
5. That is its life; to grow into the full size by feeding, 
and to produce young aphides. It does seem a slow, 
tiresome life ; and this is because it gets its living too 
easily. When a man gets a living too easily, life becomes 
tiresome; when an animal gets a living too easily, life 
becomes slow.
6. How the M other-A phis Lays her Eggs. But 
how came the aphides to be mostly on the soft ends 
of the shoots? If they are so slow and stupid, they 
could not choose these soft, juicy places for themselves? 
I reply, that a mother-aphis travelled about last autumn 
looking for buds on which to lay the eggs. The little 
eggs lay snug through the winter in the scales of the 
bud, or in the cracks of the wood close to the bud. 
W hen the spring sun made the bud burst into a tender, 
leafy shoot, the aphides also came into life. The leaves 
and the aphides came out together!
7. How One becom es a Million. The aphides that 
env rgc from the eggs in spring are females—generally
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unwinged—and these females, so long as food is plentiful, 
do not lay eggs, but produce the young alive. When 
food becomes scarce, winged males appear, and eggs are 
laid by the females in bud scales and other suitable 
shelters for the winter-rest.
8. From a single aphis born in the beginning of the 
season there may spring, during the warm months, aphides 
beyond all counting. When we try to reckon them up we 
have to count, not by thousands, but by millions. This is 
why they swarm in such numbers, although they are ver\^ 
easily killed. They are such soft, pulpy, helpless creatures 
that you can kill them by washing them from the plant 
with a strong syringe."^ A heavy shower may wash them 
off, or a hot wind may dry them up.
9. The Enemies of the Aphis. They have many 
enemies—birds, and flies, and beetles. The little silver-eye 
may be seen picking them off cleverly, and a sparrow now 
and then, when it can get nothing better. Then the little 
lady-bird beetle, with the red body and black spots, eats 
many of them, and its larva eats still more. One lady-bird 
was seen to eat them at the rate of sixty in an h ou r!
10. Look with your lens at this cabbage leaf, crowded 
with aphides. You see that some of the aphides are mere 
skins; and now look at this curious-looking creature that 
has covered itself with these skins ! It is of a pinkish- 
brown colour, and is the larva of a small, green, golden­
eyed lace-wing fly, that lays its eggs on the cabbage stalks. 
This fly—the golden-eye—is beautiful in colour, and in 
the veining of its long wings, and if it were a larger fly
* This is not given as a remedy for aphis. Only a few are washed off. 
and in a day or two there are as m any as ever. ' For rem edies for this 
and other insect-pests see Destructive Insects of  Victoria, by C. French, 
F .L .S ., Government Entom ologist.
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would be famous. You would never guess that the
young of this delicate, pretty creature could be fierce
insect-slayers ; but so it is. The larva, as you can see, 
has very large, strong jaws, and with these it kills great 
numbers of aphides. When it has sucked 
an aphis dry, it places the empty skin on 
its own back, very much as a Red Indian 
adorns himself with the scalp of his enemy ! 
After a time you can hardly see the larva 
for the skins. The little wasp called the 
ichneumon fly (see fig. 33) also helps to 
keep down the aphides. Over a field of
cab b ag es, or a patch of sweet briar,
L a ce -w in g  F ly  o n  C a b - attacked by aphides, you may sometimes
b a g e  in fe s te d  w ith  i j  r  n  i t  - t ' i .
A p h id es , a n d  i t s  sce 8 cloud oi fiies O r  Small wasps. 1  hese
^re about to lay their eggs.
11. How the Aphis turns the Sap into “ Honey- 
Dcw.” When a plant is hurt there is always a flow of sap 
to the wounded part. Now, every time an aphis bores its 
beak into a shoot or leaf the plant is wounded. The 
many wounds from the many aphides must cause a flow 
of sap from other parts of the plant. You see then how, 
without moving, the aphis can draw up the juices of the 
plant.
12. So full of juice is the aphis sometimes that it 
has to pass some of the sweet juice out of its body. 
Now, you must know that the ants are very fond of 
this sweet juice, and you can often see them racing 
up and down any bush where there are many of the 
aphides. You may see an ant licking up a blob or 
smear of juice, and then running on to look for more. 
This is why the aphis is sometimes called the ant’s 
cow. You may often see an ant carrying off  a dead
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or a hurt aphis to the ant-nest, but you can never see an 
a n t . attacking a healthy aphis. Indeed, some kinds of 
ants keep herds of aphides so 
as to get their honey easily!
13. O t h e r  Ki nds  o f  
Aphides. The other kinds 
of aphis that you know best 
are those that attack the 
peach, the apple, and the 
vine. If you will come with 
me to the old Ribston Pippin 
at the end of the garden, we 
shall see the apple-aphis at 
work. Here and there, on the 
under sides of the branches, 
we find ugly swellings, and 
these are covered with a 
white, fluffy mass. On look­
ing closer, we find that this 
white mass is made up of 
white, silky hairs, with which 
the aphides have covered 
themselves. We saw that when the rose-aphis pierces a 
^boot there is a flow of sap towards the wound. In the
apple the flow of sap 
is so strong that it 
causes extra wood to 
grow where the wound
_ _  __  is. When the wounds
40 are repeated year after
A nt on  look-ou t fo r  H o n ey . year, great warts are
made on the branch. These check the flow of sap to the
fruit and young shoots, and spoil the tree.
A phis, to  sh o w  th e  tu b e s . 
T h e  u se  o f th e se  is  n o t kno w n .
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14. The apple-aphis does not live on leaves, as the 
rose-aphis does. It lives by sucking the juices of the 
stem, branches, and roots. The female aphis lays her 
eggs on the roots of the tree, and in spring the aphides 
crawl up to the branches. If we dug up this apple tree 
we should find the roots more swollen even than the 
branches. You can see that the roots arc swollen, because 
some of them have been forced out of the ground.
K oot of A pp le  T re e , sw o llen  
by W 'oolly-A phis.
H e a lth y  R oot o f  th e  G ra p e  V ine, an d  R oot sw ollen  
by th e  \ 'in e -A p h is  (F b y llo x e ra ) .— (A fter i're /ie/i.)
15- The vine-aphis, also, is a root-sucker, and causes the 
roots to swell. You know the vine-aphis better by the 
name of phylloxera. This aphis has ruined many vine­
yards, and has caused a loss of many millions of pounds 
sterling.
16. The Scale Insect. Another piercing and sucking 
insect that does great harm in our gardens is the scale 
insect. This insect is still smaller than the aphis. 1 he 
slow aphis sometimes moves; but this insect ne\er moves
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after it has chosen a good place for sucking. 'I'here arc 
many kinds. Some of these are natives of Australia, 
and others have been brought with plants from other 
lands. You must have noticed the black smut on the 
leaves of orange, lemon, and quince trees, and also on the 
oleander bushes that make our gardens gay in the autumn. 
Well, that black smut is caused by the scale insect, ^hou 
may also have noticed on the skin of apples little brown 
scales, shaped like a small mussel. That is the mussel scale.
FiG 1+1+
M ussel S c a le  on  A pple.
17. Crush a scale with your thumb nail, and you will 
see that there is something alive under the scale. This is 
the scale insect, or her eggs. The scale insect lays her 
eggs inside the scale, and then dies and dries up. And so 
the scale that was the mother’s house becomes a roof over 
the eggs. When the egg grows into a larva, it escapes 
from the scale and wanders about the tree for a time, and 
at last drives its beak into bark, or leaf, or fruit, and begins 
its life of sucking the juices of the tree. It is a very small 
creature, but there are so many of them that they do much 
harm
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18. Like the aphis, the scale insect is often too full of 
sweet juice, and it shoots out this in a fine spray. This 
spray makes the leaves sticky with “ honey-dew.” On this 
honey-dew a tiny plant grows, which has black seed-cases; 
and it is this that makes the leaves look black,* Ants are 
always on the look-out for sweets, and are sure to be 
found running up and down a tree that has scale insects.
19. Many of our native shrubs, like the “ native black­
thorn,” suffer much from scale insects. Young gums, 
sheoaks, and teatrees may be seen covered with the 
common white scale. These scales are little sacs, of a 
white or reddish-brown tint.
20. Thrips. Have you ever noticed the little insects 
that run about in the heart of flowers ? These tiny crea­
tures are called thrips. They, also, live on the juices 
of the plant by piercing and sucking. Sometimes they 
destroy the pollen-grains.f
And now we shall turn to a much larger insect that 
lives by sucking the sap of trees—the Cicada. (See fig. 12.)
21. T he  Cicada. You know this insect better by the 
name of the musical locust. I t is not really a locust, and 
,ve shall call it by its right name. We saw that this 
creature may live underground as a larva for many years, 
feeding, perhaps, on roots of trees. A t last comes the 
great day in its life, when it is to pass into the free air and 
the sunshine.
22. But, first of all, it has to get out of its pupa-skin. 
On the evening of a hot summer’s day you may chance to
* T his black fungous growth is called S o o ty  Fungus,  
f  T he curious little  insect called  the froghopper is  another of the 
piercing and sucking insects. It feeds on young gum trees, and is attended  
by ants in search o f honey dew. It hops when touched. (Size: ^-inch.)
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see the cicada coming out. It comes out of a slit in 
the back of the pupa. The wings arc still small and 
soft; but by next morning the cicada is ready to fly. 
When you hear a chorus of these noisy, happy creatures 
in a tree, look at the trunk, and you may find on the 
bark, near the foot of the tree, one or two empty pupa- 
cases.
23. I t is the male cicada that makes all the noise. ' He 
is calling to his mate, who no doubt thinks it sweet 
music.'" No doubt, also, the cicada makes the noise 
because he is glad to be alive in the air and the sunshine. 
The whirring, ear-splitting noise is not musical to us, but 
we may be sure that the cicada is thrilling with joy to the 
ends of his legs, and to the tips of his feelers. The cicada 
is a sun lover, and when the heat is so great that most 
other creatures are still the cicada sings most loudly. The 
very thought of his song makes you think of hot, drowsy 
afternoons.
24. The eggs of the cicada are laid m grooves, on 
twigs that the mother has cut with her egg-placer. When 
the young cicadas come out of the eggs they look like 
little black fleas. These cast themselves on the ground, 
and enter the earth for their long stay under-ground.
25. Have you ever noticed the white, sweet "manna " 
that sometimes covers the ground at the foot of a manna 
gum tree? The “manna” is caused by the large black 
cicada. The insect pierces the young twigs, and this 
causes the sweet sap of the manna gum to flow freely. 
This dries into a sugary, solid substance, which by and -by 
falls to the ground.
• Some of the Greeks, in olden time, kept cicadas in cages as song- 
.n sects! Some of the Chinese are said to do (his to-day.
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Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c is e s .—
(1) Tell the different kinds of aphis that you know, giving the colour 
of each kind.
(2) Try to find a lady-bird beetle, and describe it.
(3) T he leaves of a rose-bush are often smeared with a sticky, shiny
fluid. H ow  does it get there?
(4) A good peach grower collects and burns all the winter prunings.
H e also rem oves and burns all rough, loose bark, and then he sprays the 
whole tree w ith som e insect killer. Can you guess w hy he does all this, 
and w hy he repeats the spraying just before the buds open in spring?
N o t e . — T he peach-aphis is the terror o f the peach grower. October 
is a good m onth to see the peach-aphis at work.
(5) Find an old apple tree that has been hurt by the apple-aphis. 
(“ Am erican b lig h t” or ” w oolly  aph is.”) Describe what you see on the 
branches, and, if  possible, on the roots.
(6) N am e som e of the trees and bushes you know that are attacked 
by a scale insect.
(7) T he cicada seem s to choose nightfall as the best tim e to leave the 
pupa-case. W hy is th is the safest tim e ?
(8) W hich  of the cicadas makes the louder noise— the green or the 
black?
(9) Tear open som e flowers and look for thrips. Exam ine with lens.
(10) Try to find a ladybird larva am ong the aphides on a rose-bush. 
T he larva is blu ish, w ith a prickly skin and yellow  markings.
D raw ing E xerc ise .— Draw (enlarged) a rose-aphis (a) w ith wings, 
(b) w ingless. D raw  a cicada. D raw  a leaf or a bit of branch that has 
scale insects on it.
D ir e c t io n s  fo r  Killing B ee t le s ,  C icadas ,  and o th e r  Hard 
I n s e c t s .— H ard insects m ay be killed by putting them  in a bottle con­
taining sp irits of wine (m ethylated  spirits). Form alin m ay also be used. 
W hen boiling water is at hand, they m ay be killed instantaneously by 
dropping them  into it. N ever try to kill an insect by sticking a pin in it. 
It is a cruel plan. For soft insects, like butterflies, directions are given  
in the chapter on “ M oths and B utterflies.”
N o t e . — All the bugs (house-bugs, plant-bugs, water-bugs) belong to 
th is fam ily—the insects with piercing and sucking mouths. A plant-bug  
well known is the red and black plant-bug (“ the so ld ier”). Among the 
water-bugs the water-boatm an is notable. W hen it com es to the surfaca 
to breathe, it rests w ith its long, hairy hind legs like a boatm an leaning  
on h is oars.
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IX.— IN SECTS W IT H  ST R A IG H T -FO L D IN G  
W INGS.
T h e  F r a y i n g  I n s e c t  a n d  t h e  G r a s s h o p p e t g *
I. The Praying Insect. Do }ou know the egg-cases 
of the pra\'ing insect? (See figs. 23 and 24.) You may 
find them on twigs, on walls and fences, under the eaves 
of sheds, and in man}’ other places. If you watch one of 
these egg-cases closely, in September or October, you may
(a) P ray in g  In se c t (M a le ) ; (6) th e  L eg  u sed  fo r se iz in g  an  In se c t, show ing  
th e  re se m b la n c e  to  ja w s  w ith  sh a rp  te e th .—(A fter McCoy.)
be lucky enough to see the little green insects coming out 
of the case. The young are like the mother, but have to 
grow to full size, and to get wings, before they become 
perfect insects. From the day it leaves the egg-case the 
young praying insect has to find its own food ; so the little 
creature crawls on to a green leaf, and lies in wait for 
small files. It does not need to hide, because it is of the
See note on locusts at end of chapter.
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same colour as the leaf. A tired fly drops down to rest 
close by. Out go the terrible fore-legs of the praying 
insect, and the fly is caught.
2. An Insect Brigand. But, to see these terrible fore 
legs clearly we must look for a full-grown insect. Here is 
one on the honeysuckle bush, ready to catch the bees that 
come for honey. It sits quietly on the leaf, and is as still 
as the leaf itself, except that it sometimes moves its long 
feelers. These moving feelers mean, perhaps, that the 
creature is all in a quiver with excitement while waiting 
tor a bee. We notice the curious way in which it holds 
up the great seizing legs, as if in prayer. It can hold 
them up in that way for hours ; and many ignorant people 
have thought that it was really praying. Much respect 
was shown to it, and the H ottentots actually worshipped 
it. In parts of the South of France it was thought a 
crime to hurt it. The Arabs thought that in praying it 
looked towards Mecca, their sacred city !
3. And now we have a good look at the long, strong 
fore legs (see fig. 47<^), and can see how they bristle with 
great spines. You may have seen the picture of a bandit 
waiting in ambush, with many knives and daggers stuck in 
his belt. This praying insect is a bandit in the insect world.
4. And now a bee buzzes up, with its eye on a hone}*- 
suckle flower. Silently and swiftly the terrible legs are 
thrown out, and the poor bee is in the fatal clutch. We 
turn away to another part of the garden, and when we 
look again the bee is already half-eaten. Just then 
another bee comes close to the bandit, and at once the 
first bee is dropped and the new-comer caught!
5. We notice the large eye of the praying insect, and 
how the light changes beautifully in it as we move. Then
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I we examine the leaf-like upper wings, and the thin finely- 
I veined under w in g s .
6. You must be careful not to mistake the walking-leaf 
insect for the praying insect. The walking-leaf insect is
Flo, 1+9
T h e  R ed -sh o u ld e red  P h a sm a  (W alk ing -leaf In sec t)—(A fter McCoy.)
a cousin of the walking-stick insect They look so like 
a stick or leaf that the sharpest eyes cannot see them 
except when they move. They are harmless to other 
insects, and live entirely on the leaves of gum trees and 
other native plants.
As we turn away from the praying insect, a fat locust 
C om es down,yf(9/, on some dry leaves at our feet. This is
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7. The Australian Yellow-winged Locust. This 
insect belongs to a family that is feared, not by other
insects but by man himself. No army of men can leave a
land so bare as an army of locusts. For thousands of years 
men have been fighting the locust for certain parts of the 
earth, and in some places the locust is still the victor.
8. Before the winter sets in, 
the mother-locust bores a hole 
in the earth with her egg-placcr, 
and in this hole she lays some 
eggs. Then she makes another 
hole. This goes on till she has 
laid about sixty eggs. In the 
spring the little locusts crawl out 
of the holes, and begin at once
>’°p about in search 
of young grass. As yet they
have no wings. If they get enough food they grow 
into full size and get their wings ; then the)' are ready to 
fiy over the country and become a plague.
9. All this time the fat locust has lain still at our feet. 
Look at the stout leaping-legs. Ah ! you are too late ; it’s 
off! W hat a leap I If you could leap as far for )'our size, 
you could jump easily over the Yarra at Melbourne. And 
it can fiy, too ! No wonder the locust can travel fast and far.
10. But you must notice that it is only when a strong 
wind helps it that the locust can fly a great distance. The 
wings by themselves are not strong enough to carry it far. 
This is why so many fall into a river when a swarm is 
crossing it. When the wind blows a cloud of locusts 
into the air, the sky is sometimes darkened for hours. 
People in houses have sometimes been unable to see to
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read. A t sunset the swarm comes to the ground ; and 
everything that is green disappears as if by magic.
II. In some lands locusts are eaten by men, and even 
potted for food. They make good food when mixed with 
honey.* The blackfellows of Australia used to get fat 
during the locust season.
r /t  So
G re a t G reen  G u m -tre e  G ra s sh o p p e r  (F em a le ).—
(A fter McCoy.)
12. We are now walking near a young gum tree, fiom 
which comes a loud, shirring noise. That is the song of 
the small green gum-tree grasshopper. Good ! you have 
caught one, and we shall be able to see the difference 
between a locust and a grasshopper.
W in g s  o f G re a t G re e n  G u m -tre e  G ra s sh o p p e r  (M ale), to  show
th e  v ein ing , a n d  to  sh o w  th e  sp o ts  th a t  by  ru b b in g  p ro ­
d u ce  th e  s o n g ; a ro u n d  th e  sp o ts  a re  co a rse  rid g es. (After 
McCoy.)
13. Locust and Grasshopper Compared. First cf 
all, you see at once that the grasshopper has a more
slender body than the locust. Then you notice that the
grasshopper has very long feelers ; they are longei, 
indeed, than the body. The locust has much shorter 
feelers, not half the length of the body. Next, we look at 
the wing-case of the grasshopper, and find a curious cyc- 
spot at the place where the wing is fixed to the chest.
* St. M atthew, iii. 4.
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Around this spot are hard veins that stick out. On the 
opposite wing-case there is also an eye-spot, and it is by 
rubbing these spots together that the grasshopper makes 
his song. If, now, you look at the locust, you will not find 
these eye-S[)ots. The locust makes his song by rubbing 
the hind thighs against the wing-covers. He stands up on 
his four front legs, and then scrapes the hind thighs up 
and clown, like the bow of a fiddle, against the edge of the 
wing-covers!
14. Notice, also, that locusts generally keep on the 
ground, while grasshoppers are often found on trees. 
Most of the grasshoppers, too, are green, and have not 
the mixed colours which we see in many locusts. Grass­
hoppers, again, are not nearly so numerous as locusts ; and, 
as they never move about in swarms, they are not feared 
so much.
15. The story of the grasshopper, from egg to perfect 
insect, is similar to that of the locust ; and you must 
notice that in both the locust and the grasshopper the 
young are like the mother as soon as they leave the egg. 
In both insects, also, the narrow, tough fore-wings cover 
the principal flying wings. These under-wings are thin 
and finely veined, and are folded up in straight folds like 
a fan.
16. Birds help to keep down the locusts and grass­
hoppers, but we have not enough birds of this kind. The 
Indian mynah was brought into this country to help in 
this work, and it does the work well wherever it goes. But 
this bird likes company, and does not go far from the 
towns.
It will be a surprise to many of you to hear that the 
earwig has wings of the same kind as the grasshopper. It 
uses the wings by night only, and never flies far.
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I / .  The Earwig. On turning over an old board that 
has lain on the ground for a long time, an earwig runs out. 
It looks very uncomfortable in the sunshine, for it is at 
home only in the dark. Don’t run away from i t : it won’t 
hurt you ! “ But the tail ! ” )'ou cry.
Yes, the tail looks fierce, but the 
pincers are not strong enough to 
hurt you. Nor will it try to run 
into your ear, though people have 
long believed that it does so. It 
is true that the earwig does some 
harm in the garden. It eats the 
petals of roses and carnations, and 
has a great fondness for the flower 
of the dahlia. It is fond, too, of 
soft fruits. If you pick a ripe 
peach by lantern light, you may 
find an earwig in it. In some parts 
of Australia earwigs are found 
in the house. These steal out at 
night to seek any scraps of meat 
or other food that are left out.
18. I think that you will begin 
to like the earwig when you hoar 
that it watches over its young, and 
allows them to play with it, and run on its back. It takes 
out the young for walks, and teaches them which are the 
good flowers to eat. It teaches them, also, to wash the face : 
for you must know that the earwig is a very clean creature, 
and washes the face as a cat docs. The pincers on the 
tail, that frightened you, are used for packing away its thin 
flying wings under the very small wing-covcrs. The wings 
are folded like a fan, and then the pincers are used to push
Fit 5"2-
E a rw ig  a t R es t an d  F ly ing .
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in the ends of the wings. Have you noticed that the 
wings are shaped like the human ear? This is why the 
insect was called earwing—for that is the name that was 
given at first.
Another insect that folds its under-wings like a fan is 
the Cricket.
19. Crickets and IVIole Crickets. The cricket is a 
sh)* creature, and uses its wings in the night time only. 
Vou know how, in the hot months, it wakes up just when 
/ou are beginning to think of bed. A t nightfall it sits just
Mole Cricket Flying.
F ie ld  C r ic k e t an d  L a rv a . T h e  la rv a  is  like  
th e  p a re n t , b u t is w ith o u t w ings.
at the entrance to its hole, and sings for hours together. 
But the cricket must eat as well as sing, and in some parts 
of Australia it does much harm to young trees and plants. 
It is fond of the bark of young fruit trees, and may kill 
a tree by ringbarking it. Though shy, the cricket will 
fight, and boys sometimes catch it by thrusting a long 
grass blade down its hole. The angry cricket seizes the 
grass, and the boy then pulls out the blade, with the 
cricket clinging to it.
20. The most interesting of the crickets is the mole- 
cricket. I think wc shall find one if we dig under this, 
little heap of earth. Yes, as I thought: here it is! Now,
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\vc must be cautious, or we shall spoil the nest. \ \  e 
dig carefully, and lay bare a long tunnel, ending in a little 
cave. Here we find the mole-cricket’s eggs. (See fig. 26.) 
When the young are born, they run about the dark 
tunnels for many months before they get their wings and 
their full size. No doubt they have their games, and are 
very merry ; for the tunnel is not dark to them, and the)' 
have soft hairs on their bodies that keep off the damp 
And now we try to examine the mother mole-cricket, 
but it is not easy, for she struggles fiercely. How strong 
she is, as she tries to force her way through the fingers !
' What power there is in these flat, digging feet! No 
wonder she can dig quickly! We put her down on the 
loose earth. A t once the spades are at work, and soon 
she is out of sight.
21. The Cockroach. As we enter the house we see a 
cockroach, and we are just in time to keep it from running 
into a small crack in the floor. (See fig. 10.) You do not 
wish to look at it? Well, the cockroach is not a favourite, 
but it is a very interesting creature. It must be a venr 
clever insect to have succeeded so well in the world as it 
has done. Like the house-fly, and the ant, and the 
sparrow, it is all over the world. Even on shipboard we 
are not safe from it. W^hat is there that it cannot eat, 
from a crumb of food to an old boot ? The cockroach, 
too, is one of the oldest of insects. For many thousands 
of )/ears it has thriven in the world.
22. The cockroach is happiest in a nouse where plent)' 
of scraps are left lying about, and where the boards do not 
fit too closely. You have noticed, no doubt, that the cock­
roach is a thin, flat creature, exactly fitted for slipping into 
cracks where no other insect of its size could go. In the 
old days, boards were loosely fitted together, and cock­
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roaches found plenty of shelter; but, now-a-days, oui 
carpenters join boards so cleverly that the cockroach can 
hardly find a hiding place! The housewife, too, is more 
careful not to leave scraps of food about, and so the cock­
roach is not so much at home in our houses as it used to be.
23. But what is this that our cockroach is carrying at 
her tail? Ah, it is the egg-casc! The eggs lie in this 
egg-case like little peas, in two rows. (See fig. 25.) She 
will carry about these eggs till they are nearly ready t i  
hatch out, and then place the egg-case in some snug crack 
in the floor. Here we have one reason why the cockroach 
has spread over the world : she takes great care of her 
young.
24. \ \  hen the ) oung come out, they are like the 
mother. Wangs come to the males when full grown ; and 
the fl)ang wings are straight-folded under the horny front 
wings. Black beetle is a bad name for the cockroach. It is 
oftener brown than black, and it is not a beetle ; for it 
does not grow from a grub, but from a little creature that 
is like the mother. The cockroach, too, folds its wings 
differently from a beetle.
25. Most of the insects we have just been looking at 
are rareh- seen by daylight. The truth is that most of the 
insects in the world are seldom or never seen by most 
people. If you wish to see crickets, or earwigs, or most 
beetles, you must look for them. They do not come out into 
the sunlight like day moths and butterflies, ants and bees. 
If you leave a dead butterfly on the garden path in the 
evening, and go to fetch it in the morning, }^ ou will 
probably find that it is gone, or that the eyes and soft 
parts have been eaten out. One of the night creatures has 
found it. f ry  to make a picture in your mind of the great 
army of insects that comes out of hiding at nightfall.
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Q u est io n s  and E xerc ises .—
(1) Try to find young grasshoppers and praying insects that have not
y et g e t  their w ings.
(2) Try to find the egg-cases of the praying insect, and cf the cock­
roach.
(3) Exam ine how the hind wings are folded in any of the fo llow in g . 
grasshopper, cricket, praying insect, earwig.
C o m p o sit io n  E x e r c is e .— G ive the story of a praying insect from  
the egg onward, or the story of a locust.
Drawing E xercise .— Draw the praying insect, so as to show why it 
is called the praying insect.
N o te s .—
T h e  S w a r m i n g  o f  G r a s s h o p p e r s . — Grasshoppers swarm in those  
years only in which their numbers are very great. T his occurs at uncer­
tain intervals (in America about once in eleven years). T hey are kept 
down by birds, ichneum on and other flies, and by a vegetable parasite 
(fungus) which, in som e lands, is very deadly.
K i n d s  o f  C o c k r o a c h . — Besides the house-cockroach there are many 
non-dom esticated kinds. These act as bush-scavengers. Som e kinds of 
cockroach are w ingless, and in others the male only has wings.
T h e  F i e l d - C r i c k e t  is som etim es so plentiful (especially in heavy  
so ils that crack in hot weather) that the pastures suffer. T he ibis does 
good work for the farmer by searching in holes and cracks for this insect. 
L o c u s t s ,  e t c . — The word locust is used in Australia for three different
insects: ( i )  T he travelling grasshopper or plague-locust, w ith short feelers.
T his insect does not belong to the Locusiidce, and m ight well be called  
grasshopper, but the name locust has been retained throughout the book. 
(2) T he “ tree-locusts” or green grasshoppers, w ith very long feelers. 
T hese m ight well be called locustids, but the nam e grasshopper is here 
retained. (3) T he “ m usical-locust,” w hich should always be called  
cicada {' ec page 60).
Naturalists, in the absence of an understanding among them selves, 
and in order to make them selves clear, are often forced to use popular 
nam es; and on this question of nom enclature a conference of representa­
tive naturalists from all the States of Australia would be of great service.
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][.— IN SEC TS W IT H  H A R D  W ING-CASES. 
B e e t l e s .
1. I see that you are not eager to look at beetles; and 
so I must ask you to trust me when I tell you that beetles 
are interesting, important, and sometimes beautiful.
2. There are over 150,000 different kinds. Think of it 1 
Not 150,000 altogether, but 150,000 kinds! And each 
kind has its own work to do in the world that no other 
creature can do as well. You see, then, that you cannot
B ee tle , sh o w in g  th e  H a r d  W in g -co v e rs  a n d  th e  F ly in g  W in g s.
understand what is going on around you unless you know 
something about beetles. You cannot be a good gardener 
or farmer unless you know their ways.
3. Some beetles never leave the ground, but most 
beetles have flying wings under the hard wing-covers. The 
hard wing-cover is the great mark of the beetle family. 
The beetle is a burrowing insect, and needs hard wing- 
covers to shield the thin flying wings.
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You can always make a rough guess as to an insect’s 
food by looking at its mouth. Has it a sucking mouth, or 
a mouth that pierces and sucks, or a mouth that can bite 
and chew? Now, the mouth of the beetle is a biting and 
chewing mouth. Some beetles live on flesh, and others 
on plants.
We saw that insects of all kinds are helpless without 
their feelers, and perhaps no insects use their feelers more 
than beetles.
4. The Feelers of Beetles. They touch and smell, 
and perhaps hear and taste, with them. Now, as each 
family of beetles has a different kind of life from every other 
family, different kinds of feelers are needed. Some feelers 
are thread-like, others are bristly, others saw-like, others 
comb-like, and some look like a chain of beads. In some 
the feelers are short, and others have feelers so long that 
they are called long-horned beetles. If you have a good 
collection of beetles, you will be able to see feelers of all 
these kinds.
Now, before I tell you of any particular beetle, I must 
remind >^ ou that the larvae of all the beetles are called 
grubs.
5. The Larvae of Beetles. These grubs are not 
handsome, like the larvae of many moths and butterflies. 
The beetle grub is generally of a dirty-white, or brown, 
or yellowish colour, and it lacks the fleshy legs that we 
found on the caterpillar. If you will remember this, you 
will be able to tell the larvae of beetles from the larvae of 
moths and butterflies.
6. There is one kind of beetle-grub so curious that I 
must tell you about it. (See fig. 59.) "It is the grub of a 
large family of beetles that do much damage by boring 
into our native trees. The grub shown in the figure was
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found in a coast honeysuckle tree, but you may sometimes 
find grubs of the same shape when you are splitting gum- 
tree firewood. Notice the large flattened head, and how the 
body tapers down to the tail. The grub has the usual six 
fore feet of a grub, but, since a wood-borer has no walking 
to do, the feet are very small.
7. It is difficult, at first sight, to believe that this soft 
creature can bori into hard wood; but if you look at the 
tiny mouth, you will find that it is horny, and very hard. 
The head, too, is so large and strong that the jaws do not 
soon tire. If you hold a live one in your hand, it will 
soon begin to move its mouth; and if you look with a lens 
at the sideways movement of the hard jaws, you will 
understand how the wood is cut.
And now we are ready to go beetle-hunting; and we 
cannot do better than begin with
8. The Cockchafer. We need not 
go farther than the garden to find the 
cockchafer grub; for this grub likes to 
live in ground that man has broken up. 
W hen the cockchafer beetle is ready to 
lay its eggs, it looks out for some good 
Fi&58 garden soil or farm soil, for it is there
B eetle L arvn  (Cockchafer) that its young will get the juicy roots
Cu.iy w.iite Gruo. that suit them. There, without asking
the gardener’s leave, the cockchafer makes a hole in the 
earth, and drops in its egg.
9. Here is the grub, at the first turn of the spade: 
dirty-white, and fat, as usual. Did you ever see a cock­
chafer grub that was not heavy with food ? Did you ever 
think how the leaves of your plants work to make these 
grubs fat? The leaves get food out of the air, and send
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the food down to make the roots. Then the cockchafer 
grub comes and eats the root that the leaves have bu ilt! 
And this goes on for three or four years; for this slow, 
heavy creature takes all that time to become a winged 
insect.
lO. And the winged insect: what is it like? Look at 
the figure, and see if you know it. It has pale-brown 
wing-cases* that cover a pair of thin flying wings. It 
flies usually in the evening. You must often nave listened
C o ck c h a fe r B ee tle .
to its hum, and watched its heavy, blundering flight in the 
twilight. It lives for only a few weeks, but in that time it 
does much harm in eating the leaves of gum trees.
I I .  But there are also day-flying cockchafers. In one 
of these cockchafers green tints play on the pale-brown 
wing-covers as the insect moves. As it feeds on the gum 
Laves that glint in the sun and swing in the wind, t'.iis 
play of colour helps the insect to match the leaves. Those 
that fly by night spend the day hooked to the underside 
of leaves. If you shake a gum sapling over an open 
umbrella, you may find a cockchafer among the insects 
that tumble into the umbrella.
* tVe have, besides this common cockchafer, several other kinds; all 
destructive, both as larvae and as perfect insects.
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12. Before a cockchafer can fly it has to fill itself with 
air. While doing this it keeps lifting its wings. It is then 
lhat children in France cry to it—“ Be off, cockchafer, he 
off: fly away to school.” You see, then, why the cock 
chafer cannot escape when it is shaken suddenly from a 
tre^ e. \  on can .see, too, why it flies so ciumsil}% and wh)' 
it often knocks itself against branches and falls to the 
ground.
I should like now to show you one of the
13- Wood-boring Beetles. We shall walk to an 
orchard where we may be able to see one that bores into
G ru b  of a W o o d -b o rin g  B ee tle  (fam ily  (A fter r r r n r / ; . )
apple trees; and, on the way, I shall tell you about th( 
wood-boring beetles that damage the gum trees. To begin 
at the beginning, you must imagine that you see a long­
horned beetle laying its egg on the twig of a great gum 
tree. As soon as the grub comes out, it cats its way intc 
the centre of the wood, and then makes a tunnel alonp 
the pith. 1 his tunnel may run on for many feet. When 
the grub is full grown it often eats around the branch, jusj 
beneath the bark. Sooner or later this makes the branch 
break.
14. When the grub is ready to go into the pupa stage 
it chooses a part of the tunnel where there is an openin'; 
to the bark, so that the perfect insect may be able to get 
out easily. 1 hen it blocks up the tunnel with sawdust 
above and below, leaving a snug room, a few inches long,
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for the pupa. Here it stays till the perfect insect is ready 
to crawl out of the hole in the bark.
15. But before this time comes a storm may arise, and 
the branch may be snapped ofT. You must often have 
seen the ground under 
a g re a t gum tree  
strewn with broken 
branches on the day 
after a storm.
16. The beetle- 
grub or pupa may 
sometimes be found 
in one of these broken 
branches. If you can 
find a small branch 
with a grub in it, you 
have a good chance 
to rear a wood-boring 
beetle. Take the stick 
home, and keep it in 
y ou r o b serv a tio n  
box.* In order to see 
how cleverly the grub 
can bore, place the 
branch on a table in 
the evening. In the 
morning you may find 
a large pile of sawdust on the tab le!
17. If the insect that grows from the grub turns out to 
be one of the long-horned beetles,']' you will be struck with
Fta b o
L o n g ico rn  B ee tle , a n d  its  L a rv a  (a) an d  P n p a  (h)^ 
in  h o n ey su ck le  t r e e .—(.After French.)
* The experiment som etimes fails, because the wood dries up too 
quickly. f Longicorn beetles: great wood-borers.
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the long feelers. Sometimes, indeed, the feelers are much 
longer than the body; in one kind, four times as long. 
When the beetle is boring a tunnel in the wood, it may be 
attacked from the rear by an enemy; and it is possible 
that the long feelers that trail behind the body may be of 
use in telling the beetle that an enemy is behind him. 
The long feelers may also be of use in helping to balance 
the beetle when it is walking along a narrow twig. You 
know how a rope-dancer uses a balancing rod.
18. Some of the boring beetle grubs go no deeper than 
the bark; others go as far in as the sapwood; others deep 
into the hardwood; and there are some that live on the 
pith. You may see the tracks of these grubs on firewood, 
or on an old tree with the bark off. Sometimes you can 
see the sawdust still in the tunnels.
19. Many of the grubs of these wood-boring beetles 
take a long time to become perfect insects. The living 
grub of a long-horned beetle was found in a boot-tree. 
The boot-tree was taken to a museum, where the grub 
continued to bore into the wood for six years! Now and 
then, too, we hear wonderful stories of such beetles coming 
out of chairs or tables that have been in use for years 1
Well, here we are at the orchard ! Now, look at this 
apple tree, with its top branches dead. That is the work 
of a beetle grub called
20. T he Apple-root Borer. This beetle is not a 
long-horn, but a weevil. This weevil is one of the many 
insects that destroy wattle-trees; and it has passed from 
“ the bush” into the orchard. You know how short a life 
the wattle has when it is attacked by grubs. Our fruit 
trees would be destroyed in the same way if we did not 
fight with grubs.
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2 1. Do )’ou Iviiow a weevil when you see it? (See 
figs. 7 and 6 1.) You may easily know it by its long snout, 
ano by the hard, rough skin, that looks like a suit of armoiir. 
/in! here is the rascal ! One of the apple leaves is gummed 
together at the edges, and a weevil drops out of the 
nest. It is here that the mother weevil lays her eggs. We 
are lucky to see her, for 
weevils are often hard to 
find. They feed by night, 
and their colours match 
the places \\here the}' 
live.
22. What a slow, 
stupid, dried-up crea­
ture it seems! It is 
hard to believe that it 
can do much damage.
But be not deceived b} 
its look ! Mere, at the 
end of the snout, is a 
mouth with hard teeth 
that can work wonders.
When the grub comes 
out of the egg it works
FiG cbl
A pple-roo t B o rin g  W e e v il.—(A fter French.)
its way down to the root, and gnaws furrows in it. After 
making a cocoon of sawdust, it lies down for its pupa-sleep 
in one of these furrows. And now you see why the tree 
has been struck with baldness! The longer the roots the 
higher the tree; and so, when part of the root is killed, 
part of the top of the tree is killed.
23. As we walk on, you ask me what “ weevily biscuit " 
means -the biscuit that Midshipman Easy had to eat. 
Wed, }'OU must remember that voyages were very long iiA
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those days, and that weevils had time to do a great deal of 
damage. The little weevil that eats ship’s biscuit is a 
cousin of the weevils that eat wheat and maize when 
these grains are stored away in great heaps. When the 
price of maize is low, and the Gippsland farmer would like 
to store his maize, he is often forced to sell at once by the 
fear of the maize-weevil.
24. You do not grow maize, nor do you get w^eevily 
biscuit; but here is something that will interest you ! We 
are passing an acre of strawberries, and some of the plants 
look sickly. The strawberry-grower explains that this is 
the work of
25. The Strawberry Weevil. This little weevil 
makes tunnels in the leaf stalks of the strawberry p lan t;
and we find the grub on 
cutting open the crown of 
one of the sickly plants. 
The apple-root weevil has 
Fi&bl no wings, and therefore
s t r a w b e r r y  W e e v il  a n d  G r u b . - ( A f t e r F r .« d , . )  cannot Spread quickly
from orchard to orchard; but this strawberry weevil is able 
to fly from garden to garden. If you are fond of straw­
berries you have no reason to like this weevil, for it has 
done more than anything else to make strawberries 
scarce.
26. Ilalf-buried in one of the strawberries we find a 
little, narrow brown beetle. It lies quite still in my hand, 
and it is hard to believe that it is not dead. “ No feelers, 
no legs ! It must be d e a d !” Just then there is a little 
dick, and the beetle jumps into the air, and falls to the 
ground. Ah 1 it is the skip-jack, or click beetle.
27 The Click Beetle. On the ground it lies quite
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still. The brown insect matches the brown earth, and for 
a time we lose sight of it. When an insect shams death, 
you can often see it by tJie feelers and feet; but not so with 
the click beetle. The feelers and the feet are so neatly 
tucked away under the bod)' that you need to turn over 
the creature, and look with a lens, to see them. On looking 
carefully, we can see the little grooves in which the 
feelers are packed out of sight.
28. And now you ask me how it is that an insect 
without jumping legs can ju m p ? Well, if you look with
a very strong lens you can 
see that a spine, in the 
front part of the chest, fits 
into a pit in the middle 
part. When the beetle 
^ c u r v e s  itself cpjickly, this
C lick B ee tle  a n d  L a rv a (W ire -w o rm ) (en larged ), Jg f o r c e d  O U t  S u d d e n l y
with a click, in a way that jerks up the insect.
29. You wish to know, also, where Mr. Skip-jack spends 
his grubhood. Well, do you remember that, when we 
were digging for a grub, we found a tough, yellowish-brown 
worm, about half-an-inch long? That worm is called a 
wire worm, and it is the grub of the click beetle. It 
lives on grass roots, and it is often as great a pest as the 
cockchafer grub. It lives for four, or even five, years in 
the earth before it becomes a skip-jack. It is called a 
wire worm, because it has a very tough body. So tough 
is it, that when a field is ploughed the wire worm is not 
hurt.
It is now getting late, and we have time to look at 
only one more beetle. We have been noticing the hea[)s 
of loose earth that are thrown up around cow droppings.
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These heaps of earth are the work oi
30. The Burying Beetle." In time, the whole of the 
dropping is covered, or carried underground. In this way 
the beetle provides food for the grubs that grow from its 
eggs. A farmer is always glad to see these beetles in his 
fields, for they do the soil much good by airing it and 
enriching it. They are tillers of the soil.
31. This beetle burrows down a good way into the 
ground, and we have to use a trowel to dig one out. But
it is worth taking pains to find it, for it 
is a strange-looking creature. It is a 
stcut beetle, black and shiny, and with 
three curious horns standing up from 
its front parts. When you set eyes 
on it for the first time, }'ou cry out,
K e rfh a w ’s B u ry in g  B e e tle . ^  rhmOCCrOS bcctlc !
32. When we look at the creature carefully, we notice 
how finely it is formed for the life it leads. Do not be afraid 
to hold it in your hand ; it is quite harmless. The legs arc 
made for digging ; and you find, as you hold the beetle 
between finger and thumb, that the front legs have the 
same strong side-thrust as the mole cricket. Finger and 
thumb can hardly hold it. We look at the huge thighs, 
and see where the strength lies.
33. The fore-arm, with its strong teeth, is like a prong 
hoc. With this fine tool, working sideways, it loosens the 
earth, and then the spade-like head lifts the earth, and the 
strong, hairy hind legs sweep it back out of the wa\% 
W hat a splendid navvy the creature is ! How well, too, 
its little stout feelers are formed and placed for their work ! 
We find them under the spade-like head, just where they
* Kershaw s B urying Beetle.
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arc needed. Beside them we see two eyes, guarded from 
the earth by thick windows.
34. And how clean and bright it keeps itself! When 
we look through the lens at its strange head and legs, and 
the rich brown hairs on its under surface, we find it hard 
to believe that it is one of our scavengers.
35.  As we leave the field, you ask me if this is the 
beetle that flies against lamps. Yes, it often does that. 
It flies only after nightfall, and sometimes it strikes itself 
stupid against a gas lamp. Boys find the beetles on the 
pavement under the lamp, and set them to run races. 
And, by the way, there is no fun in this game for the 
beetle: the poor creature is terrified.
36. I wonder how it is that the lamp attracts it so 
much. Can it be because the beetle, when leaving its 
dark, deep burrow for flight, always moves towards the 
light ? Sometimes the beetle will try to fly away from 
the lamp, but the light puzzles it, and it cannot get a fair 
start. A heavy beetle, like this one, cannot fly unless it 
gets a straight course. With nothing in the way, and no 
light to puzzle it, it opens its wings and flies off heavily.
All the beetles we have found to-day are mischievous 
creatures, except this burying beetle. But many other 
beetles do good.
37- The good that Beetles do. On the whole, the 
great family of insects called Beetles does good in the 
world. They are great scavengers. They remove small 
bits of dead matter that other insects miss, and they eat up 
rotten wood, and other decaying things, that no other 
insect will touch. The world would soon be unfit lor man 
to live in if there were no beetles on the great staff of 
scavengers.
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Q u es t io n s  and E x e r c is e s .—
(1) W atch a click beetle leaping, and then sham m ing death, and 
describe what you see.
(2) D escribe any w eevils you have found, telling, if possible, the 
plants or grains that they live on.
( j )  D escribe any wood-boring beetles, or beetle grubs, you have 
found.
(4) D escribe any cockchafer beetle you have watched: in flight, or 
eating gum  leaves.
(5) Nam e or describe any beautifully coloured beetles you know.
(6) D escribe any beetles you know that are protected by their colour; 
explain how.
(7) Som e w eevils and other beetles that live on trees or bushes are 
hard to see, because they look like knobs on the branches. Describe any 
such that you have seen.
C om p o sit ion  E x e r c is e .—Tell the story of a beetle grub that lived 
in a box gum tree w hich was cut down for firewood.
D rawing E xerc ise .— Draw a piece of wood that shows the tunnel- 
lings of grubs. Draw any kind of weevil or long-horned beetle, or the 
burying beetle.
N o t e  o n  t h e  A u s t r a l i a n  L a d y b i r d  c a l l e d  Novius cardinalis.— This 
red and black ladybird is fam ous for its work in destroying the cottony 
cushion scale, an insect that protects itse lf by cottony threads instead of 
by a scale. T his scale, w hich is not uncom m on (on w attles, pittosporums, 
oranges, lem ons, e tc .)  in Australia, found its way to California; and it 
was only by the introduction o f som e ladybirds from Australia that the 
orange growers were saved from ruin. Sim ilar results follow ed the 
introduction of th is beetle into South Africa, E gypt, and Portugal. Both 
as larva and beetle th is ladybird eats the cottony cushion scale greedily. 
There are m any kinds o f ladybird, and each seem s to have its own kind 
of food. It would be useless, e.g., to try to keep down the cottony  
cush ion scale w ith the ladybird that eats the w oolly-aphis on apple trees.
(1) A u s tra lia n  L a d y b ird  (red  a n d
b lack ).
(2) L a rv a  o f d it to  (p ink ish  a n d
p rick ly ).
(3) C o tto n y  C u sh io n  S cale. 
(A fter F r e n c h . )
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XL— IN SECTS W IT H  SCALE-W INGS. 
M o t h s  a n d  B u t t e r f l i e s .
1. If a butterfly could choose the day on which she is 
to break out of the pupa-skin, she would choose a sunny 
day. When she gets herself free from the skin, the wings 
are still small and damp. On a wet day, what chance is 
there of spreading and drying her wings? But if the day 
be fine, the butterfly is soon ready for her first flight.
2. Her first flight into the sunny a ir : the blue sky 
above and the grass and the flowers beneath! W hat a 
thrill of joy must run through the little body! And then 
when she is tired of her first dash into the air, and settles 
on the brown path, how she enjoys the rest and the warm 
kiss of the sun 1 See how she opens and shuts her brown 
wings, as if to say: How good it is to be alive!
3. But, look, she has settled down on the track of some 
little garden a n ts ! One or two run up against her, and 
she lifts her wings, and makes a little awkward side-run to 
get out of the way. A moth flies past, but our butterfly 
pays no heed. A white butterfly dashes up, but still our 
butterfly pays no heed. But now a brown butterfly sails 
up, and in a moment our brown is on the wing, and the 
pair are in a mazy air-dance,
4. Who taught the butterfly to know its mate ? Who 
taught it to sit on the brown earth that matches its brown 
wings ? Who taught it that the ants could do it no harm ?*
* Ants attack butterflies only when they are sick, or disabled in some 
way.
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No mother gave it lessons : its mother is long since dead, 
How wonderful are the things that happen about our feet 
every day of our lives !
5. Did you ever think of asking yourself why a 
butterfly has wings at all? Well, you must remember 
that moths and butterflies always spring from caterpillars. 
Now caterpillars are quick feeders, and they often 
eat up all the food in the place where they were born. 
You will see, then, how important it is that the moth 
should have wings, so that she ma)" be able to go to fresh 
places to lay her eggs. The first brood of the vine cater­
pillar will sometimes strip the grape-vine of all its leaves. 
How, then, would the second brood get on if the mother 
moth could not fly to a fresh vine to lay her eggs ? A 
moth will sometimes lay hundreds of eggs, but she takes 
care not to lay them in the place where she was born. 
The case-moth is an exception to this rule. The mother 
case-moth is wingless, and never leaves the case. To 
make up for this, the young are more active than ordinary 
caterpillars. They can live on almost any plant or tree, 
can live for a long time without food, and are great 
wanderers.
6. And now we must try to understand the beautiful 
colours of moths and butterflies. If you take a brown moth 
in your hand, you will find that it leaves a brown dust on 
your fingers. If  the moth be white, the dust on your 
fingers is white. This shows that the colour of the wing 
is caused by the dust. W hen the dust is rubbed off, the 
wing is thin and clear.
7. Now this dust, when looked at through a micro­
scope, is seen to be made up of tiny scales. These scales 
are often very beautiful. The scales lie on one another 
like the tiles on a roof. All the insects that have wings of
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ihis kind are therefore called scale-winged insects. The 
scales are chiselled in a number of ways, and the colours 
arc caused by the different ways in which the different 
kinds of scales catch the light. You know how the white 
light is broken into red, and blue, and yellow, and green, 
when you hold up a piece of broken white glass to the sun.
F i a b 5
M oth an d  B u tte rf ly —to  sh o w  d iffe rences.
T h e  B u tte rfly  is th e  W o o d  W h ite .—(A fter AnJciso ii  a nd  Spry.)
8. In some lands the butterflies are so gay of colour 
tiiat they look like flying flowers; and though our own 
butterflies are not so gay, they are }^ et beautiful in their 
own way. Only after you have watched them for a year 
or two will }'OU know how beautiful they arc. The insects 
that have these scale-covered wings suck the juices of 
flowers, and lay their eggs on plants. They lay their
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eggs on plants because the larvae are plant-eaters. Some 
eat the leaves, others the fruit, others the wood. As a rule, 
the larvae of butterflies eat the leaves. And now we are 
ready to find out the difference between butterflies and 
moths. Look at a few butterflies and a few moths, and 
tell me how they differ.
9. You notice, first, that the moth is heavier and 
clumsier in the body. Then you see that the feelers of 
the butterfly always end in little knobs, and that these 
knobs are always absent in the feelers of the moth. On 
the other hand, the feelers of the moth are often fringed 
with fine hairs; sometimes like the teeth of a comb.
10. There is another diflerence that you can see only 
when watching them at rest. Come out to the garden, 
and you will see for yourself. W e sit down near the 
flower beds, and soon the common blue butterfly comes 
sailing over the fence. It makes wild dashes from side to 
side, and then it settles on a grey stone-crop, with its 
wings shut close together so that you cannot see the blue 
of the upper sides a t all. You look away for a moment, 
and when you turn your eyes again you can hardly find 
the butterfly, so well does the grey ot the wings match the 
grey bloom on the stone-crop.
11. And now look at this vine-moth that is hovering 
over the honeysuckle bush. The wind is high, and the 
moth is tired, and it sits down at last on a leaf. The 
wings are spread out flat, so that when we creep up we 
can look at all the markings on the upper side of the front 
wings. The butterfly, also, will often spread its wings flat 
out to enjoy the sun, or to show its beautiful colours, but 
it generally ends by shutting them close together, and this 
the moth never does. Many moths, too, fly only by night 
but all butterflies fly by day. Though so gay of colour,
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butterflies are not much attacked by birds. You may 
often see a bird chasing a moth, but did you ever see a 
bird chasing a butterfly?" There is more to eat in the 
moth’s body, and probably the butterfly does not taste so 
well. Perhaps, also, the quick zig-zag flight of the 
butterfly makes it harder to catch than the moth.
12. We have already seen 
how to rear moths and butter­
flies from their larvae. If you 
can find the pupa of a moth or 
butterfly you can rear it with 
very little trouble.j" You have 
no hungry larva to feed, and you 
have less time to wait until the 
winged insect appears. By rais­
ing your own butterflies you can 
see the wings at their best.
When butterflies are caught 
they are often ragged of wing, 
from age or rough usage.j
13. And now I shall tell you about some of our 
common butterflies, and where you are likely to find their 
larvae or pupae. You may, of course, enjoy watching a 
butterfly without knowing its name, but you will enjoy it
* Reaumur watched a sparrow chasing a butterfly. After ten m inutes 
the bird gave up the fruitless chase. T he larger dragon flies have been 
seen to catch butterflies. T he dragon fly bi s off the wings and eats the 
body. Speaking generally, however, it ma^ be said that butterflies are 
free from attack.
f  Cocoons of m oths placed in the observation box should be securely  
fixed; otherwise the insect may becom e deformed while em erging.
J A butterfly may be killed by a sharp pinch below the wings; or the 
chest may be pierced, between the first and second pair of legs, w ith a pen 
that has been dipped in ammonia, or in vinegar or other acid. T o preserve 
butterflies from m ites, etc., naphthaline should be placed in the case. 
They must be kept from the light, or the colours will fade.
V ine-M oth  a t  re s t.
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much more if you can name it, and if you know some­
thing- of its ways and favourite haunts.
14. You miss much if you do not know the flowers 
that each month brings—one flower after another, in never- 
ending march. So, also, you miss something of the charm 
of the seasons if }^ ou do not know the butterflies that the 
seasons bring.
15. But, first of all, I must tell you that the butterfly 
caterpillar does not make a cocoon of silk, or earth, or leaves.
Fig. 67.
B u tte r f ly  P u p a  fixe .l to  tw ig  by  
S ilk  T h re a d .
B u tte rf ly  P u p a  h an g in g  
by  T a il.
such as many moths make for the pupa. The pupa-case 
of the butterfly is a hard skin, through which you can 
often see the wings and legs of the coming butterfly. 
Some hang to twigs, and sway in the wind, while others 
are fixed to the twig by a silk thread, passed around the 
middle of the pupa. (See fig. 67.) In many butterflies 
the pupa skin has knobs and ridges that protect the pupa 
when it is knocked against the branch by the wind. You 
must notice, too, that the male butterfly is generally 
smaller than the female, and that the male sometimes 
differs also in its colours.
I j. Som e Com m on B utterflies. September and 
October are the best months for seeing the B lue-epottcd 
Pointed Lady butterfly. It flies about our gardens and 
roads in great numbers, and is not shy. It is of an 
orange-brown colour, with black markings. On each of
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B lu e -sp o tte d  P a in te d  L ady . 
(A fter A nderson & Spry.)
the hind wings are three blue spots and one black spot. 
The larva is covered with spines, and may be seen some­
times on Cape weed; but the favourite food of this 
caterpillar is the wild plant called “ everlasting.” The 
pupa hangs by its tail, 
and has spots of golden 
yellow. This is one of 
the pupae that move 
when touched.
I/. Another butterfly 
that becomes plentiful 
in the spring, about the 
same time as the blue- 
spotted painted lady, is the Australian Admiral. You 
will know this handsome orange-brown and black butterfly 
at once by the large rich cream spot on the front wing. It
flies strongly, and is 
more difficult to catch 
than the P a in ted  
Lady. It lays its eggs 
on the nettle. The 
young larva weaves 
the edges of the 
nettle leaf together 
to make a hiding- 
place. A broad stripe 
of yellow runs along 
each side. The caterpillar is covered with small branched 
spines. The pupa hangs by the tip ot the tail only, from 
the nettle, or some fence near the plant. Sometimes it 
has beautiful golden markings.
18. The Imperial White cannot be called a common
butterfly, but it is the finest of our white butterflies and
Rgl 105
T h e  A u s tra lia n  A dm ira l.— 
(A fter Anderson & Spry.)
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therefore I shall tell you about it*  The first brood flies 
early in spring; a later brood about February. The half 
of the wings next to the body is greenish-white, while the 
outer half is jet black, with white spots near the edge.
19. The caterpillar of this fine butterfly feeds only on 
the mistletoe, and therefore the butterfly is common only 
in places where the mistletoe is common. Now the 
mistletoe leaf is smooth, and does not give a good foot­
hold for the larva. This is a great danger to the cater­
pillar, for mistletoe is often high on the tree, where winds 
blow strongly. The clever creature, therefore, weaves a 
light silk web on the leaf, and with the help of this it 
can hold on in the strongest storms. The pupa is shiny 
black, and is fixed on the mistletoe plant. The larvae
C a te rp i l la r  o f  th e  A u s tra lia n  A d m ira l 
C u tte n ly ,  sh o w in g  th e  b ra n c h e d  h a i r s .— 
(A fter A n d e rs o n  a n d  Sp ry .)
Fi&io
Im p e r ia l  W h ite  (F em a le). 
(A fter An d e rs o n  a n d  Spry .)  
(S ize  red u ce d .)
of this butterfly are generally out of reach; but, even if 
you could get them, I would not advise you to take them 
home. The change from the breezy, sun-bathed tree 
to the observation-box is too great, and the caterpillars 
may not thrive.
* \Ve h iv e  no com m on white butterflies. The wood white, which used 
to be com mon, has becom e scarce since the native cherry— its food- 
plant—has been cut down; and the graceful caper white (marked with  
yellow  on the underside) is only an occasional visitor from the north.
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20. One of our commonest butterflies is the little 
butterfly called the Common Blue. The blue is a dull 
lavender blue, with smoky margin. The underside of 
the wings is grey, so that when the wings are folded 
together the butterfly is not easily seen. Summer would 
not be summer without this little creature. It darts about 
in fields and woods, on the street, and in the garden. 
It is so delicate that it is hard to get a good specimen 
for your collection. This butterfly is on the wing from 
the first week in October to the end of autumn. Those 
that fly in the spring have a finer blue than those that 
come out in the hotter months. The caterpillar is of a 
pale green colour, with a dark line along the side. You 
may find it on lucerne, clovers, and other plants that bear 
pea flowers. The caterpillar is in a loose web.
21. The Common Brown is known to everyone. You 
may look out for it about the end of November. In the 
fore wings of the female the part next the body is orange- 
brown. The outer half of the wing is smoky-black, with 
three yellow blotches, and there is a round black spot with 
blue centre. The hind wings are orange-brown, with black 
markings, and there is an eye spot with a blue centre, 
enclosed with black. The male differs a good deal from the 
female. When at rest on dead leaves its wings match the 
leaves, and it is hard to find. This butterfly lays its eggs 
on the stems of grasses. The pupa* lies on the ground in 
grass land, and is not fixed to the grass.
22. Another butterfly that you know well is the 
common dark-brown Skipper, with the yellow markings. 
This little butterfly is not so early on the wing as the
* The pupa of a butterfly is generally called the chrysalis. The  
important point to notice is that the butterfly, unlike the moth, has no 
cocoon surrounding the pupa.
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Common Blue—it is November before you see many— 
nor do they go on so late in the autumn as the Common 
Blues. The caterpillars feed on the common hair grass. 
They do not show themselves while feeding, so that you 
have to look carefully to find them.
One of the commonest of our butterflies bears the 
hard name of Klugg’s Xenica.
23. Klugg’s Xenica flies in December, January, and 
February, and though it is a sun lover, like all butterflies.
FluTi 
K lu g g 's  X en ica . 
(A fter And erson  a n d  Spry .)
FibTL
S ilv e ry  X en ic a .
(A fte r A nd e rso n  an d  Spry. )
it likes to look out on the sunlight from a shady spot, it 
flies so slowly that it is easily caught. The colour is 
orange brown, with black markings. On each of its four 
wings there is a small eye-spot. The larva is grass green, 
tapering at the tail and also towards the head. The pupa 
IS green, with yellow markings, and may be found hanging 
to a grass-stem.
24. Between February and April you may see, m hill}- 
country, the Silvery Xenica, one of the handsomest of ou ' 
autumn butterflies. I t is an orange butterfly, with black 
markings. Each of the four wings has an eye-spot The 
front wing on the under side is lighter of colour, and it has 
a silvery marking on the margin, near the tip. The under­
side of the hind wing also has pretty silvery markings.
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25. When the weather is hottest, and the cicada is
shrilling loudest, you may see the Silvery Xenica at its best. 
Watch it when it rests from its merry flight, and you will 
admire the beautiful markings on the back of the wings.
26. The swallow-tail butterflies are not so common as 
those I have been speaking of, but are so handsome that
I must tell you of one of them. The commonest of
the Victorian swallow-tails is Macleay’s Swallow-taih
F ia  y
M acleay ’s S w a llo w -ta il.— (A fter And erso n  & Spry. )
This fine butterfly is found in hilly country, and it i.as 
been seen as high as the top of the Baw Baw Ranges, ft 
is common, also, in most fern tree gullies. If you go into 
a fern gully on a fine day in December you have a good 
chance to find it. You may see it hovering over tne 
flowers of the dandelion, or the native aster, or dashing in 
rapid flight up the glen.
27. It is a pale green butterfly, with black markings. 
The caterpillar also is green, with two rows of white spots 
along each side. From its head two fierce-looking horns 
are thrust out when the creature gets a fright (see fig, jz). 
The pupa also is green.
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28. You know already where to find the pupa-cases of 
the vine-moth and the emperor gum-moth. These are 
two of our handsomest moths, and in next chapter I shall 
tell you of two other moths that are even more famous.
29. How Moths and Butterflies Fly. If you watch 
how men walk, you will find that no two men walk exactly 
alike. If you look at moths and butterflies flying, you 
will see that each kind has a way of its own. One who 
knows them well can often tell the different kinds at a 
distance by their way of flying. Some fly slowly and 
others strongly, some gracefully and others jerkily; some 
fly close to the ground, and others soar almost out of 
sight. Some are able to move along easily in the wind 
without flapping the wings. There is a large butterfly, 
called the Wanderer, that seems to be able to cross seas 
in this way. I t  has been seen 200 miles from land. Whac 
the albatross is among the birds, the W anderer is among 
the butterflies. I t travels over a great part of the world, 
and visits the warmer parts of Australia. This wonderful 
butterfly is sometimes seen in Victoria in February, March, 
or April. I t hovers over the flowers of the dandelion or 
the cotton weed.
30. If  you have often tried to catch butterflies, you will 
have guessed that a butterfly does not see far. Except for 
short distances it seems to see dimly. This will help you 
to understand its way of flying. When a butterfly flies 
past, do you think that it knows where it is going, or 
what it is going to do? I do not think that it does. 
Probably it launches out into the sunny air without a 
thought or a care. A shadow crosses its eyes as you pass 
near it, and it swerves aside. It flies straight at a fence, 
but before it strikes on it it rises and clears it. A rival 
butterfly passes, and it dashes at it in playful fight that
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does no harm. A patch of colour, or a whiff of scent, 
draws it to a bed of flowers, and the feeling which we call 
thirst makes it sip the nectar. And then she comes 
to a bush that makes her stop in her quickest flight. 
The l®ok of it, or the smell of it, or something coming 
from it that we do not know at all, awakens in her the 
need to lay her eggs. And now it is off again in its 
mad, glad flight. It is full of life, and the joy of life, and 
it cannot long keep still. And so it dances through the 
sunny hours, just as a boy in his high spirits runs, and 
skips, and rolls in the grass.
Q u est ion s  and E xer c ise s .—
(1) W atch som e butterflies when at rest, and see if  their colour 
protects them.
N o t e . — It is probable that where the butterfly is  disagreeable (in 
taste or smell) to birds, the colour acts as a warning rather than 
as a means o f escaping notice.
(2) Make a list of the principal butterflies of your district. G ive the  
date of the first appearance of each. Correct your list each year, until 
you have a calendar showing when each kind should be expected.
(3) Look for a Skipper butterfly (a little  dark brown butterfly, with 
yellow markings, that flies in a jerky, skipping way). T his butterfly is a 
kind of link betw een the butterfly and the moth. Can you see how ?
(4) A butterfly rarely walks. W hat are the legs for ? Exam ine the legs.
N o t e . — In som e butterflies the front legs are too sm all for walking,
or even for clinging. Look at the Australian Admiral.
(5) Som e butterflies sleep through the winter. W here do they hide ?
(6) Look for nettles that have been eaten by caterpillars. T hese arc 
probably the larvm of the A ustralian  Admiral butterfly. Exam ine  
with lens the prettily branched spines on the body; then take home 
nettle shoots, and rear the larvae.
C om posit ion  E xercise .— G ive an account of a walk in search of 
butterflies and moths.
Drawing Exercise .— Draw any butterfly, and, alongside of it, a moth 
(any good-sized moth). Show carefully the difference between the  
antennae of moth and butterfly.
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X II.—TW O  FA M O US M OTHS.
T h e  C o d l i n - M o t i i  a n d  t h e  C a s e - M o t h .
1, If you look under the loose bark of an old apple 
or pear tree, during the winter months, you will be likely 
to find a little pink-white caterpillar. It is no stranger to 
you, this caterpillar, for you have often seen it ,vhen eating 
“wormy apples.” This is the larva of the famous codlin- 
mothA About seven or fourteen days before the bursting 
of the apple blossom this larva becomes a pupa, and just 
when the apple trees become beautiful with white and 
pink flowers the codlin -moth is on the wing.
2. It is strange, is it not, that the creature should know 
the right time to awake from its winter rest? It does not 
wake up when the almond tree breaks into flower, or the 
cherry-plum, or the peach. These trees would be of no 
use to the codlin-moth, August and September pass, and 
many winged creatures beat the air of the orchard, and still 
the codlin-moth sleeps on; but as soon as the time of the 
apple and pear blossom comes the moth awakes without fail!
3o Why the  Moth is ras^ely seen. Very likely you 
have never seen the moth, for it is small and dull-coloured, 
and it does not fly in the daytime. It is a gre\fish-brown 
moth with bronze bands on the tips of the fore wings. 
While resting during the day on a tree, its colour is so like 
to that of the bark that it is not often noticed. When 
twilight falls, the moth begins to fly out and in among the
•  It is reckoned that the codlin -m oth destroys over ,^50,.ooo worth of 
apples every year in Australia
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orchard trees. It is a poor flier, and rarely goes far from 
the tree where it was born.
4. hen you see a bat, on a still October evening, 
suddenly swooping down near some apple or pear trees, 
you may safely guess that it is hunting for the codlin- 
moth. And now I must tell you of the dainty nest that 
the mother moth chooses for her egg. She lays it in the 
very heart of the apple-flower.*
A pple c u t to  sh o w  th e  C a te rp il la r  o f  C od lin  M oth . T h e  egg is 
la id  a t (a), a n d  th e  C a te rp il la r  e sc a p e s  a t  (6), a f te r  e a tin g  
in to  th e  p ip s ;  a t  (c) w e h a v e  th e  C a te rp il la r  lo w erin g  itse lf  
to  th e  g ro u n d .—(A fter French.)
5. How th e  C a te rp illa r  grow s up. As the apple 
grows the caterpillar grows, eating each day deeper 
into the fruit. When the caterpillar has reached 
its full size, it eats its way out of the apple By this
* The egg is generally laid in the crown of the apple, shortly after the  
fruit is formed. The egg, however, may be laid on any part o f the fruit, 
or even on the leaf. W hen the caterpillar em erges it generally crawls to 
the crown of the apple, and begins to eat. The larvae of the second  
brood, however, often gnaw their way into the apple from the side
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time the apple may have fallen. If the apple be still 
on the tree, the caterpillar spins a silken thread and 
lowers itself to the ground. You may see it doing this in 
December, or in any summer month after that. The 
cle\er little creature fixes the thread to the apple just at 
the end of the tunnel by which it has escaped. Then it 
lowers itself into the air, and, as it gives out more thread, 
it gradually descends till it touches the earth. Then it 
crawls away briskly to the foot of the tree, or to some tree
F ife  1 5
(a) T h e  C a te rp i l la r  o f  th e  C o d lin -M o th  re s tin g  b e h in d  th e  b a rk  of 
an  a p p le  tr e e , a n d  p re p a r in g  for P u p a  s ta g e ;  (6) th e  P u p a  
s ta g e ;  (c) th e  C o d lin -M o th  fly ing  a n d  a t  r e s t .— {Af ier  French.)
near by. It creeps up the trunk till it finds a loose bit of 
bark, or a snug crack in the wood. There it hides itself 
awa}", and weaves a fine silk cocoon. In about ten days the 
cocoon opens, and a fresh codlin-moth is ready for flight! 
Each moth can lay as many as eighty eggs, and there arc 
two, or even three, broods in every season. You see, then, 
why it is so hard to keep down this garden pest.
6. The Enemies of the Codlin-Moth. In Europe, 
where the apple tree has grown for centuries, the codlin- 
moth has many enemies. In Australia it has few 
enemies, and so it increases faster than in any other land. 
Australia, indeed, is a kind of paradise for the codlin-moth.
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A bird may be seen, now and then, searching for the 
caterpillar among the cracks of the tree; some flies also 
lay their eggs in its body. Bats, as we have seen, pick up 
some of the moths; but the num­
ber killed in all these ways is not 
nearly great enougli to keep the 
moth down.
7. When the codlin caterpillar 
leaves the apple in the autumn 
time, it does not go into the pupa 
state till the following spring.
During the winter the caterpillar 
remains, without food, in its hiding- 
place under the bark.
8. Another caterpillar that can 
remain without food for a long time 
is the larva of the case-moth. (See 
Frontispiece,4?) This moth is almost 
as well known as the codlin-moth, 
and it has a story quite as curious.
Few people know the ways of the 
case-moth, though it dangles before 
our eyes every day. One reason 
is that the moth does not behave 
like an ordinary moth. It has 
strange, unusual ways. Another is 
that it takes two, or even three, 
years to go through its life-round 
from egg to perfect insect.
9. How the Young leave the 
Mother’s Case. In Spring, the 
mother moth lays her eggs. These are laid inside the 
case, the old pupa-skin being used as a rough nest.
C ase of L ic to r  M oth , w ith  Yourift 
E sc a p in g .—(A fter M cC u y . )
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About December, the little caterpillars that grow from 
the eggs escape from the lower end of the case. Each 
lowers itself by a thread to the ground, or to some plant 
below the mother moth’s case. The thread is so fine 
that the tiny creature seems to be in the air, with no 
support at all. One after another the baby caterpillars 
leave the snug, silken case, and launch themselves 
into the world. It is a living stream, and the stream goes 
on for hours.
10. The Young Caterpillar's First Case. As soon as 
the little creature touches a leaf it begins to eat. It eats the 
top skin of the leaf. An hour or two after, you find that it 
has woven its first case. This case is of silk, and looks like 
a tiny fool's cap, covered with little bits of leaf or bark. 
The case sticks straight up, and often looks just like one 
of the little spurs that are common on fruit trees. You 
must have quick eyes to see the cases, except when they 
are moving. It is very comical to see a little fool's cap 
moving along a branch. The front feet are out of the case, 
but are so small that you cannot see them. It is the little 
case that seems to walk.
11. The Young Moth's “ Wander-year." Some of 
the shell-fish that stick so long to the same bit of rock are, 
in their young days, active swimmers. They see a great 
deal of the world before they fix themselves to a rock, and 
give up wandering. In the same way the case-moth larva, 
which may dangle in the wind for weeks in the same 
place, is in its youth a great traveller. The walking is done 
by the fore feet, which stick out of the case. If the 
caterpillar be frightened, or if it wish to rest, it draws the 
head and feet into the case. Then the mouth of the case 
closes, and you can see no sign of anything alive.
12. The little case-moth larva carries its house with it
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wherever it goes, holding it straight up. As the tenant 
grows the house is made larger, and after a time the case 
becomes too large to be easily carried. Up to this time 
the case has been made of silk and bits of leaves; but 
now the caterpillar begins to put on those little sticks that 
you have noticed so often 
on the full case. You know 
how neat these are, and how 
firmly they are stuck on.
Let us see how the work is 
done.*
13. How the Sticks  
are Cut and Fixed on 
the Case. First of all, 
the caterpillar adds to the 
length of the case by weav­
ing. Then it chooses a twig 
of the proper thickness, 
and with its strong jaws cuts 
through the twig. Then 
the twig is cut through 
again, so as to leave a stick 
of the right length. When 
the stick has been fastened 
lightly to the neck of the case, the caterpillar draws back 
into the case, and begins to bite out a slit at the place 
where the stick is wanted. This takes some time, for you 
know how very tough these cases are. When this has 
been done, the caterpillar thrusts its head through the slit 
and lays hold of the stick. Then it bites away the thread
(a) T w ig  sh o w in g  th e  g ro o v e  m a d e  by  a C ase- 
M oth  in  c u ttin g  th ro u g h ; (6) th e  C ase-M otb  
a t  th e  w o rk —one s tic k  h av in g  a lre a d y  b ee n  
fixed to  th e  ca se .— (F ro m  The V ic to r ia n  
Natura l i s t .)
* For full details, see article by W. H. F. Ff ill, in Vol. XV. ot the 
'Victorian Naturalist. The process of stick-cutting is best seen an October, 
when the larva is half-grown and growing rapidly
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C ase -M o th  L a rv a , w ith  c a se  rem o v e d . 
— (A fter McCoy.)
that fastens the stick to the neck of the case. Last of ah, 
it places the stick in a line with the slit, and weaves it 
firmly into the case. W hat a clever creature!
14. Perhaps you have thought the case-moth larva a 
slow, stupid creature. You do not think so now. A man 
who could, without any help, build for himself as neat and 
snug a house would be thought a clever man.
15. How the Case-moth Larva Settles  Down in Life. 
After this the larva may still move about a good deal, but
the case is no longer 
held up above the 
body. When the 
caterpillar is tired, it 
thrusts its head out 
of the top of the case, 
and fastens its house to a twig by a thread of silk. When 
it wishes to go on its way, it cuts this thread and walks 
off; or it may drop to a lower branch by letting out a 
strong thread. If hard times come, and food is scarce, it 
fastens itself more strongly, and you may see it swinging 
from the same twig for months together.
16. When the case-moth larva has fixed itself to a 
fence, you can sometimes tell by the markings on the 
wood whether the creature has been long in that place. 
As the case sways in the wind, the sticks make curved 
markings on the fence. I wonder how the creature feels 
on a stormy night, when the case is swinging and the 
sticks are rasping against the fence? Is it frightened, or 
docs the swinging of the case lull it to sleep, like a child 
in a cradle?
17. In about eighteen months after the caterpillar was 
born the time arrives for the larva to become a pupa. The
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creature now fills up the loose part of the case with silk, and 
with the old skin. If a male, it turns itself in the case so that 
the head faces the bottom hole; for it is from this hole that 
the perfect moth is to emerge. Then it becomes a pupa. 
The pupa stage lasts for five or six months, say from May 
to October, and then the pupa skin breaks, and the perfect 
in sec t is born. The 
female perfect insect is 
wingless, and does not 
seem ever to leave the 
case. She lays her eggs 
in the case and dies soon 
afterwards. The male 
moth flies about for a day
or two, and then dies. M ale C ase-M o th .— (A fter M ‘Coy.)
18. The Enemies of the Case-Moth. And now 
}'ou ask me why a moth that has so many young is not 
more plentiful. One reason is that few creatures have 
more enemies than the case-moth. The ichneumon fly 
manages, in spite of the case, to pierce the body of the 
larva and lay its eggs. The larvae from these kill the 
caterpillar. Other small flies and wasps do the same 
thing. Birds, too, kill many while the insect is still young. 
The silver eye may be seen, in early summer, picking 
at the little moving cases that do so much damage 
sometimes to plum trees and other trees. But for the 
birds and other enemies of the case-moth, our fruit trees
FiG'SO
* The best time to see the perfect insects is early in the morning in 
October. In October you may see, also, the following stages: — (i) Cases 
with eggs; (2) Half-grown larvae in fresh, newly-enlarged cases; (3) Full- 
grown larvae in full-sized, weather-beaten cases. These last probably 
have a larva stage of about two years, giving a total life of about 
three years.
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and Street trees might be destroyed. Think of this when 
you are tempted to shoot the silver eye, because he is fond 
of your mulberries and figs.
Q u e s t io n s  a n d  E x e r c is e s ,—
(1) D o you know any way of killing the codiin caterpillar in large 
numbers ?
N o t e . — See the directions issued by Air. C. French, F .L .S ., G overn­
m ent Entom ologist.
(2) Think of som e o f the ways in which the codlin pest is likely to 
spread.
(3) D escribe the colours and m arkings of a case-m oth caterpillar.
(4) T he case-m oth caterpillar uses its feet for walking and for b u ild in g: 
take note of their unusual strength and length.
(5) There is a sm aller case m oth— the lictor case-m oth— with a case  
that does not taper. T here is also one that has an oval case. In this 
last the case puckers so as to make ridges or ribs, these ribs taking the  
place of the sticks. T h is is called the ribbed case-m oth. There is also 
the leaf casc-m oth, that covers itse lf, not w ith sticks but w ith leaves. It 
is found on gum trees and other native trees, and on pine trees, oak trees, 
and garden trees. It w ill eat anything, and its leaf-cover varies according 
to the tree it is liv ing on. D escrib e  any of these kinds, stating where 
found, etc. {See Froniispiece.)
(3 ) If a case m oth is confined in a glass vessel it can clim b up the 
glass. Now, we saw that a caterpillar’s feet are not fitted for clim bing 
up glass: how docs th is one do it ?
N o t e . — If a few case-m oth larvae be placed on a window-sill, one 
is pretty sure to clim b up the pane.
(7) W hat purpose is served by the sticks that the case-m oth fastens 
on its case ?
G c m p o s it io n  E x e r c is e .—T ell the story of a codlin-m oth or of a 
casc-m oth.
D ra w in g  E x e r c is e .— (u) Cut open a "w orm y ap p le” or pear from 
which the caterpillar has esca p ed ; then draw the fruit, (b) Draw a case 
m oth larva hanging from a branch.
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X III.—FLIES.
1. Two-winged Flics. Wc are ready to think thar 
we know all about flics, because they are so common; but 
the truth is that no one knows all about flies, and few 
people know much about them. And yet it is very 
important that we should know them, for they can do us 
much harm.
2. The Fly as a Disease-carrier. Some of our worst 
diseases are caused by dirt. Now the fly is a lover of 
dirt, and it is a lover of the sugar, and jam, and butter that 
lie on our tables. Also, it likes to crawl over faces and 
hands, and sip the sweat.
3. You see, then, why the fly is so dangerous to us. If 
flies could be kept away from the food that we eat we 
might soon get rid of most of the dirt diseases. In the 
Boer war, sickness did more damage than shell or bullet, 
and it was the flies that spread the sickness from tent to 
tent. Remember, too, that some of the worst eye troubles 
are caused by flies. You see, then, how important it is to 
keep flies out of the house.
4. How to  Keep Down Flies. To keep down flies, 
we must begin outside of the house. We must see that 
there is no bad-smelling rubbish allowed to gather near 
the house. It is on dirt of this kind that the flies lay their 
eggs and breed. A single fly will lay over a hundred eggs 
at a time. These grow into maggots, and then into pupae, 
and finally into flies; and all this, in warm weather, takes 
place in a fortnight. In a few days, each of the hundred 
flies may be laying eggs in the same dirt-heap. You see.
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then, how it is that flies soon swarm in places that are not 
kept clean; and you sec, also, that you must fight the flies 
out of doors as well as indoors. Where horses are kept, 
the mother fly almost always goes to the stable to lay her 
cgg&*
5. A favourite way of keeping flies out of the house is 
to shut doors and windows, and pull down the blinds. 
Now a dark, close room can never be a healthy room. 
Sunlight and fresh air are the best doctors. The sun may 
be shut out on warm days in the hottest hours of the day, 
but fresh air should pass through the rooms at all times.j-
6. Fleas—which are just little flies without wings—are 
still more easily banished from a house. The flea lays its 
eggs in the dust that lies on the floor. The little, hairy, 
wriggling maggot that grows from the egg lives in and on 
this dirt. Banish this dirt and you banish the fleas. Keep 
the house clean, and the floors well washed, and fleas soon 
disappear. People used to try to keep down fleas by using 
various strange cures. A common weed is still called 
flcabane, because it was supposed to kill fleas. In some 
parts of England the people would keep the doors closed 
on the ist of March; they believed that that would keep 
out the fleas for the following season ! We now know that 
it was the “ Spring cleaning,” held in March, that checked 
the fleas.
7. If you have a dog, remember that dogs also suffer 
from fleas. Keep your dog clean, and its kennel clean.
* Jilany Am erican farmers have checked the plague of flies by 
spraying the horse droppings w ith kerosene. T his kills the eggs.
f W ith  the help of w ire doors (or Japanese blinds hung on the doors) 
and wire or gauze screens on the windows, flies can be kept out, while  
sunlight and fresh air com e in freely. T he cost need not be more than a 
few shillings, but the added health and comfort are beyond price.
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The fleas breed on the dust on the kennel floor. No one 
deserves to have a dog who can bear to see it tormented 
with fleas.
8. The time is not far off when people will fear the 
plague of flies and fleas no more than they fear to-day the 
plague of the Black Death. All these troubles are scourges 
sent to make us keep ourselves, and our houses, and our 
yards clean.*
9. Why the English House-fly is at Home Any­
where. After we have got the flies out of the house, we are 
ready to confess that the house-fly is a clever creature. Only 
a clever, hardy, persevering creature could have succeeded 
in the world as the house-fly has done. Wherever we go 
in the world—to cold lands or to hot lands—the house-fl)" 
follows us. It seems to be at home anywhere. It voyages 
in all seas, in the ships of all nations, and it travels in the 
railway carriages of all lands. It allows no native fly 
to take its place. Just as the little native birds have 
no chance against the sparrow, so the native flies in 
Canada, or South Africa, or Australia, or New Zealand, 
have no chance against the house-fly that has come to us 
from England. English ships sail to all lands, and have 
brought flies of many kinds to England. Among all 
these the house-fly has shown itself to be the cleverest 
and strongest, and this is why it can push aside the native 
flies wherever it goes.
10. We must also do justice to the beauty of the 
house-fly. Here is one rubbing its fore legs together, and 
brushing its head with them. The fly is resting, and it is 
easy to see that it is enjoying its rest. How small the 
feelers a re ! But if the feelers are small the eyes arc
* The Bubonic Plague, which kills its thousands in India, is spread by 
fleas.
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large. Look at the handsome, red-brown eyes that cover 
most of the head ! You see, now, why the fly is hard to 
catch.
11. And now it stops playing with its legs, and begins 
to suck the sweat from your hand. Watch the sucking- 
tube at work. You see it is not a long sucking-tube; it 
is shorter than the tongue of a bee, and much shorter than 
the sucking-tube of a butterfly. When you see many flies 
visiting the flowers of a plant, like the ivy, you may be 
sure that the honey stores are shallow and easily reached.
12. And now we notice how beautifully fitted for their 
work the legs are. When an insect has good running legs, 
like this fly, it has often poor wings; but the house-fly has 
good wings as well as good legs. It is true that it has 
only two wings, but a house-fly does not need to fly far, 
and we may be sure that two wings suit it better than 
four. Look under the wings for the baby-wings that have 
not grown, and you will be able to guess that these baby 
wings, or “ balancers,” take the place of the hind pair of 
winas usually found in insects.
13. How beautiful the wings are—the green and red 
colours shifting as we move the lens—and how light and 
strong they a re ! The veining is not so pretty as in the 
dragon fly's wing, but it is just the kind of veining that 
the wing needs to make it strong. Try to see this for 
yourself.
14. And now the fly stops sucking, and begins to brush 
its wings with the hind legs. How clean and bright it 
keeps itself! Every part is as clean as a new pin. Then 
another fly comes up, and the two go off together, chasing 
and hustling one another in a harmless scuffle. How these 
flies enjoy their lives I
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If you watch a housc-ily closely, you will find that it 
can take its food in liquid form only.
15. How a Fly Eats. Watch a lly that is busy with 
a piece of sugar, and you will sec that it has to melt a tiny 
piece before it can eat it. This is what the fly is doing 
when it seems to be playing with the sugar. But some 
flies arc able to pierce as well as to suck. The March fly 
is an insect of this kind. You know how quietly it sits 
down on your hand, and how it pierces the flesh and sucks 
the blood. Flies of this kind often cause great suffering 
to horses and cattle, and we are fortunate in having fewer 
of them than many countries. One of the fiercest of our 
piercing flies is the Robber Fly, that catches bees and 
other insects. This bandit lies in wait for bees returning 
to the hive, heavy with honey. It catches the bee on 
the wing, pierces it with its terrible beak, and then sucks 
it dry.
16. Egg, Maggot, Pupa, Fly. All the two-winged flics 
go through the same stages—egg, 
maggot, pupa, and perfect insect.
The maggots are often used by fishers 
as bait, and are sometimes called 
“gentles.” The maggot feeds for a 
few days only, and then becomes a 
pupa, with hard, brown skin. About 
a week after, the fly comes out. This 
is in summer. If winter be at hand, fi& si
the pupa sleeps till next spring. If B low fly, (6) its  E ggs, (c) i ts  
there be a dirty corner behind a door L a rv a , (t/) u s  P u p a .
or a shutter, some fly-pupm are sure to be there, and will 
come to life next season unless swept away in the “ Spring 
cleaning.”
Some of the two-winged flics are so like to bees that
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they are often mistaken for them. Now all the bees have 
four wings.
17. Bee-like Flies. Do you know the Drone-fly ? 
Here is one sitting quietly on a leaf, the hind part moving 
up and down all the time. You never see a real bee sitting 
quietly in that way: it is always bustling about as if the 
day were too short for its task. This drone-fly seems to 
have plenty of time. Now it is brushing its head with its
fore legs, just like a house-fly. You can 
never see the bee cleaning itself while 
it is among the flowers: it makes honey 
Fiu.82 y  V  \  while the sun shines. Catch this drone-
This fly taken ^0°^ a t  it. You need n o t  be
for a wild bee; like all afraid : it lias iio sting". You see that ittwo-winged flies, it h a s   ^ ^
n o  S t i n e .  (E n la rg e d .)  is two-wiuged, and that the hind legs 
are not fitted, like those of a bee, for carrying pollen.
18. Let it away now. Ah! you have hurt it, and it 
blunders into a spider’s web I In a moment the spider is 
out. But, see 1 the spider does not go right up to the 
drone-fly. It throws out thread after thread till the fly is 
tied up. Only then does it go close to it. Can it be that 
the spider mistakes the drone-fly for a bee? Very likely 
it docs, for it behaves just as if the drone-fly had a sting.
19. Now, if the spider makes this mistake you may be 
sure that many other creatures also mistake these drone- 
flies for stinging bees. This is a great advantage to the 
fly; and, indeed, there are many harmless insects that try 
to look like some other fierce fighting insect.*
20. A Fly that Writes on Leaves. As we turn away, 
we notice a sow-thistle whose leaves are strangely marked.
*Ia  trying to find exam ples of th is m im icry there is interesting work 
to be done in Australia.
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We pluck one of the leaves and look at it. The pale, 
curving lines look like some strange writing on the leaf. 
This is the work of a small black fly. On the underside of 
the leaf we find a small swelling, and on pricking this with 
a pin a tiny maggot is set free 
from the leaf-skin ! The fly lays 
its eggs on the underside of the 
leaf, and the maggot that grows 
from the egg eats its way in a 
wavy path between the upper 
and under skins of the leaf.
21. You may see the work of 
this leaf-miner on the Cape 
weed, the cornflower, the sow­
thistle, and other soft - leaved 
plants of this family.* If you 
grow, in your observation-box, 
a plant whose leaves have been 
attacked, you may be able to 
rear the little black fly that does 
the mischief.
22. Later in the day we pass F/Cr 83
through a clump of gum s a p -  («) L e a f  o f th e  sow  th is t le , sh o w in g  th e  
. , tu n n e ls  m a d e  b y  th e  M aggot o f  th e
lings. Here we notice the work L e af-m in in g  F ly ;  (b) p o r tio n  o f  a
^  . 1 . 1  . ,  le a f  sh o w in g  th e  M aggo t a t  w o rk
O I other llies that leave their (m agnified) (c) th e  P e rfe c t In s e c t .
marks, not in the form of wavy —((&) a n d  (c) a f te r  fwMcA.)
lines but in the form of galls. (See fig. 21.)
23. Flies that Make Galls on Leaves and Stems. 
Sometimes the galls are on the leaves, sometimes on the 
stems of the twigs. Some of the galls are large, while 
others are very small. Some are single, and look like
* The Composites.
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the fruits of the tree, and others are close together, like a 
rash that has broken out on the leaf. The gall-fly pierces 
the leaf and then lays the egg. This causes a rush of sap 
to the wound, and a little swelling is made. Inside of this 
swelling the egg becomes a larva. The gall is the larva’s 
house, and it is also the larva’s food. In one of the galls 
we find the little hole by which the perfect insect has 
escaped. Other galls have no holes, and we take some of 
these home to try to rear the insects. Some of these gall­
flies are two-winged flies, but many are small wasps.
24. Flies that are not Two-winged. All the flies we 
have looked at—the house-fly, the drone-fly, and so on— 
are two-winged insects, with mouths fitted for sucking 
but not for chewing. But as we walk home in the 
evening we pass a pond, where we see flies that are not 
two-winged, and that have not sucking mouths. Great 
dragon flies are darting about over the water. To right or 
left they swerve, as they pick up mosquitoes or other small 
flies, and now and then there is a wild dash at a rival 
dragon fly. A t the pond side some May flies are dancing 
up and down in a merry dance.
25. It is hard to catch a dragon fly, but at last we 
capture one of them, and look once more at the great 
eyes, the chewing mouth, and the beautiful veining of the 
four large wings. (See fig. 16.) W hat a splendid creature! 
A t the bottom of the pond a dragon fly larva is lying in 
the mud, waiting to seize the passing "wriggler,”* or other 
small creature of the pond. A t all stages of its life the 
dragon fly is a fierce insect of prey. It has no resting 
pupa-stage, but passes at once from the hunting life of the 
pond to the hunting life in the air. (See note, p. 52.)
* T he larva of the mosquito.
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26. When we catch one of the May flies, we find that 
it, too, has four wings, veined like those of the dragon fly. 
But it is not a strong flier, and the three long silky hairs 
that stick out from the tail 
may be needed to keep the 
fly steady. We know that the 
May fly needs these long tail- 
hairs when it is laying its 
eggs on the w ater; for a touch 
of the water would destroy 
the delicate creature. The 
mouth of the May fly is use­
less for eating. It lives only 
long enough to lay its eggs, 
and so does not need a mouth.
Sometimes, indeed, it lives 
for only one day. Up to the 
time of its winged life the 
May fly has lived in the pond.
When it leaves the pond it M a y  F l y  a n d  i t s  l  a r v a .
flies for a short time, and then looks for water in which it 
may lay its eggs. You see, then, that flies like the dragon
fly and the May fly 
belong to a different 
family of insects from 
the house-fly, or tho 
m osquito , or th e  
daddy-long-legs.*
27. The Spring Awakening. Many of the two-winged 
flies, like the daddy-long-legs, lay their eggs in grass fields, 
and the larva; feed on the earth that has been made by
*T he dragon fly and the May fly belong to the Neuroptera; the house­
fly, mosqui'.o, and daddy-long-legs to the Diptcra (two-winged insects).
Fig  84 .— D ragon  Fly L a rv a  th ro w in g  ou t 
its  m a sk  to  ca tc h  in sec t.
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dead leaves and roots. If, during a winter walk, we had 
eyes sharp enough to see everything around us, we could 
see millions of eggs, and larvae, and pupae among the 
grass, waiting for the spring heat to come into life. What 
a stir of life there must be in a grass field on a warm day 
in spring! Up rises the sap in the countless blades, and a 
thousand insects are breaking from their winter clothes! 
If you can almost see the grass growing on such a day, 
you can almost hear the rustle as the insects throw off 
their pupa-cases!
Q u e s t io n s  and  E x er c ise s .—
(1) Nam e all the tw o-w inged insects you know.
(2) T ell what you know o f th e  habits o f any of these two-winged  
insects.
(3) N am e any birds that you have seen looking for m aggots and grubs 
in the grass.
(4) Describe, by colour and size, the dragon flies of your district. 
T ell their favourite hunting places.
(5) T he hind legs of the daddy-long-legs are about three tim es the 
length of the body. H ow  does th is help the insect?
N o t e .— T he insect lives m ostly in low, dam p , grass fields.
C om p osit ion  E xerc ise .— W atch carefully the house-fly, and write  
an account of what you see.
D rawing E x erc ise .—
(1) Draw, side by side, a hive-bee and a bee-like fly (say, the drone-fly).
(2) Draw a leaf that has been marked by the leaf-m ining fly.
(3) Draw a leaf or stem bearing a gall or galls.
(4) Draw a dragon fly: (a) at rest on a stem  of grass, (b) w ith wings 
outspread.
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XIV.— A FAM OUS TW O -W IN G ED  INSECT.
T h e  M o s q u i t o .
1. When the water in the tank runs low, we are not
surprised to find little brown creatures wriggling about in
the wash-hand basin. We call them mosquitoes, though
they are really the larvae of mosquitoes. Let us see how
they got there.
2. How strange it is that these 
creatures of the air should pass their 
youth in water? If a mosquito gets 
its wings wet, it is helpless. Who 
would have thought that it was ever 
at home in a pond? Nor is the mos­
quito the only insect that changes 
homes in this strange way. The 
dragon flies and the May flies begin 
life in the pond ; and there are higher 
animals also, like the frog, that pass 
from water to land.
You see, then, why the mother mosquito feels that she 
must search for water when the time comes for laying her
3. The Mother Mosquito’s Search for Water. 
If she laid the eggs on the land they would perish, for the 
insect that grows out of the egg is a water insect. And so 
the mosquito searches far and near for water. She does 
not care where the water is, if only it be still water. If the 
whole world were dotted thickly with ponds and swamps.
I  F16.86 
F em a le  M osqu ito  (en larged).
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it would be a paradise for the mosquito. But it can put up 
with a road-puddlc, a water-tank, or a yard-tub. The 
little “wrigglers” have been found in the rain-filled holes in 
gum trees, in closed sewers, in the broken bottles stuck on 
the top of walls, and they have even been found in ilower 
vases on the tables of houses!
4. W e look at the board that covers our water tank, 
and find a very small crack. Is it possible that the 
mosquito has pushed in through this small crack? Yes,
it is quite possible, and 
that is just where she 
squeezed in. She smelt 
the water in some won­
derful way, and then 
worked at the hole till 
she got through. You
Larva of Mosquito (enlarged). knOW hoW clevCr shc is:
how she manages to bite you even when you pull 
up your socks, and thrust your hands deep into your 
pockets. We thought that the tank was completely 
covered, but the mosquito has been too clever for us. And 
now the little brown wrigglers are pumped up from the 
tank, and here they are in the waSh-basin.
And now you must notice carefully that though the 
mosquito larva is a water insect it cannot live entirely in 
the water.
5. How the Larva Breathes. The larva must come 
to the surface now and then to breathe. If you watch a 
wriggler closely, you will find that it often comes up to get 
air ; and so the mother takes care to keep her eggs 
floating on the surface. If she laid them one by one, 
separately, they would sink; but she glues them together 
into the shape of a pretty boat. This boat floats so well
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that no pond wave can sink it. Push it into the water, and 
you will find that it bobs up again as dry as ever. After a 
short time a tiny wriggler comes out of the egg, and begins 
to dart about and get its living.
6. And here we have to notice a curious point. The 
mosquito larva does not breathe through its mouth, or 
through its sides, but through its tail! Its heavy head 
hangs downward, and its tail is thrust out into the air to 
breathe.
7. When we seek for a reason for this curious breathing 
tail we must look at the larvae of other two-winged flies— 
for you must never forget that the mosquito larva is just a 
fly-maggot that has been fitted for living in water. We 
saw that most larvae breathe through little holes that run 
along their sides. Now, if you have ever watched a fly- 
maggot feeding, you will see at once that breathing holes 
in the sides would be of no use to the maggot. A maggot 
buries its head and most of its body in its food. How, 
then, does it breathe? Through the tail! Here, then, is 
the secret of the wriggler’s breathing tail.
8. How the Larva Feeds. The wriggler is very quicK 
in its movements, as you may see if you try to catch one. 
Now, when a creature is active it must have plenty to eat. 
W hat does this larva live on? Around the mouth are 
many small hairs. These hairs move without ceasing, and 
this draws tiny creatures of the water into the mouth of 
the larva.
9. The wriggler seems to find some of its food near the 
bottom of the pond, and so when it has taken in air it 
swims down, or allows itself to sink. It is heavier than the 
water, and when the time comes for rising again it has to 
work its way up. A wriggler may sometimes be seen to fix
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itself to one of the bubbles of gas that rise from the bottom.
In this way it gets a free lift.
10. If the wriggler gets sick, so that it cannot work
itself to the surface, it is drowned. “A creature of the
pond drowned!” you cry. - Yes, many wrigglers die of 
drowning. A film of kerosene on the water will also 
prevent them from breathing, and myriads of mosquitoes 
are now killed in that way.
After the larva has changed its skin a few times it 
changes into the pupa or nymph. (See p. 52.)
11. The Pupa. You will see from the figure how 
different the pupa looks from the larva. One curious
change is in the new plan for
breathing. The creature no longer 
breathes through the tail, but
through two little tubes that you
see sticking up from the head.
Most insects keep quite still during
the pupa stage. Not so the mos- 
quito pupa. Try to catch it, and
PupaofM osquito(eniarged.) i t i s o f f l i k c a a a s h .  Indeed, the
fat little thing is called a “ tumbler,” because it is always 
bobbing up and down, and turning over in the water. 
It has need to be quick, for it is a juicy morsel for the 
many insects of prey that prowl up and down a pond. 
So you see that in all the chapters of its life the mosquito 
is a busy creature.
12. The Last Day in the Pond. And now comes 
the great day in the life of the mosquito, when the pupa- 
case bursts, and the winged insect struggles out into the air. 
It is a time of danger; for how is an insect of the water to 
become a creature of the air without danger of drowning? 
Very slowly and carefully the mosquito pulls itself out of
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a slit in the top of the back of the pupa-case; the lifted 
edges making a “coffer-dam” to keep back the water. 
Then it places its front legs on the water—for you must 
know that the mosquito, like many other insects, can walk 
on the surface film of the water. Then it draws its second 
pair of legs free, and places them on the water; moving 
forward a little so as to make room for the long hind legs. 
When all the legs are free, it walks over the water till it 
reaches a reed or other object on which it can rest, while 
its wings expand and harden. Then it flies off; perhaps 
to the nearest bush; for the mosquito does not fly far. The 
mosquito is now as large as it will ever be; for, like all 
insects that break out of a pupa-case, the mosquito is now 
full-grown.
14. The Food o f the  Mosquito. We have seen that 
its mouth is a piercing and sucking mouth. Now, an 
insect like this often lives on the juices of plants; and, 
indeed, this is the food of the male mosquito. But the 
female mosquito seeks a richer fluid than the juice of a 
plant. She seeks blood 1 And well is she fitted for­
getting it, with her long, sharp lance, and her strong 
sucking tube.
15. But she cannot always get the food that she wants, 
and then, like her mate, she can live on the juices and 
fruits of plants. In many of the cold parts of the world, 
like Alaska and North Siberia, the female has often 
to go without blood. Perhaps this is the reason why 
she is so bloodthirsty and fierce when she gets the chance 
of attacking a traveller. Mosquitoes swarm in those lands 
in countless millions, and travellers are often beaten back. 
Even in lands where they are not so fierce, mosquitoes 
have often forced man to choose a new home. Rich cities
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even have been deserted because the inhabitants could not 
face this insect. The male mosquito is content if he can 
get a slice of banana to suck, and is quite happy when he
is sipping from a glass in which 
there has been wine or beer. You 
can easily know the male mosquito 
by the beautiful feathery feelers. 
Look at them with your lens, and 
compare them with the feelers of 
the female mosquito. The feelers 
of the female also have hairs, but 
they are much smaller.
Male M osquito (enlarged), 16. MOSquitO Music. The
showing the feathery feelers. of the mOSquitO, whicll We
dislike so much, is music for the other mosquitoes, and 
it enables them to find their mates in the dark. W her­
ever the singing mosquito may be, the mate is able to 
fly in the dark to the very place. The mosquito seems 
to feel the song in the whole body, but the parts of the 
body that hear the sound first are the feelers. The 
delicate hairs on the feelers quiver when the mate’s song 
is heard. From the feelers the quiver passes through 
the whole body. Loud sounds of any other kind have no 
effect on these fine hairs, but when a loud note is sounded, 
exactly like the mosquito’s note, the hairs at once quiver.* 
IMosquitoes will dash themselves on the instrument that 
sounds the mosquito note; and if the window be open 
others will rush in !
Now, if you stand blindfolded, you will find that you 
often make wrong guesses as to the place that sounds
* L ive m osquitoes were cem ented w ith shellac to a plate of glass. The 
effect of the m osquito note on the hairs of the feelers could then be 
uatched through a microscope.
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come from. In judging where sounds come from the 
mosquito is much cleverer than we are.
And now we come to a point still more interesting. 
The mosquito in some lands is a m an-killer!
17, How the Mosquito Spreads Disease. In the 
lands where yellow fever and malarial fever are found, the 
mosquito is more dangerous than snake or tig e r! Let us 
see how, A man who is ill of yellow fever is bitten by a 
mosquito. Then the mosquito hies off, bearing in its body 
the minute living creature that causes yellow fever. Some 
days after, the mosquito pierces the skin of a man in good 
health, and the living poison passes into his blood,
18, When doctors found out that the disease spreads in 
this way, and in this way only, they saw at once that they 
could stamp out yellow fever, A big wire cage, with mesh 
fine enough to keep out the mosquito, is put around the 
sick-bed. That is a l l! The disease cannot spread ! *
19, Still better would it be, of course, if all mosquitoes 
could be destroyed. Every pond that is filled up, every 
swamp that is drained, lessens the number of mosquitoes in 
a district, “No stagnant w ater!” is the cry of those who 
are fighting the mosquito in many parts of the earth. The 
fight will be a long one, for the mosquito breeds fast. In 
hot weather it can pass from egg to perfect insect in less 
than fourteen days, A cloud of mosquitoes may come 
from a rain-pool that has lasted only a fortnight,
20, A Peep into the Future. The day is coming 
when man will have mastered the diseases caused by flies, 
fleas, and mosquitoes. All the ways of these disease-
* According to Dr. L. O, Howard, Departm ent of Agriculture, 
W ashington, the yellow  fever mosquito {Stegomia fasciata) is found in 
Eastern Australia. If this be correct, we must be on the alert to deal 
with any case of yellow fever that may reach Australia,
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carriers will be known. Swamps will be drained ; houses, 
and yards, and streets kept clean. W hat has already been 
done is more interesting than any fairy tale. For centuries 
yellow fever has been slaying its thousands in Cuba, and 
men thought that there was no help for it. Then came 
the study of insect life, and the ways of the mosquito 
became known. To-day, Cuba no longer fears the plague 
that was the terror of the island.
21. W hen the Panama Canal was being cut the 
workmen died in hundreds, of yellow fever and malarial 
fever. To-day, the United States is planning to finish the 
canal without any loss of life from these diseases! And 
all this is possible because brave doctors, at the risk of 
tneir lives, studied the mosquito, and found out, by ex­
periments upon themselves, how it spreads disease. All 
honour to the brave men who have died to save others!
Exercise .  — I’lace som e “ w rigglers" in a w ide-m outhed  pickie-jar 
filled w ith the water tn w hich they were found. W atch the growth of 
the larvae.
N ote  on t h e  M osq u ito  a s  a  D isea se -ca rr ier .—It is not yet known 
whether we have the m alaria-carrying m osquito (one of the Anopheles; in 
V ictoria. O f the three kinds of A nopheles in (Queensland (w hei e malai ia 
is  endem ic) one has been found to be fairly abundant in V ictoria by IVl r. 
J. A. Leach, M .Sc. Should this p ro 'e  to be the malaria-cai iying m os­
quito, and should it becom e infected (through malaritil patients who \ isit 
Victoria), the d isease m ay becom e endem ic in V icto iia . d he Anopheles 
m ay be distinguished from the com m on m osquito (Culex) as fo llow s; —The 
A nopheles is larger than the Culex, and its w ings have three w hile and 
four black spots along the front edge of th e  wing. W hile the Culex  
bunches its back, and keeps its body roughly parallel to the surface it rests 
on, the A nopheles (keeping all its parts in one line) is often nearly vertical.
It is possible that other diseases, besides malaria and yellow  fever, 
m ay be spread by m osquitoes.
All th is show s the need o f draining stagnant pools, or, if  this be not 
possible, of treating the surface w ith enough kerosene to make a thin film 
over the w hole surface. (See page 122.) A m osquito does not fly far, and 
if all stagnant water near the house or in the house be removed or treated  
with kerosene, m osquitoes will becom e rare.
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XV.— IN SECTS T H A T  CLUB TO G ETH ER .
P a r t  I.—T h k  H i v e - B e e .
1. If you try to imagine a springtime without bees on 
the flowers, you will feel how much of the charm of the 
garden is due to these little creatures. When the almond 
tree puts out its bloom the weather is still too cold for the 
bee; and, though the almond tree in full flower is a fine 
sight, we feel that something is wanting. Even a month 
later, when the cherry plum is in flower, the bee can 
only venture out in the warmest part of the d ay ; but when, 
in the last week in September, the great apple tree at the 
garden foot breaks into white and pink, the bee is busy 
from morning to night. The old apple seems to be young 
again, as we stand under its branches and listen to the hum 
of many wings.
2. W hat a going and coming in the air we should sec 
on this spring day if we had eyes to notice all the bees that 
are on the wing overhead! W hat a maze of paths as they 
hum past to the flower-patch, or homeward with their full 
loads! Shall we follow one of those that are homeward 
bound, and see how the bee looks at home?
3. The Hive Door. Well, here is the hive: a square 
box with a sloping roof. On the broad doorstep are some 
drones sunning themselves. Pushing through these are 
some workers returning with honey* or pollen. Not a 
moment do the workers stop to gossip with the idlers. At 
the door are the sentinels, who see that no strange bees or 
honey-thieves are allowed to pass. And now a worker
* See note on Honey at end of chapter.
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comes up, is recognised, and is passed in with a slight 
wave of the feelers. Even a young bee, returning proudly 
s.-1.^  with its first load,
is known by the 
sentinels.
4. In c id o  th e  
Hive: th e  Honey- 
Beapepc. If the 
h i\e be a glass 
one,* we can follow 
the bee as it passes 
in. It is laden with 
honey, and pushes 
its wa\^ through the 
crowd of bees to 
the honey cells. 
Into one of these 
it empties the nec­
tar from its first 
stomach — for }’ou 
must know that the 
bee has two stom­
achs. The second 
s to m ach  is used 
when it takes food 
for itself; the first 
stomach is for the 
honey collected for 
the hive. A bee
T h e  o ld -fa sh io n ed  H iv e , a n d  th e  n e w  F ra m e  H iv e . Cail gCt all the
* O bservation hives of g lass, w ith black curtains or shutters, are now 
used for the study of bees. T hose w ith one com b only are best, because 
they can be studied on both sides. See the fine h ives on show at the  
]\Ielbourne Aquarium.
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honey it needs for itself from two or three dowers- All 
the other flowers visited—perhaps 200 in an hour—are 
visited to get honey that the bee itself will never taste.
5. “ How can that be?” you exclaim; “does not the bee 
share with the others in the stores?” No, the honey is for 
the young bees. Some of it is for the winter store, but this 
^vorker we are looking at will be dead long before winter. 
A working bee lives for only five or six weeks. How 
wonderful that the bee should work so hard to collect 
sweets that it will never touch!*
6. The Pollen-Beapers. But here are some workers 
bustling in with pollen. Some bear damp pollen that can 
be placed on the “pollen baskets” ; others bear dry, floury 
pollen, that has to be carried home on the hairs. One has 
yellow pollen from the Cape weed, another has red pollen 
from the beds of mignonette, and a third has pollen from 
some other flower that we cannot name. But none of 
the pollcn-getters have mixed the pollen of the different 
kinds of flowers. No bee has passed from Cape weed to 
mignonette, or from mignonette to Cape weed.f
7. The Wax-Make PS. But now some honey-getters 
arrive from the clover field, and fix themselves by the fore 
feet to the top of the hive. Many other bees are hanging 
in the same way W hat are they doing? These are the
*To older children it might be pointed out, that what the bees do by 
instinct man does consciously and freely. W herever a race has progressed, 
it has been because its best men were w illing to work for those who were 
to follow them  as well as for them selves; for an ideal to be realised long 
after their own lives would be over.
f There m ay be occasional exceptions to this rule It is an interesting  
point for observation W hen the supply trom a certain kind of flower 
fails before a cell is full the cell is, of course, filled from other flowers. 
H ence a full cell m ay have pollen of various colours.
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wax-getters. After hanging for some time, the warmth of 
the cluster causes wax to come out of the bee’s body, 
and to gather at the edge of the body rings. This work 
looks tiresome to us, but it may be a pleasant rest to 
the bees after their hard work in the fields. After the wax 
has been got in this way, the bee unhooks itself and goes
to the part of the hive 
where new cells are being 
built. She works up the 
wax with her mouth, and 
then uses it in helping to 
finish one of the cells. Xo 
sooner does she draw back 
than another wax-bearer 
takes her place; and so 
the endless work of cell-
Fl&'A 7
building goes on.
8. T he Cells. The cells 
are six-walled, and are so 
shaped as to get as many 
cells as possible into the 
space. The cleverest man 
could not pack the cells 
closer, or use less wax in 
making them. They are 
of three kinds. There is 
the cell for the egg that turns into a worker: this is the 
smallest of the cells. Then there is the larger cell, to 
receive a different kind of egg that turns into a drone. 
These two kinds of cells may also be used as store cells 
for honey or pollen. Last of all, there is the large cell, 
shaped like an acorn, for receiving the egg that is to 
become a queen. This egg is not different from the egg
B ees F o rm in g  W a x .
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that becomes a worker. Indeed, if a new queen be needed 
in a hurry, the bees take a baby worker and place it in 
a queen cell. If the baby worker be less than three 
days old it turns into a queen. The finest of food is 
given to it, and this rich food changes it from worker 
to queen. You see how important good food and large 
rooms are!
C ells  o f  th e  H iv e-b ee , sh o w in g  Q ueen  C ell, W o rk e r  C ells , 
a n d  D io n e  C ells.
9. How th e  Colls are C losed. Among the store­
rooms some bees arc busy closing up the cells that are full. 
From the sting, a tiny drop of acid is dropped into each 
cell: this makes the honey keep better. The lid of the 
cell is made of wax, and this is fixed so that no air can 
enter. But when these lid makers pass to the cells 
where the young bees are to grow, they use lids made of 
pollen and wax, that allow the air to pass in. How clever 
they are I
10. Fanners and Sweepers. Nor is this all they di
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to keep the cells well aired. Rows of bees arc busy using 
their wings as fans. It is this that makes the humming 
noise you hear when near a hive. This movement of many 
wings draws in the air from the hive entrance. If man took 
as much care to get fresh air for his babes there would be 
fewer sick folk in the world. And not only do the bees 
work hard to get fresh air into the hive, but they take care 
to keep the hive clean. Not a speck of dirt is left. Look 
at the cleaners who are sweeping out the empty cells and 
the streets of the c ity !
11. The Nurses. But we have not yet looked at the 
nurses. Here is one carrying food to the nursery cells. 
The food of the young is bread and honey. The bread 
is pollen, and a little honey is added. Each babe has a 
cell all to itself. How patiently the nurse goes from cell 
to cell, feeding the little creatures! These young bees are 
legless little white grubs, and cannot feed themselves. 
But the nurses never forget them. A t the right time in 
pops the head of the nurse, and the gaping mouth is filled 
with bread and honey. This goes on for some days, and 
then the larva weaves a cocoon of silk and becomes a 
pupa. The cell is now closed up, and the nurses have no 
more trouble till the young bee tries to break through the 
cell door. Then they rush up to help her out. In a 
wonderfully short time the young bee is able to be of use 
in the hive. She has to grow for some days longer before 
she is fit to join the food-getters, and meantime she helps 
in the work of nursing.
12. The Q ueen. And now we have looked at all the 
kinds of bees except one, the queen. Here she is; busy, 
as usual, laying eggs, and surrounded by a circle of 
workers. The queen has need to be busy, for she has to lay 
as many as 2000 eggs in a day. And she cannot do this
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carelessly, for she has to lay one kind of egg in a worker's 
cell, and another kind of egg in a drone’s cell.
13. Notice with what respect the bees seem to treat the 
queen. No bee turns her back on the queen, but retires with 
face still turned to her. Notice, too, that she has always a 
bodyguard of workers. These ladies-in-waiting feed her 
and clean her, and never let her out of their sight. All the 
bees seem to know that the bee city cannot go on without 
the queen. If she is missing, the whole work of the city
(a) T h e  Q u een  Bee, (b) th e  W o rk e r , (c) D ro n e  Bee.
stops; and when she is found, the happy bees caress her 
with their feelers, and line the streets of the city to welcome 
her back. If she cannot be found, and if there are no 
larvae less than three days old, then the bees lose all heart 
for work, and soon die. Little wonder, then, that they 
watch her carefully.
14. Who Controls the HiveP After you have 
watched the queen for some time, you say to me: “The 
queen does nothing but lay eggs. Who gives out the 
orders to the workers in this busy city?” Yes, it is very 
wonderful. There may be 50,000 bees, and each bee 
knows what to do, and does it with all her might.
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15. Who appoints the scouts who go out in the early 
iHorning to bring back news of the flowers that are 
ready? W ho sets apart 10,000 bees to get the honey 
from the apple orchards, and 5000 bees to get the pollen 
from the fields of Cape weed?'" Who sets the guards 
at the gates of the bee city, and who appoints the wax- 
makers and fanners, the nurses and cleaners? Who says 
to the workers that were making honey yesterday; To-day 
you shall rest from honey-seeking and fetch pollen? Who 
orders workers to go to the pine grove, or to the opening 
buds, in search of resin? Who orders the bearers that 
carry out the dead ?
16. After watching the hive at work, you say: “ How 
beautiful is the order! How well they are ruled! How 
wise must be the Master-Bee that gives the orders!"
Well, there is no Master-Bee! I leave you to think 
about this wonder for yourselves, and I now go on to tell 
you of another wonder quite as great.
17. An Over-crowded Hive. It is the middle of 
spring. The hive is full of bees, and honey, and pollen. 
Some thousands of young bees are almost ready to leave 
their cells. For these young bees where will room be 
found? Now, when a man’s home becomes too crowded 
the children are sent into the world to seek their fortune, 
but among the bees it is not the young that are sent out to 
make a now home: wonderful to toll, it is the old bees
*In Australia, a bee gets its Spring supplies m ostly from the fruit trees 
that have been brought here from other lands. In Sum m er, the bee has to 
fall back on native honey producing flowers. T h is show s the folly of the  
indiscrim inate destruction o f native growths. T he future of the fruit­
growing industry depends largely on bees, for w ithout their visits fruit 
does not “ s e t ” well. Apart from this, bee-keeping is an industry of 
growing im portance.
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that leave the old home and go out to make a new home! 
and it is the old queen that leads them!
18. Getting ready for Swarming. Just when the 
bee city is richest, the bees leave it! After working night 
and day to make it the fine city that it is, they leave it! 
It is not done in a hurry, or on a sudden thought. They 
have been preparing for it for some time. They have been 
getting a new queen ready to fill the old queen’s place 
in the hive. The nurses have been feeding her with the 
richest food, and feeding her so often that she has grown 
quickly. Now she is almost ready to come out, and a 
strong door-guard is posted to protect her from the old 
queen.
19. Rival Queens. For you must know that there 
cannot be two queens in the hive. The workers take care 
not to have two in the hive at once; but sometimes, 
through a mistake, two queens find themselves face to face. 
In that case they fight till one is killed. Sometimes rain, 
or high wind, keeps the bees in the hive for a day or two 
longer than the time they had fixed for swarming. In this 
case there is a danger of the new queen breaking through 
her cell before the old queen has left. To prevent this, the 
guards at the cell plaster the door with fresh wax.
20. A t last comes the hour for swarming, and all is 
bustle and excitement in the hive. Perhaps, out of 50,000 
bees, 30,000 arc to leave. Who chooses those who are to 
go and those who are to stay? No one can tell. Though 
man has been watching bees more closely than any other 
insect for many centuries, he cannot answer this question. 
The more we know the more we wonder.
We shall not go with the swarming bees just now, but 
remain in the hive to see what happens there.
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Q u es t io n s  and E x e rc ise s .—
(1) W atch  a bee collecting pollen in the "pollen-basket," or on the  
hairs of the w hole body. D escribe its m ovem ents.
N o t e . — T he Cape weed, and plants of like kind, are good flowers to 
watch.
(2) W atch a bee collecting honey w ith her long tongue. Compare 
w ith  the m ovem ents of a bee collecting pollen.
N o t e  — T he trunk o f a bee is not a sucking tube, but a lengthened  
tongue It does not suck the honey; it licks it up.
C om p osit ion  E xerc ise .— G ive an account of what you have seen, or 
would be likely to see, inside a hive.
Drawing E xorc ise .— Draw, side by side, a queen bee, a drone, and a 
worker.
H oney.— T he nectar taken by the bee from the flower is com m only  
called Ao;z(y, a nam e that belongs properly to the contents of the honey- 
cells. In th is ed idon , however, the com m on name is retained.
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XVI.— INSECTS T H A T  CLUB TO G ETH ER .
P a r t  II.—T h e  H i v e - B e e  {continued).
1. In a da)" or two the bees that did not go out with 
the swarm have settled down to the work of the hive. All 
goes on as before, except that there is no queen to lay
2. The New Queen. It ma)- be a week after the 
swarm has left before the queen breaks through the 
cell wall. At once the bees on guard run up to help 
her. In a few minutes she grows restless. She gives a 
shrill war-cr)’, and eagerly searches for the cells of her 
rivals. If the guards allow her, she will break into ever)- 
royal cell, and kill every princess. Now the bees ma)" 
have a second swarm, or even a third swarm to prepare for, 
and more queens will be wanted. If this be so, the bod)"- 
guard closes around the young queen, so that she cannot 
touch her rivals. “ No,” they seem to say to the angr)" 
queen, as she tries to break through their ranks, " )"ou 
must not kill the princesses.”
3. But if there are to be no more swarms, then 
they may allow her to kill her rivals. Even here there is 
a risk. The new queen has to take a marriage-flight high 
into the air before she begins to lay" eggs, and who knows 
what dangers she may run during this flight? And if she 
should be lost the hive would be ruined.
4. Th.o Queen’s Life-work. Let us suppose that she 
returns safely from her flight into the air. Soon she is bus)' 
laying eggs, and the bees take up the heavy" work of making 
cells ready for the eggs. “ IMore cells! more cells!” is ever
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the queen s cry, and the plucky little workers have the cells 
ready, even if they have to empty some of the store-cells 
of pollen. It is this constant race with the egg-layer that 
wears out the working bees. To keep up with her cry for 
cells, they have to get more wax. To get wax, they have 
to get honey
5. Meantime the tireless queen, with her ladies-in- 
waiting, goes the round of the cells. When she has 
reached the last cell, she begins again at the first cells, 
which by this time are empty. So earnest is she in her 
work of egg-laying that she does not stop to feed : the 
workers feed her. Nor does she stop to clean herself: the 
workers clean her. She does not seem to stop even to 
sleep, and some bee-keepers think that she goes on laying 
in her sleep! And so the egg-laying goes on till the days 
shorten, and the hive begins to prepare for winter.
6. Why the Bee is so  Busy. No wonder the bees 
that you watch among the flowers have no time for p lay ! 
The tireless queen never stops to play, and they have to 
keep ahead of the queen. Some people pity the bees, 
because the sweets they gather are for others, and because 
they have no time for play. But that is a mistake. Listen 
to the hum of content as the bees pass from one flower to 
another, and you will feel that they enjoy their lives. They 
find their play in their work, and when you grow up you 
will find that that is the highest kind of play. Even now 
you sometimes say, after a happy busy hour at school 
work—“ Is it possible? Can the hour be over already?” 
The happiest men have been those who have felt, at the 
end of a busy, useful life—“W h a t! is it over already?”
7. The Drones. I have not said much about the 
drones, because no one seems to care to hear about 
drones. (See fig. 91C.) I do not think that we are quite
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fair to the drones. When men are lazy, and clumsy, and 
greedy, we are right in not liking them ; but the drone bee 
has no conscience that calls him to work. The drone does 
not bring in pollen: true, but he has no pollen-basket. He 
does not make wax: true, but he has no wax-pockets. He 
does not defend the hive: true, but he has no sting.
8. No doubt the drones must try the temper of the 
workers very much, for they are always getting their great 
bodies in the way; also, though they never help to fill the 
honey pots, they are always ready to sip from them. They 
doze through the hot hours of the day at the doorstep, and 
then perhaps fly a little way, and sleep among the flowers. 
The evening chill drives them home, and then there is 
more honey and more sleep. If they awake in the night, 
there is another visit to the honey pots.
9. And so the days pass until the drones are not 
needed, and then the word passes around among the bees 
that the drones are to be killed ! Well, we need not spend 
much pity on them. They have enjoyed life in their own 
way, and many insects have shorter lives than they. And 
now the days get short, and the nights cold. There is 
little honey coming in, and the workers gradually cease to 
build cells. Few bees are born; many bees die. Some 
die of age; some, chilled by rain or cold winds, cannot 
reach home; and others lose their way in the sudden 
darkness of stormy evenings, and never return.
10. The Hive in Winter. At last the bee-keeper 
comes and makes all snug for the winter. The bees do 
not sleep through the winter, as some think ; it is rather a 
time of rest than of sleep. The bees are clustered together 
over the honey cells; the queen being safe and warm in 
the middle. First of all, there is a row of bees fixed to 
the honey cells, then a second row covering the first, a
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third row covering the second, and so on till wc come to 
the outside row. \  v hen the bees in this outside row get 
too cold they move in, and other bees take their places. 
Now and then all the bees beat their wings together to 
keep up the heat of the hive. The bees next to the cells 
feed themselves, and then pass honey to the bees in the 
second row, and they to the bees farther out.
11. And so the winter passes, and there comes a warm. 
Spring day when they try their wings in a short flight. 
And then another day comes that calls them to the snowy 
flowers of the cherry plum trees. And then the garden 
becomes full of blossom, and the fields yellow with Cape 
weed, and the bee city hums once more with the sound 
of a busy, happy life.
12. A Sw arm . And now you wish me to go back, 
and to follow the swarm that left the hive. The right day 
comes—a day in which there is no rain or high wind. 
Each worker takes with her six days’ honey. They take 
this honey because bad weather may shut up the flowers 
for a day or two after they have gone into their new hom e; 
and, besides, they will need wax to lay the foundations of 
the now city.
13. Well, let us suppose that the day of flight is 
come. The queen rushes from the hive, and the bees go 
tumbling after her pell-mell. You would think they were 
mad, and, indeed, they are half-mad in their anxiety not 
to lose sight of the queen. W ithout her they are lost.
14. Now, the queen has small wings, and cannot fly 
far, and so she soon settles on a branch or a fence, and the 
bees swarm around her in a great cluster. Here the bee­
keeper generally hives the swarm, but if he does not, what 
happens ? Scouts from the swarm have been scouring the 
country all around in search of a good place for a hive.
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These return, and the workers decide where tlie new home 
is to be. Soon after, perliaps on the next day, the swarm 
rises, and hies straight to this place. It is always a good 
way off from the old hive. Can you guess why?
15. The New Home. But we shall suppose that the 
bee-keeper coaxes the swarm into a hive-box. (See fig. 90, 
lower hive.) W hat happens then ? Some begin at once 
to make wax, others sweep out the hive, others fill up the 
cracks or varnish the walls with the gummy iluid which 
they get from buds or from pine trees, others take their
noTp
O ne o f  th e  fra m e s  su p p lie d  to  th e  b e e s  b y  th e  b e e k eep e r .
1 he b ees  co m p le te  th e  ce lls , a n d  till th e m  w ith  honey .
L e ss  o f th e  w o rk  o f w ax -m ak in g  s h o w n  in tig. C3  is 
n ee d ed , a n d  th e  b ee s  ca n  g ive  m o re  tim e to  honey -getting .
place at the door as guards, and some workers go out to the 
flowers. It takes the bees a long time to build a new city, 
perhaps two or three months, but if the bee-keeper helps 
them they can do it in less than a fortnight !
16. How the Bee-keeper helps the Bee. Sheets of 
wax are stamped by machines with the beginnings of the 
cells. Now, as it takes about i6 lbs. of honey to make 
I lb. of wax, you will see how much these wax-shects save 
the time and the strength of the bee. The bee-keeper goes 
even further than this. He has a machine for taking the 
honey from the cells without destroying the comb. He 
returns the empty cells to the hive, and all that the bees
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have to do is to fill these again, and then seal them up. It 
is wonderful to see how cleverly the bees make use of the 
new hive-box, and of the sheets of foundation wax. W hat 
a change from the tree-hollow in which they have built for 
ages! But they can go back to the tree-hollow, and, 
indeed, one often sees nests of the hive-bee among the 
gum trees.*
17. How do Bees find their Way HomeP And 
now we come to an interesting question : How do bees 
know their way home? If you watch a young bee going 
out for the first time, you will see it circling again and 
again around the hive. Often it turns its head to look back, 
as if afraid to leave the hive. And perhaps it is afraid to 
leave the crowd and bustle in which it has grown up, and 
to go out by itself into the silence and loneliness of the 
air ! But all this turning and circling makes a clear picture 
of the hive in the bee’s memory: and the bee has a good 
memory. After months of the winter rest, a bee will fly 
straight out of the hive and find its way back without 
trouble. After all these months it remembers the land­
marks !
18. W atch a bee that is ready to go home from some 
distant patch of flowers. It rises in circles, higl>er and 
higher, and wider and wider, till it sees some tree, or 
house, or patch of colour near the hive, and then it “makes 
a bee line” for home. If you mark your bees with paint, 
you may find them as far as three miles from home. But 
if you carry a bee to a place where it can see no object
*T h3  Italian hive-bse (known by the yellow  bands on the abdomen) 
is  spreading fast, although it is  only a quarter o f a  century since  
it was brought into Australia. In Italy, the h ive-bee has been kept 
for at least 2000 years, and long contact w ith man seem s to have made it 
less fierce than the com m on brown or black bee. T h e number o f yellow  
bands varies w here there has been crossing.
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that it knows, it loses its wa)\ It may, indeed, chance to 
fl}' towards the hive, and then it soon sees some tree or 
house that it knows; but just as likely it flies in the 
opposite direction, and never returns to the hive.
19. Can th e  B ees Speak to  One A n other?  And 
now }-ou ask me whether the bees can speak to one 
another. I think they can. Listen to the pleasant hum 
of a bee among the flowers when all is going well, and 
then think of the angr)' buzz of a bee that has been 
disturbed. You see that the bee can make sounds that 
differ even to our ears, and it is likely that they can make 
many different sounds to a bee’s ears. Every bee hears at 
once the peep^ peep, peep of the queen, though they may 
take no notice of the loud sounds that you make close to 
the hive. Like the ants, they seem to be able to talk also 
with their feelers.
20. It would take many chapters to tell you all about 
the home life of these wonderful creatures. You must feel 
that they are higher insects than those insects that live b}’ 
themselves. When animals learn to work together, and to 
help one another, they are able to rise to a higher kind of 
life. You can see this if you look at any wild bee that 
lives a solitary life. To many people the only bee is the 
hive-bee. The truth is, that there are over 1500 kinds of 
bees, and the hive-bee is the cleverest member of the 
famih*.
21. Some of the wasps club together in their home life, 
but the wasps do not manage to carry the family over the 
winter, as the bees do. All the wasps die when winter sets 
in except a queen, who starts a fresh family in the 
following Spring. But there are many kinds of wasps, and 
many kinds of bees, that do not club together, but live by 
themselves like ordinar)^ insects.
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22. Solitary Bees and Wasps. These solitary wasps 
and bees build their cells in many kinds of places. Some 
build in holes in the sand, others in hollow sticks, others 
against a wall or a branch. Some use mud to make their
F ig . 9 7 .— C ells  o f  P a p e r  W a s p  U p p e r , f ro n t v ie w ; L o w er, r e a r  v iew , sh o w in g  
a t ta c h m e n t  to  tw ig .— (F ro m  N a tu r e  S tu d ies  i n  Aus tra l ia . )
cells, others use sand mixed with saliva, while others make 
a kind of paper by scraping wood into a pulp and mixing 
it with saliva. Some of you have no doubt noticed the 
sand wasp making the hole in which she lays her egg.* 
When she has closed the hole, she flies off and makes
* T hese wasps often choose a hard path for their holes. Look out for 
them  in the autumn.
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another hole for a second egg, and so on. Many of you, 
also, have seen the work of the mason bee, that builds its 
cells of mud.
23. In all these cases the mother places food in the cell
Fig. 9 8 .—M ud N es ts  o f W a s p s .—(F ro m  N a tu r e  S tudies  in  Aus tra lia .)
with the egg, and then closes the cell and takes no more 
trouble. The food left in the cell is a spider, a beetle, a grass­
hopper, a cicada, a caterpillar, or a wasp of some other kind. 
Sometimes a number of these insects have to be left in the 
cell in order to give enough food for the larva. Sometimes,
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also, the female larva is larger than the male larva, and 
more insects have to be stored. The female larva may 
need ten insects, while the male larva needs only five.
24. Can a Wasp Count You see, then, how careful 
the mother wasp must be in laying in stores with the eggs. 
If she gives only five insects where ten are needed, then the 
larva must starve. And here you ask m e : “ Can these 
wasps count ? How does the wasp know when it has got 
five insects in the cell, or, still more wonderful, ten 
insects?" Some Australian blackfellows cannot count up to 
5, much less to-10. Probably the wasp instinctively adapts 
the size of the cell to the size of the larva, and is guided by 
bulk and not by number in the amount of food supplied.
25. The Pear Saw-fly. Among the smaller wasps 
there is one that does so much damage in the garden that 
I must tell you about it. This insect is called the Pear 
Saw-fly. About the middle of November, this saw-fly 
uses its saw to roughen a cherry or pear leaf, and then lays 
on it some eggs.* In a few days the egg grows into a small, 
legless, olive-green, slug-like grub. This feeds on the upper 
surface of the leaf. In about three weeks it stops eating, 
and crawls down to the earth. I t bores for an inch or two 
into the earth, and then makes a cocoon for its pupa-sleep. 
In about six weeks’ time the new saw-fly appears. The 
larvae that enter the ground in the autumn lie in the 
ground till the following November. If  not checked, this 
pest would soon destroy all the pear and cherry trees in 
;\.ustralia.
26. The Ichneumon Wasp. And now let me 
tell you of a small wasp that is very useful to the 
gardener—the Ichneumon. (See fig. 33.) It has a
* T he eggs are laid also on the leaves o f hawthorn and quince.
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long, sharp egg-placer, and with this it pierces a 
caterpillar, and lays eggs in its body. The larvae that 
grow from the eggs feed upon and kill the caterpillar. 
Sometimes the caterpillar or pupa is hidden under bark, or
( 0  B ra n c h  o f  p e a r  tre e , w ith  th e  L arvae o f  th e  P e a r  Saw -fly 
e a tin g  th e  leav es . O n th e  to p m o st le a f  v e ry  young 
L arvae a re  sh o w n . (6) P e rfe c t In s e c t (the  P e a r  Saw -fly).
—(A fter French.)
is covered by a hard cocoon, but in some wonderful way 
the ichneumon knows where the victim is, and bores to it 
with its egg-placer. When you rear a caterpillar you can 
never be sure that it will grow into a moth or butterfl)L It
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may contain the eggs of an ichneumon, or some other fly 
of that kind. In that case you will get little wasps, 
instead of t moth or a butterfly.
Q u es t io n s  arcl E x erc ise s .—
(1) Study the perfect structure o f the cells in a piece of honeycom b.
(2) An E nglish  bee-keeper's rhym e runs:—
“ A swarm o f  bees in M ay is  worth a load o f h a y ;
A swarm of bees in  June is  worth a silver sp o o n ;
B ut a swarm o f bees in July is  hardly ever worth a fly."
Can you explain w hy the earlier swarm s are the best ? Alter the  
tim es to suit Australia.
(3) I f  you find an ichneum on fly w ith  her egg-placer buried in bark,
cut into the bark and try to find the larva in w hich the wasp is placing
her eggs
C om p osit ion  E xerc ise .— T ell the story of a swarm of bees.
D rawing E x e rc ise .— Draw an Ichneum on F ly , or a Sand W asp. 
Draw a pear or cherry leaf w ith P ear Saw-fly slugs upon it.
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X V II.—IN SECTS TH A T  CLUB TO G ETH ER . 
P a r t  III.—A n t s .
I .  When evenings get warm in spring-time, and doors 
and windows are thrown open, winged ants sometimes fly 
in and dash against the lamp. About the same time you 
may see, during the day, clouds of these winged ants 
rising and falling in the warm air. Now, the ordinary 
ants that are called ‘Svorkers” never have wings. These 
winged ants are the male and female ants.
Fic*. 101
(a) F e m a le  A nt. (6) M ale A nt. (c) W o rk e r  A nt.
2. After this short time of winged life, the female, or 
queen ant, snaps off her wings, or has them pulled off by 
the working ants; then she settles down to lay eggs. 
IMeantime the males, falling helplessly to the earth, die or 
are picked up by birds.
3. The winged ants general 1}' choose a fine afternoon 
for their flight, but sometimes there comes a sudden change 
of weather, and a few of the female ants may be blown far 
away from their old nest. Let us follow one of these ants, 
and see what she does.
4. How one Queen Ant may found an Ant City. 
If she had gone back to the old home she would have 
been received as a queen, and would have had no work to
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do but to lay eggs; but now she has no one to work for 
her. Ants are moving about, but they are strange to her. 
Night is coming on, and she is tired, but she dare not 
enter a strange nest. If  she did she would be killed, or at 
least dragged out. So she creeps into a little crack in the 
earth, and passes the night there.
5. Next morning is fine, and she crawls out of the 
crack before another ant is stirring. W hat is she to do— 
this lonely ant in a strange land ? She cannot get back to 
the old nest, and she cannot join another nest. If she is 
to get a home, she must make it for herself. And this is 
just what the brave ant sets herself to do. She will make 
a new home.
6. She tries to forget that she is a queen, and begins to 
dig as if she were a common worker. W ith jaws and legs 
she deepens a small hole that she finds. Then she makes 
four little side lanes, ending in little rooms. All this time 
she has to spend part of every day in seeking food.
7. And now she lays some eggs in the highest room. 
As these hatch out into larvae she carries them to the 
second room. She has now to feed the young ants as well 
as herself. As the larvae become pupae she carries them 
into the third room. The day is too short for all she has 
to do.
8. A t last a day comes when the pupae become perfect 
ants. Courage, little mother! a few days more and you 
will be able to rest I Soon the young ants are able to give 
her a little help in the housework. A few days more, and 
some are able to go out foraging for food. Then some of 
the strongest begin to make the nest larger. Some grow 
into ants much larger than the others: these are the 
warriors, for guarding the nest from enemies. A t last the 
hour has come for the mother to become queen. After
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this day she ceases to be a worker. Her children do all 
the hard work of digging, and food-getting, and nursing. 
She has made a new hom e! She has founded a new ant 
city ! Brave mother ! we take leave of you with respect.
And now let us look at an old nest, where we can see 
the ants in full work. In the garden path is a nest of the 
little garden-ant. It has been there for years. Let us 
look at it.
9. A Nest of the Garden-Ant. The sun is shining 
on it as we walk up, and the ants are in full work. The 
ant is a sun-lover, and she does not like to get her feet 
wet. She waits till the dew is off the grass before going 
out to forage. But from early morn a few miners have 
been at work, bringing up earth and stones. Let us watch 
the miners first.
10. The Ant Miners. How well fitted the ant is for 
her heaviest task—the task of digging and carrying ! The 
jaws are large and strong, and the legs are firm. The 
parts of the body, too, are bound together by joinings so 
strong, and yet elastic, that the ant can do wonders in 
twisting its body while it is bearing loads over rough 
ground.
11. See the great stone that this miner is trying to get 
up through the nest door! The stone is almost as large 
as the door. Now it is up, and the ant struggles on among 
the stones that lie near the nest mouth. Surely she will 
lay it down now! But no; on she goes, stumbling and 
slipping, till, almost spent, she reaches the edge of the 
heap, and lets the stone roll down the hill. Well done, 
little ant I I should like to give you a sip of honey for 
that feat. The stone is hardly out of her jaws when she 
is on her way back to the nest door.
12. Meantime another miner, with a stone not half the
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size of the first, has carried her load just beyond the 
doorstep, and thrown it down. Then we begin to see that 
all ants are not alike. Some do their work better than 
others, and some seem lazy. But, indeed, we can only 
guess; for this second ant may be very old, and may be 
doing her best
While we are watching these miners, a food-getter has 
come up, carrying a seed bigger than herself.
13. The Food-getting Ants. She stops for a moment 
at the foot of the gravel heap, as if to take breath, and 
then she climbs up among stones that would be as large as 
rocks to a climbing boy. And now you see the use of the 
easily-twisted body. The strong jaws hold the seed high, 
and the clever little harvester turns, and wriggles, and 
pushes through the rocks. Now the level ground before 
the nest door is reached, and the ant breaks into a run. A 
moment more, and ant an'd seed have disappeared.
14. And then other harvesting ants come up, all 
bearing the same kind of grass-seed. We follow the 
ant-trail for ten yards, and find that it leads to a tuft of 
ryc-grass that overhangs the path. The grass is ripe, and 
is shedding its seeds. When we go back to the door of 
the nest we see an ant coming out, bearing an empty 
seed-case. If you supply seeds to an ant’s nest you will 
often find the husks near the door next day.
15. I wonder how they manage to keep the seeds from 
sprouting. The air in the nest is damp, and often w arm ; 
and if you try to keep seeds in a damp, warm place, you 
will find that they soon begin to grow. We saw that the 
bees place a little drop of acid in each honey-cell before 
closing it up. Perhaps the ants also have some way of 
making their food keep good. If the seeds get very wet, 
the ants carry them up and dr)/ them in the sun.
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And now we set ourselves to watch the kinds of food 
brought to the nest.
16. What does an Ant EatP W hat is this ant 
carrying? We look with lens, and see that it is a dead 
centipede. It is a veiy small one, but is longer than 
the ant that carries it. Then from time to time, as we 
watch the other work of the nest, we see the hunters 
arrive with a small beetle, a tiny snail that has been 
crushed, a small moth with ragged wings, a crumb of 
bread, a scrap of meat, and the head and chest of a blue­
bottle fly.
17. Some arc returning from foraging empty-jawed, 
but man}' of these have been sipping the honey-dew of 
the aphides on yonder rose bush, and others have been 
gathering the hone)'-dew from the scale insects on the 
tecoma shrub. You must not suppose that these honey- 
getters think only of themselves : no ant does that. An 
ant, like a bee, can bring home honey. This honey is used 
for feeding the young, or for feeding the workers on dutv 
within the hive.
18. Then we bring food of various kinds, and place it 
at the nest door—a flake of oatmeal, a scrap of cherry, a 
boiled pea, a blob of apple-jelly, a bit of boiled potato. 
Some of these are eaten at once; others are carried into 
the nest. Already you see why the ant is at home 
every where: it can eat almost any kind of food. We see, 
too, how useful the ant is in removing dead things that 
would make the air bad.
19. T he W arrior-A nt. While we were watching the 
miners and food-getters we had noticed, more than once, a 
great ant coming out of the hole. It brought up no 
stones, and it took nothing into the nest, and we wondered 
what this great lazy fellow was good for. He was a giant
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ant, more than twice the size of the others, and with a
huge head and a terrible pair of jaws.
20. Well, it chanced that a strange ant, about the size
of this giant, strayed near the door of the nest. The
stranger seemed to be lame, and when half - a - dozen 
ants rushed out upon her she could not get away. But 
she made a gallant fight—one against six. One of the 
little ants seized the end of a feeler; another pulled at the 
end of a leg, while a third tried to bite this leg through at 
a joint. The jaws of the little ant were not strong enough 
to cut the leg, so it seized the end of another leg and pulled 
hard.
21. Just then the great head of the giant
ant appeared above the edge of the n e s t!
He sauntered out, and when he saw the
struggling ants he fastened on the stranger 
at once. Within two minutes the enemy 
was divided into the three parts of an insect, 
and the three separate parts were being
dragged by the little ants into the n es t! And then the 
giant strolled away as if nothing had happened. This,
then, was his work: to defend the nest. He was one of
the warrior ants.
Soon after this, a worker came out of the nest, bearing 
a dead ant.
22. An Ant’s Funeral. She carried her burden a 
good way from the nest door to a little hollow in the 
road, and there she left it. No friends followed the body 
or stood by the grave, and we felt that, there was some­
thing wanting. Strange that these insects that show 
so much tender care for the young ant should pay so 
little heed to the old ant! Among the ants the old ant 
gets little care, and an ant that is hopelessly wounded
W a rr io r  A nt.
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is cast out of the nest. Among men the old man is 
placed in the warmest corner of the hearth, and treated 
with tenderness and respect.*
Q u es t io n s  and E x erc ise s .—
(1) Sm ear an ant with honey, and w atch the ant cleaning itself.
(2) Find out, by your own observation, whether the hive-bee or the 
ant has [a) the longer working day, [h) the longer working season.
(3) Collect a few ant pupae, and put them  on som e earth under a bell- 
glass (or in a box with glass cover), in order to see the young ants 
com e out.
N o t e .— Take care not to collect larvae, for these need to be fed 
by the ants. In the pupae you can see the legs (all bunched  
together) and the eyes.
(4) G ive a list of the kinds of ants in your district, w ith short notes 
on their ways.
C om position  E xerc ise .—W atch carefully how ants behave in 
bringing up stones from the nest, and write an account of what you see.
D ra w in g  E x e r c is e .—Draw, enlarged, one or two kinds o f ants.
* Among the bees and ants the individual is nothing; the community 
is  everything. You cannot frighten ants w ith danger or death. One  
thing only frightens them : danger to  the com m unity. H ence the  
recklessness of an ant in  throwing herself on an enem y. N othing is of 
value that cannot serve th e  com m unity; and so the ants that are hope- 
lesviv ill are cast out.
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X V III.— IN SEC TS T H A T  GLUT TO G ETH ER .
P a r t  IV.—A n t s  {cotitimied").
I . We have been noticing all this time how some ants 
carry about little white objects. These ants are the 
nurses, and the white objects are the baby ants. The 
young ants are getting the sun and air. Sometimes a
Ant Nest.
nurse will come out of one hole, and walk to another hole 
of the nest a little way off, and disappear with her babe.
2. When a board or flat stone is placed near the nest, 
the ants will sometimes place the young ants under it. 
When the board is suddenly lifted, the first thought of 
every nurse is not for her own safety, but for the baby
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ants. Each nurse seizes a baby, and bears it to the nearest 
hole. In a wonderfully short time all have disappeared.
3. I should like to show you the ant nurseries in the 
same way as the bee nurseries; but we have no glass nests 
for ants. But if you look at Figure 103 you will easily 
understand the plans of the ants for rearing their babes.
4. Egg, Larva, Pupa, Ant. First of all, I must tell
you that in an ant nest there may be several queens.
These queens do not quarrel, as bee
queens would do. As soon as eggs
are laid by a queen they are carried 
off by the workers. The eggs are 
not put into separate cells, as in the 
case of the bees, but are gathered
. together into a heap. This heap of
L a rv a  o f A n t—(a) F ro n t  v iew , & ^
(b) B ack  v iew . cggs is often near the surface, and 
the heat of the sun helps to hatch them out.
5. When a larva comes out of the egg, the watchful
nurses carry it off to the room for larvae. Like the bee
larvae, the ant larvae are little, white, maggoty-looking 
creatures, without eyes or legs. The head is at the 
narrow end. The nurses feed them with honey and other 
fine food. An ant makes no noise to our ears, but the 
baby ants seem to know when the nurse is near, and lift 
up their mouths to be fed.
6. Bees have to work hard to build a separate cell for 
each baby bee. Ants do not take this trouble, but they 
make up for it by carrying the baby ants from room to 
room, so that the babes may have just the warmth that 
they need. They have day nurseries and night nurseries. 
The baby ant, indeed, is nursed even more carefully than 
the young bee. The older baby ants are kept separate
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from the younger ones, and there may be even five or six: 
divisions, like the classes in a school*
7. When the ant larva gets to its full size, it puts out a 
silk thread from its mouth, and winds itself in it. Round 
and round it goes till it is wrapped in a little silk bag. 
Then the baby falls into its pupa sleep, and the nurses 
carry it off to the pupa room.f But the work of the 
nurses is not over. On fine days they carry the pupae in 
their jaws out of the nest.
8. A t last the day comes when the young ant tries to 
break through the cocoon. Then the nurses help the little 
creature to get out of the bag. Very gently they do their 
work, and then the young ant is washed, and brushed, 
and fed ! Nor is this all. The nurses teach the young 
ants how to talk with their feelers, and how to clean them­
selves. On each fore leg of an ant is a brush of hairs, and 
the young ant is taught to use this brush. Ants can't bear 
to be dirty, or to have their nest dirty. When work is 
over, you may often see them brushing themselves, or even 
helping one another to get clean. Also, they take care to 
throw all rubbish out of the nest.
And now let us leave the nest along with the foraging 
ants, and try to find out
9. How the Ant Finds its Way. There is little light 
in an an t’s nest, and so an ant does not see well. You 
must have noticed how often they run up against one
* ‘‘It is very curious,” says Sir John Lubbock, “ to see them  in my 
nests, arranged in groups according to size, so that they remind one of a 
school divided into five or six c la sses.”
f  Some ants are less careful than others to separate the larvae from the 
pupae, and you may see them  all heaped together. But even in this case 
the larvae and pupae are carried about from one part to another, according 
to the warm th or the light required.
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another when moving along the trail in opposite ways. 
But the ant has a keen sense of smell.* Just as a blood­
hound can run in a man’s track by smell alone, so one ant 
can follow another by the scent left on the trail. It seems 
wonderful to us that an ant should be able to run so fast 
along a path that we cannot see. I f the ant that made the 
track turned aside at a stone, those that follow do the 
sam e; if the first ant climbed over the stone, the other 
ants also climb over it; if the first ant was blown by a 
gust of wind out of the straight line, the other ants make 
the same curve though there is no wind. Watch an ant’s 
run, and you will often see turns and loops where the road 
could be shortened.
10. If you place an ant at some distance from its nest, 
you will see it hunting about for an ant trail. If it cannot 
find one, it behaves like a creature that has lost its way. 
After an hour’s running about it may be no nearer to the 
nest that when it started. But carry it to a spot near the 
nest, where the whole ground is a network of invisible 
trails, and it runs straight to the nest.
It is perhaps by smell that they know, also, their own 
ants from other ants.
11. How do Ants Know One Another ? If you take 
an ant away from a nest for a long time, and then return 
it, the ants know it at once. If a strange ant find its way 
into the nest, they kill it or drag it out. Perhaps there is 
a different smell for the ants of each nest. It is by the 
feelers that they smell. When a new-comer is being 
examined, the feelers are crossed again and again, and 
then the ants decide whether the ant is a stranger or one 
of themselves.
* The sense of sm ell seem s to vary a good deal among ants, some 
kinds having a keener sense than others.
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12. A t one time it was thought that ants knew one 
another by a sign or password, but we know now that 
this is not the case. Some ants became drunk through 
sipping a strong fluid. Ten of these belonged to a nest 
called number one, and ten to a nest called number two. 
The whole of the ants that were drunk were placed near 
nest number one. The sober ants of that nest came out, 
and at first looked puzzled. But at last they carried their 
own ten ants into the nest. Then they dragged away the 
ten ants that belonged to the other nest, and threw them 
into a ditch. This shows that it was not by any sign or 
password that they knew their own ants.*
Ants, like bees, have to keep indoors in winter.
13. The Ant Nest in Winter. In cold lands this 
means that they are shut up for six months, or even 
longer. In those lands the ant has to work hard in 
summer; for it has to feed itself and to feed its young, and! 
it has to store up food for the long winter. On many 
days, also, it cannot work on account of the rain. In 
Australia ants thrive well, because we have a short winter, 
and in summer we have few rainy days when the ants 
cannot work. Early in spring you may see the ants 
bringing out the rubbish that has gathered in the tunnels 
during the winter rains: they are getting the nest ready 
for the coming season.
14. You are now ready to hear that the ant is the 
cleverest of all insects. One proof of this lies in the clever 
way in which the ant makes use of other insects. W e  have 
seen how the ant uses the aphis—the ant cow. In the 
Mallee district of Victoria there is a large mealy aphis 
that lives on the stems of young gum trees. Over these
* Experim ent made by Sir John Lubbock.
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insects the ants make a dome of bark and grass. Some 
ants stand on guard at the door of this aphis-house, lu 
England,- where winter frosts often kill the eggs of insects, 
the ants have been seen to take the eggs of the aphides 
into their nests to protect them from the frost. In Spring 
these eggs are carried to plants near to the ant nest, and 
carefully placed on tender shoots.
15. There is a beetle, too, that is found only in ants’ 
nests. Through living in the dark it has become blind, 
This beetle cannot feed itself, but the ants feed it with 
their own food. In return, the beetles give out a fluid 
from the hairs on the wing-covers. The ants lick this 
fluid from the hairs, and seem to be fond of it. In many 
ants’ nests there are also other little insects whose use we 
do not know. They must be of use; for the ants are very 
quick to kill an insect that enters their nest without leave. 
Can it be that they are kept as pets ? I t  may be so, for 
ants are fond of play when there is no work to do.
16. In some lands, ants are said to milk cater­
pillars. The ants set a guard over the caterpillar to 
protect it; and, wonderful to say, they keep up this guard 
for the ten days during which the creature is in the pupa 
state. While it is in the pupa state the ants, of course, get 
no milk for their pains. Why do they keep up the guard ? 
It would be interesting to know if we have any ants and 
caterpillars of this kind in Australia.
17. You see, then, that ants keep creatures to serve 
them just as we do. We have our sheep, and cows, and 
horses, our dogs and ca ts; and the ants have their aphides, 
and beetles, and other insects.
18. We have another proof that the ants are the highest 
of the insects in the great care they take of their young. 
The higher the animal the greater the care of the young.
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W hat a difference between the way in which an ant cares 
for the young and the way in which a lower insect 
behaves! The bluebottle fly lays its eggs on a dead 
animal; and that is all the care it gives to its young. It 
flies ofT, and never sees the young. The ant, on the other 
hand, licks the egg, feeds the larva, carries about the pupa, 
and carefully trains the young ant.
19. W hen we rise to an animal higher than the ant, we 
find that still more care is given to the young. A pair of 
magpies will feed and train the young birds for months. 
When we rise to man—the highest of animals—we find 
that the child is looked after for years before it is sent out 
into the world. This long time of nursing and training 
does good to the young, but it does still more good to the 
parents.
20. Some years ago, two fine collie pups were put in 
charge of a boy. The mother of the pups had been killed 
by an accident. The dogs gave him a great deal of 
trouble; but, just because he had these helpless creatures 
so long on his hands, he became very fond of them. 
The trouble he took for them did him good, and helped 
to make him a kind-hearted boy. This will help you to 
understand the rule: the greater the care of the }mung, 
the higher the animal.
21. After watching the bees at work, you felt that the 
bees stood high among the insects, because they had 
learned to work together for the good of the family. After 
watching their cousins, the ants, you feel this still more 
strongly. How wonderfully they work for the good of the 
fam ily!
22. You know how it helps a football team when each 
player plays for the team, and not for himself. Well, in an
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ant city every ant forgets herself, and works for the city. 
This is the secret of the ant’s life, and it is the secret of 
the bee’s life. The bees and ants forget themselves, and 
ivork fo r  the family.
Q u est ion s  and E xerc ise s .—
(1) P lace sm all seeds o f various kinds near an ant’s nest. N ote how  
the seeds are carried in, and the husks afterwards thrown out.
N o t e ,— Sunflower seeds are eagerly taken.
(2)  P lace dead flies, sm all and large, near the nest door, and watch  
results
(3) I f a board or flat stone be placed near a garden ant’s nest, the ants 
may place their pupae under it. Lift the board suddenly, and watch how  
they carry the pupae out o f danger,
(4) W hen you see ants running up and down a plant, try to find what 
they are getting.
N o t e .— S w e e t  j u i c e  i s  o f t e n  f o u n d  i n  o t h e r  p a r t s  o f  t h e  p l a n t  b e s i d e s  
t h e  h o n e y  t u b e .
C om p osit ion  E xerc ise .— P l a c e  v a r i o u s  k i n d s  o f  f o o d  n e a r  t h e  n e s t  
d o o r ,  o r  o n  a n  a n t ’s  r u n .  W a t c h  c a r e f u l l y ,  a n d  W r i t e  a n  a c c o u n t  o f  w h a t  
t h e  a n t s  d o .
Drawing E xercise .— D r a w ,  e n l a r g e d ,  o n e  o r  t w o  k i n d s  o f  a n t s .  
N o te s .—
(1) W h i t e  A n t s  belong to a different order {Orihoptera) from the true 
ants, and should be classed w ith the insects dealt w ith in chap. ix.
(2 )  T he A n t - L i o n  is the larva of a four-winged insect that belongs to 
a different order (Neiiroptera) from Ants and Bees. T he ant-lion is about 
half-an-inch long, and has great curved jaws. Choosing a sandy patch  
frequented by ants, it digs a crater-like pit, and buries itse lf at the bottom  
of the pit; only its feelers and jaws rem aining above the sand. W hen an 
ant slips down the loose sides of the pit, it is at once seized and killed
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XIX.—T H E  SPID ER .
I . To most people the spider is an insect, and you mav 
ask m e: W hat is the harm in calling it an insect? Well, 
if I called the spider an insect you would expect to find 
six legs—no more and no less; for every insect has six 
legs. Now, every spider has eight legs. Then you would 
expect to find the body in three parts—for every insect has 
its body divided into three parts—but a spider has its
body divided into two parts. You 
see, then, that to avoid confusion it 
is better not to call the spider an 
insect, but to place it in a separate 
family.
2. If  you look at a mite — a 
cheese mite, or the little red mite 
that swims along so merrily in a 
pond—you will find that the body 
is built like that of a spider. So, 
also, are the tiny red mites that 
are found on plum trees and other plants. So, also, are 
the ticks that trouble the cattle so much. The scorpion 
also belongs to this family.
And now let us look more closely at the spider. It 
consists of a head and an abdomen, and we miss the rings 
in the body which we found in the insect.
3. The Jaws and Poison-Claws. Beginning at the 
head of the spider, we look first at the “poison-claws.” 
Then come the short palps, the bottom parts of which 
serve as crushing jaws. You may often have wondered
FiCx (j
S p id e r—to  sh o w  th a t  th e re  
a re  tw o  p a r t s  on ly .
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how a spider could kill so quickly an insect larger than 
itself. Now you have the secret. Though deadly to an 
insect, this poison is harmless to you.
4. Note carefully, however, that there is one spider in 
Victoria that can poison you—the black and red spider. 
This dangerous spider is black, with red spots or stripes on 
abdomen. It seems to spend the day in dark places, and is 
therefore rarely seen except in the dusk. It is very timid, 
and if disturbed drops to the ground and pretends to be 
dead. Men are, therefore, not often b itten ; but you must 
remember to keep your hands off any spider that has red 
on its back. We notice next
5. The Spider’s Eyes. You can see these clearly 
with the help of a lens. All spiders have not the sanic 
number of eyes, but eight and six are common numbers. 
The eyes are arranged in different plans. Here is the plan 
of one of our web spiders: . ; : . In another of the web 
spiders the eyes are placed as follows: • • All these eyes 
are simple. The spider knows all that it needs to know 
about a visiting insect by the help of these eyes, and by its 
keen sense of touch. It can read the meaning of every 
quiver in the web as easily as you can read an easy book.
And now we come to the eight legs.
6. A Spider’s Legs. These are all set on the head- 
chest, and each has seven joints. This large number of 
joints enables the spider to move its legs about very freely, 
and this is a great help to it in spinning its web. You 
have already guessed, perhaps, that the extra pair of legs 
is also of use in spinning the web. If you watch a spider 
when web-making, you will see that it needs all its eight 
legs.
7. The Spinnerets. We are ready now to notice the 
little round swellings on the under part of the abdomen.
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These are the spinnerets with which the spider makes
thread. Each spinneret is covered with tiny holes, like a 
pepper-box. There may be 4000 or more holes in all. 
Out of each hole comes a very thin thread. All these 
threads have to be twisted together to make one thread I 
Four thousand threads to make o n e! On the end of each 
hind leg there is a comb with many teeth. These combs 
are used for twisting the many threads together into one 
thread. Is it not wonderful ?
8. From Egg to  Perfect Spider. And now we shall
follow the spider from the egg to the full-grown spider.
First of all, the mother spider spins a little saucer-shaped 
web. Then she lays the eggs in it, and covers them with 
a cocoon of silk. This cocoon may be white or yellow, 
green or mottled, or even black. The colour often helps 
to hide the cocoon. When birds’ eggs are laid in dark 
places they are generally white. It is the same with 
spiders’ cocoons. Sometimes, to hide the cocoon still 
better, an outer casing of earth, or moss, or seeds, or dried 
leaves is added. The black web-spider, with white and 
yellow markings, places the cocoon in a leaf, which is 
then woven together as neatly as if a needlewoman had 
done it.
9. Some spiders pay no more heed to the eggs; others 
remain for a time to guard the young. The earth-spider, 
that lives in a hole in the ground, carries the cocoon under 
her body. If you take the cocoon from her she will show 
herself very brave in trying to get it back. She will rather 
lose a leg than lose her bag of eggs.
In warm weather the eggs soon hatch out, and after a 
short time the little spiders find their way out of the bag.
10. The Baby Spiders. A t this time they are soft 
and helpless. After every fresh change of skin, also, they
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are helpless; and some of them spin little tubes of silk in 
which to hide till they get strong. After each change of 
skin they grow larger, but after the last change they grow 
no more. They are now full-grown spiders. But from the 
time they leave the egg they are like the mother.
And now we are ready to see what use the spider 
makes of its thread.
11. What the Spider does with the Silk Thread. 
Most spiders do not spin webs, but all spiders weave silk 
cocoons to hold their eggs. Most spiders, too, line the 
hole or tunnel in which they live with silk. They do this 
to prevent the earth from falling in, and perhaps, also, to 
make the hole snug and warm. Then there are the spiders 
that weave snares to catch flies. Some of these spiders 
make small, rough webs on the grass. Others leave the 
ground, and build rough, tangled webs on bushes or room 
corners. Others, again, build small, neat webs in the 
shape of a triangle; others in the form of a circle that is 
not quite finished ; and, last of all, we have the clever 
spiders that build the complete web. The spider that 
builds its rough, untidy web in room corners is far below 
the spider that builds the complete web. The one is as 
much below the other in skill as the blackfellow is below 
the white man,
12. If you look carefully in a field that has been in 
grass for a long time, you may find a spider that lines its 
tunnel with silk. The cleverest spider of this kind is the 
one that closes its hole with a trap-door, made of silk and 
earth. This door is to keep out wasps and other enemies, 
and also to keep out rain. The outside of the door is so 
like to the surrounding earth that it is almost impossible to 
find the nest by looking for it. But one day, when you 
are thinking of something else, a lid suddenly opens in the
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ground before your eyes, and the spider pokes its head 
out! The lid is fastened to a hinge of strong silk thread.
13. Much commoner than the trap-door spider is the 
spider that leaves the mouth of its silk-lined tunnel open. 
In the case of the “turret-spider” the tunnel is protected 
by a small turret.
14. Have you ever watched a spider weaving its web 
from first to last ? It is a pretty sight. A good time to 
see it is in the dusk or the dark, after a rain storm that 
has broken down the webs. If you can find a spider 
weaving on a bush in the open garden, place a lantern on 
one side of the web while you stand on the other. This 
will enable you to see every thread and every movement 
of the spider. Keep very quiet, and the spider will not be 
disturbed.
15. The Building of the Web. The spider gives out 
a fine line that floats in the wind. The thread is sticky, 
and soon catches on a leaf. Then the spider walks across, 
this line, and, as she goes, adds another thickness of 
thread. When this first line is thick enough, she throws 
out other threads, and then she makes many others that 
run into one point like the spokes of a wheel. Then, 
beginning at the middle, she goes round and round, 
pulling a line after her, and fastening it to each spoke in 
turn. These cross threads are not so thick as the “ray 
threads” that form the frame-work of the web.
16. How Flies, little and big, are caught. When 
the web is finished, look with a lens at the thin cross 
threads, and you will' see that they are beaded with little 
sticky drops. This is why small flies are caught so 
easily when their wings touch the web. The spider need 
not run out to these, but when a blue-bottle buzzes into 
the web she darts out to poison and tie up the victim.
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When the visitor is large, and has a sting, notice how 
cautiously the spider behaves. She does not go close, but 
throws out a thread, and winds this round and round the 
bee till it can no longer move. Then she goes near and 
poisons her victim.
17. Some of the web spiders watch from the middle of 
the web. They keep very still, and are often like a piece 
of bark or a withered leaf. Others use a hiding-place 
close to the web. Our black spider, with white and 
yellow markings, watches from a folded-up leaf. Often 
you can see nothing but its legs outside.
18. The Spider’s Escape Thread. Another use of 
the spinnerets is to let out a thread in time of danger, so 
that the spider can drop to the ground. Here is a little 
dark grey spider that is common on the bushes around 
Melbourne. It is seated in the middle of its neat little 
web. I touch it, and it runs along a thread to its hiding- 
place on a twig. I cut off the twig gently, but the spider 
takes fright, drops to the ground, and pretends to be dead. 
The thread is so thin that I cannot see it, but when I lift 
the twig gently the spider rises into the air. Then it tries 
to reach earth again, but every time it lets out thread I 
lift the twig higher.
19. By this time the thread is six feet long, but by 
standing on a log I am able to hold it clear of the ground. 
Then I take pity on the frightened creature, and move 
nearer to a bush. Next time a gust of wind comes the 
spider suddenly lets out a foot more of thread, and is 
blown against the bush. In an instant she has dis­
appeared. Well done, little spider !
20. How the Spider can Travel in the Air. Another 
and a very wonderful use of the spinnerets has still to be 
told. If you watch a young spider on a fine autumn day
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you may have the good fortune to see it throwing out 
threads to the wind. When enough threads have been 
twined together, the threads are strong enough to bear the 
spider away in the air. Thousands of other spiders are 
floating about in the same way, and when the wind falls 
the whole of them drop to the ground. Sometimes the 
webs get entangled before falling. About this time you 
may see the grass of a whole field silvered with these 
beautiful threads. Thus does a creature that has no wings 
travel on the wings of the wind.
21. How Spiders that have no Webs Catch Flies. 
“But how,” you ask ,“do the spiders that weave no webs get 
food.?” In two ways, I reply: by running, or by a sudden 
leap.* Often the leap is made from a hiding-place. Some­
times the leaping spider is so like to the leaf or ground 
it sits upon that it does not need to hide. There is a 
little green spider that sits very still on a green leaf till 
the fly comes near enough. Others are so like to earth or 
bark, or to dead insects, that the fly suspects nothing till it 
is too late.
22. Sometimes you can see a leaping spider creeping 
slowly up to a fly. No cat can creep up more quietly. 
Step by step she moves up, nearer and nearer. The 
terrible jaws move up and down in a quiver of eagerness. 
All the eight bead-like eyes are fixed on the fly, which is 
sipping at a blob of honey-dew. A t last comes the leap, 
the buzz, the sharp fight; and then there is stillness.
23. Some of the running spiders, like the earth spider, 
keep to the ground; others run up bushes or trees. 
Thousands of flies spend the night on bushes and trees, and 
many of these are caught by the spiders that prowl up and
* Many species of the true jumping spider are found in V ictoria.
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down the branches and leaves every fine night. When a 
fly goes to rest, it is as much in danger as a soldier who 
lies down to sleep in the enemy’s country. A t any 
moment of the night it may awake to find itself in the 
grasp of the spider !
24. As these hunting spiders have no web in which to 
keep their victims, they eat them at once. The large 
spider wrongly called the “ tarantula'’ has been seen to 
push seven moths into its great mouth in thirty minutes ! 
Every part was eaten, except two wingS of the largest 
moths !*
25. The Spider’s Enemies. The spider has many 
enemies while it is young and helpless, and when full 
grown it may be eaten by birds, or carried off by wasps to 
feed their young. Some spiders are wonderfully like ants. 
This is a great protection, for ants have few enemies.
26. The Spider in Winter. In cold countries, all 
spiders sleep during the winter; but in most parts of 
Australia a few spiders continue to catch flies even in the 
cold months. In the heart of winter there are days when 
some small flies are on the wing. Even in a hard winter a 
few swallows are always to be seen picking up flies in 
sheltered spots. Where swallows can live, spiders also can 
make a living. Sometimes you may see a new web among 
the bare winter branches of a tree. The threads may be 
too fine to be seen against the sky, but you can see where 
the web is by the small flies that are caught in it.
Q u es t io n s  and E x e r c ise s .—
(i) Som e of the jum ping spiders that live on the ground are exactly  
like dry leaves or sticks. D escribe any spiders you know that are 
difficult to see on account of colour or form.
*T his useful spider kills large numbers of destructive wood-boring 
beetles. T he proper name is Triantelope (yoconia).
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(2) State any diffarence betw een the way in which an insect weaves a 
thread and the way in w hich a spider does it.
(3) Make a list of the web spiders you have w atched in your district. 
T ell how  the webs differ in  shape.
(4) Make a list o f the spiders you have watched that w eave no web
T ell, i f  you can, how  they catch their prey.
N o t e .— Spiders hide in  nearly every bush, under logs and under 
bark, and you often turn up an earth spider w hile digging.
(5) In those webs that are beaded w ith sticky drops, som e of the
threads have no beads. W hich  threads, and why?
(6) W eb spiders are good judges o f the com ing weather. Explain why 
the spider needs to w atch the weather. G ive any weather signs trom its 
behaviour.
(7) Let the com m on dark earth spider crawl on your hand, and 
exam ine w ith lens. N otice  its  beauty when seen closely , and note the  
eyes. H ow  many eyes? Mark down their plan.
(8) Young spiders are often floated away in the air to a place distant 
from the old hom e. Can you think o f any reason for this?
C om p o sit ion  E x erc ise .— W atch a web spider catching a large fly, 
and write an account of it ;  or, i f  you have watched the spiders that have  
no webs hunting, tell what you have seen.
Drawing E x e r c is e .— Draw (a) a full-circle web, (b) any other web 
less than a full circle that is  com m on in your district.
D iagram  o f  t h e  U n d er-su rface  o f  
a  Spider.
1 . T h e  p o iso n  c law s. ^
?. T h e  c ru sh in g  ja w s  a t  th e  b a se  o f  2 a—th e  ^  
palp s.
3 . T h e  b re a th in g  s lit.
. T h e  s p in n e re ts .
5 . T h e  h e a d -c h es t— th e  fro n t d iv is io n  o f  th e
sp id e r .
6. T h e  ab d o m e n —th e  h in d e r  d iv ision  o f th e
sp id e r .
L e g s —th e  fo u r  p a ir  o f w a lk in g  legs.
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HINTS TO BEGINNERS ON PRESERVING  
INSECTS.
Eggs.—The eggs ot som e of the larger insects, like the Emperor Gum  
Moth, can be readily kept.
Larvae.—T he grubs ot beetles, and the caterpillars of m oths and 
butterflies, can be kept in formalin or alcohol. A better way of keeping 
caterpillars is as follow s:— Make an incision at tail, and then gently press 
cut contents into folds o f old soft towel. Try not to expel those tissues 
lying nearest the skin for these contain the colouring matter. Then  
insert straw and blow  out skin, holding it during inflation over a lamp. 
I f  a metal plate be placed over a spirit lam p there is no danger of 
singeing the larva. W hen the skin is quite dry it is  ready for placing in 
the drawer, or store-box. T he straw will have adhered to the skin: do 
not rem ove it. W here artificial leaves sim ilar to the larva's food plant, 
can be got, the specim en should be mounted so as to show it in its 
natural surroundings T hus the Vine-M oth Caterpillar can be gummed 
to an artificial vine leaf
T he P erfect  Insect  —B eet le s .—On a ‘‘setting board” (of linoleum, 
or cork) spread out the legs and antennae, using small pins Som e o f the 
larger beetles may be spread out in a flying position. P lace away when  
quite dry. W hen the insect has becom e rigid, so that the legs and wings 
cannot be drawn out. place ii ovei nigh*- in a bowl o f m oist sand. On the 
sand place wet blotting paper, and on the m outh ot the bowl w et blotting 
paper with a weight. M ould w ill com e on the specim en if kept in the 
sand too long Large insects, like som e o f the locusts and large m oths, 
are apt to shrivel and these should have the abdomen em ptied and filled 
with cotton wool.
B utterflies  and M oth s .— (i) On returning hom e from collecting, 
place specim en in cool place on damp cork, to prevent it from becom ing 
rigid. (2) Setting out. P in the specim en firmly on a setting board (cork or 
soft wood) w ith a groove in the middle to receive the body o f  the insect.
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Stick a bristle into  a little  piece of cork, and thrust a pin through the 
cork. U sing a needle that has been fixed in any soft wood for a handle, 
draw out the w ings into proper position, keeping them  down flat with one 
or two bristles, and then place across the w ings little  strips o f paper, 
pinned to the board at each end. In  a few days the wings are “ set,”
. , . yi i ,  . ■ Fig. 1 0 8 .-S ettin g  Board.
Specim ens must be quite dry before being stored away. T he store-box 
or drawer m ust be perfectly  clean, and all cracks closed w ith putty. A 
slid ing glass cover is o f im portance. T h e join ings must be accurate, and 
if  strips o f paper are gum m ed on the jo in ings when the box is not in use 
it w ill save m uch trouble. T he bottom  o f the box should be covered 
w ith cork (quarter-inch), or linoleum , lined w ith w hite paper. For a few  
specim ens a cigar box, lined w ith  linoleum  and w hite paper, makes a 
useful tem porary store box. All specim ens m ust be kept in the dark, and 
to keep out insect pests napthaline should be placed in the box. A pin, if 
made red hot, can be thrust into a napthaline m oth ball. B enzine (for 
beetles only) is also effective.
DIREC TIONS  F O R  C O L L E C T I N G  AND MOUNTING
BEETLES.
B y C .  F r e n c h , J u n r .
M a te r ia ls  R eq u ired  f o r  F ield  W o rk .— (i) An umbrella, into which 
insects are shaken from bushes. (2) A net, w ith six-foot handle, for 
insects that keep on higher branches. (3) Spirits o f wine for killing the 
beetles.— { N . B .— The insects should  be left for a day to dry before 
pinning; where the insect is h igh ly  coloured, formalin should be used 
instead of sp irits of wine, as the latter takes out the colour.) (4) Camel-
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hair brush, for transferring very sm all beetles to the bottle of spirits of 
wine. (5) For taking night-flying insects, a sheet of white cloth and a 
lantern are u sed ; the insects flying towards the light remain on the sheet
Where t o  Look fo r  B e e t le s .—(i) Dead bark of gum, wattle, and 
other t r e e s . — Hol d umbrella so as to catch the insects that fall 
when you tear away the bark.) (2) Underneath stones and logs (ground 
beetles). (3) Flow ers of ti-tree, prickly box, carrot, gum -tree, etc. (4) 
Among dead leaves.— { N . B .— Shake leaves over umbrella.) (5) In 
burrows beside cow droppings (burying beetles). (6) In the debris left 
by floods (m ostly ground beetles). (7) Under seaweed on beach (very 
small beetles). (8) Inside fungus growths attached to trees (fungi 
beetles). (9) Under bodies of dead anim als (carrion beetles).
Fig. 1 0 9 .— M etliod  o f P in n in g  a B ee tle .
T h e  (lot d e n o te s  
th e  position  ot 
pin in  r ig h t w ing 
c a se .
S ett ing ,  Pinning, and Labelling.—( i)  Set on setting board as 
directed above. (2) For pinning use entom ological pins (No. 5); these 
do not rust, and are much better than ordinary pins. (3) Prepare small, 
neat label of cardboard (to be fixed on the pin, underneath the specimen). 
T he label should give: {a) name, (b) where found, {c) date.— (N .B .— Very 
small insects should not be transfixed on the pin, but should be fixed— 
with gum -m astic, seccotine, or istic— upon a small, neat piece of card­
board, through the end of which the pin can be thrust.)
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A i l a n t h u s  S i l k w o r m , 9,
Ants, 1 0 ,  5 6 .  Fem ale and Male, 
1 4 9 .  Queen, 1 4 9 .  Garden 
Ant, 15T. Ant IMiners, 1 51 .  
Foragers, 1 5 2 .  Food, 1 5 3 .  
W arrior Ant, 1 53 .  A nt’s 
Funeral, 1 5 4 .  Pupse, 1 5 5 ,  158 .  
Sick Ants, 1 5 5 .  Furses, 1 5 6 ,  
1 5 7 .  Life H istory, 15 7 .  H ow  
an Ant F inds its W ay, 1 5 8 .  
H ow  Ants K now One Another, 
1 5 9 .  N est in W inter, 1 6 0 .  Ants 
and Aphides, 1 6 0 .  Secret of 
A nt’s Life, 1 6 2 .
Aphis, 35,53. E ggs, 5 4 .  Enem ies, 
55. H oney-dew, 56. Apple- 
Aphis, 57. Vine-Aphis, 58. 
Peach-A phis,62. " W oolly," 62.
“ B a l a n c e r s , ” 19.
B eetles— W ings, 25, 74. L ady­
bird, 55. H ow  to Kill, 62, 74. 
M outh, 75. Feelers, 75. Larvm, 
75. W ood-borers, 70,78. L ong­
horned (Longicorn), 78. Applc- 
root Borer, 80. W eevils, 81, 82. 
Click B eetle, 82. Burying, 84. 
H ow  Protected, 86. H ow P re­
served, 173.
Bee, 10. Pollen Basket, 22, 136. 
H iveD oor, 127. H oney-bearers, 
128. Pollen-bearers, 129. W ax- 
makers, 129. Cells o f H ive Bee, 
130. Nurses, 132. H ive Con­
trol, 133. Swarm ing, 134, 140. 
Queen, 132, 135, 137. Drone, 
127, 138. The “ B usy B ee ,” 
138. Fram e for Comb, 141. 
H ow  Bee K nows its W ay, 
142. H ive in W inter, 139: in
Spring, 140. Italian Bees, 142. 
H ow the B ees Speak, 143. 
Solitary B ees and W asps, 144.
Blowfly, 31, 47.
Box for O bservation, 2.
B utterflies— W ings, 21. First 
Flight, 87. Reason for W ings, 
88. Colours, 88. Compared 
with M oth, 90. W hy it H as 
F ew  Enem ies, 91, 99. How  
to Kill, 91. K inds of Pupa 
(Chrysalis), 92. Blue-spotted  
Painted Lady, 92. Australian 
Admiral, 93, 99. Imperial
W hite, 93. W ood W hite, 94. 
Caper W hite, 94. Common 
Blue, 90, 95. Common Brown, 
95. Common Skipper, 95, 99 
K lugg’s Xenica, 96. Silvery 
Xenica, 96. M acleay’s Sw allow ­
tail, 97. W anderer, 98. IManner 
of F light, 98. W alking Powers, 
99; in W inter, 99. H ow P re­
served, 173.
C a r r i o n  P l a n t , 28.
Case-M oth, 103.
Caterpillar, 35, 36. Parts of, 36. 
M outh, 37. Feet, 37. Legs, 37. 
Its Thread, 38. Looper, 39, 43. 
T im es of Feeding, 41. Flow 
Protected, 42. Spines, 42, 
“ F alse ,” 43. Horns, 44, 
Dam age done by, 44. Colour, 
44. H arvest Caterpillar, 45.
Cherry Slug, 24
Cicada, 17, 26, 60. Song, 61. 
Eggs, 61. “ M anna,” 61.
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Clover (Dutch), 31.
Cockchafer, i ,  30, 46, 76.
Cocoon, 3, 6, 49, 50. Breaker, 50.
Codlin-M oth, 100.
Cockroach, 29, 35, 47, 71.
Crickets, 22, 35, 70.
D a d d y - L o n g - L e g s , 1 1 7 ,  118 .
Dragon-fiy, 17, 51, 91, 116.
E a r w i g , 35, 69.
Egg, 26. W here Laid, 27. Laid  
on Plants, 29. E gg-cases, 29. 
Laid on Roots, 30; on Elowers, 
31; on Flesh, 31.
Emperor Gum Moth, i ,  28.
F e e l e r s , 7.
Flies. Blowfly, 31. Golden-eye, 
55. Disease-carrier, 109. H ouse­
fly, I I I .  Parts o f a F ly, 1 12 .  
H ow a F ly  E ats, 113. Life 
H istory, 113. Bee-like F lies, 
114. Drone-fly, 114. Leaf- 
mining F ly, 115. G all-m aking 
Flies, 115. F lies that are not 
Two-winged: Dragon-fly and 
May-fly, 116; Daddy-Long- 
Legs, 117; in Spring, 117.
Fleas, n o .
Froghopper, 60.
G a l l s , 3 3 .
Grasshopper, 23, 34, 47. Com­
pared with Locust, 67. Its 
Song, 6 7 .  Colour, 6 8 .  Life  
H istory, 6 8 .  Enem ies, 6 8 .
Grub, 35, 46
Gum Saw-fly, 41, 4^.
ICHNEUMON F l y , 3 , 4 2 ,  4 4 ,  5 6 .
Insect. W hat is it? 10, 24. T he  
Three Parts, 11. Reason for
Nam e, 12. Firm ness, 13.
Feelers, 14. M outh, 15. E yes, 
16. Chest, 19. W ings, 19.
W ing-covers, 21. Legs, 22. 
Feet, 23. Song of, 23. B reath­
ing H oles, 23. Egg-placer, 24. 
Sting, 24. H ave Insects F ive  
Senses Only? 25; w ith Piercing  
and Sucking M ouths, 53. H ow  
to Kill, 62.
K i l l i n g  I n s e c t s  
(Butterflies), 91.
(Hard), 62;
L a r v a , 3, 34; like the Mother, 
34; unlike the M other, 34. 
Caterpillar, M aggot, and Grub, 
35. Reason for Different Forms, 
47. H ow  Preserved, 173.
Lace-wing Flies, 42.
Ladybird Beetle, 55.
Lem on, Black Sm ut on, 59.
Life H istory Stages, 3.
Looper Caterpillars, 39, 43.
Locust, 66. As Food, 67. Com­
pared w ith G rasshopper, 67. 
Its Song, 68. L ife H istory, 66. 
Enem ies, 68,
M a y - F l y , 26, 116, 117.
M antis, 33.
M aggot, 35, 47.
M ite, 164.
M osquito, 15, 51, 117, i ig .  Larva, 
120. Pupa, 122. Food, 123. 
H um , 124. Disease-spreader, 
125. H ow  to Rear, 126.
M ole Cricket, 22, 70.
M oth— W ings, 21. T he Clothes- 
M oth, 36. M ottled Cup-M oth, 
42, 50. V ine-M oth {see under 
V). W attle  G oat-M oth, 46. 
“ W  oolly-bear,” 49,52. Colours, 
88. Compared w ith Butterfly,
F I R S T  S T U D I E S  I N I N S E C T  L I F E .
go. F light, 98. Codlin, 100. 
Case-M olh, 36, 88, 103, 108.
M usical L ocust, 26.
O r a n g e , Black Sm ut o n ,  59.
P e a r  S l u g , 2 4 .
Pepper Tree, 5, 28.
Perfect Insect, 50, 51.
P hylloxera, 58.
Praying Insect, 29, 34, 63.
Pupa, 3. Changes during Pupa- 
sleep, 48. D iferen t Form s, 49. 
H ow  Pupa-case Broken, 50.
Preserving Insects, 173.
Q u i n c e , Black Sm ut o n ,  5 0 .
S a w  F l i e s , 29, 41, 43.
Sand W asps, 32, 144.
Scale Insect, 58. M ussel Scale, 
59. W here Found, 60.
Scale-w ing Insects, 21, 87.
Silkworm s, 4, 9.
Sooty Fungus, 59.
Spider, 32, 164. Life Plistory, 
166. Trap D oor, 167. Gos­
samer, 170 W ebless Spiders, 
170. Jum ping Spiders, 170, 171.
Sparrow, 55.
T h r i p s , 60.
T ick : 164.
V i n e - M o t h , 24, 27, 33, 36, 41. 
5 0 . 91-
W a t e r  B e e t l e , 22.
W asps, 32. Paper W asp, 144. 
Mud N ests of, 145. Solitary  
W asps, 144. Pear Saw-fly, 
146. Ichneum on F ly  (W asp), 
146. Sand W asps, 32, 144.
W attles, 45, 46.
W alking-leaf Insect, 65.
W eevil, 10.
W ings, 10
W ire-worm , 83.
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